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XVII NATIONAL LIBERAL FEDERATION OF INDIA, 1935. 

Monday, 30th December, 1935. 

TEXT OF THE RESOLUTIONS PASSED 

I losses of the Year 

The National Liberal Federation oJ India records its sense of deep sorrow at the 
death, during the year, of Dawan Bahadur L. A. Govindaraghava Iyar, one of its 
former Presidents, Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikari, Dewan Bahadur V. M. Kelkar, and 
Mr. Gopal Krishna Devadhar, a former General Secretary of the Faderation, all of 
them staunch Liberals and earnest public workers. Their death is a great loss to 
the country and the National Liberal Federation offers its sympathy and condolence 
to the bereaved families and to the institutions with which they were prominently 
connected. 

Put from the Chair and Carried Unanimously 

II The New Constitution. 

(a) The National Liberal Federation of India, while re-affirming its resolution 
of last year, regrets that in utter disregard of almost unanimous Indian opinion, the 
British Parliament not only did not accept a single suggestion for improvement from 
India's point of view but imposed the Government of India Act, 193S, on the country 
with further objectionable provisions added. 

(b) Yet, the National Liberal Federation considers that, in the circumstances of 
India, anything like a boycott of the New Constitution is futile and impossible, and 
is therefore of opinion that all nationalists of all parties and groups in the country 
should, in the supreme interest of India, act together in the general elections which 
are to be held under the new Act so as to secure their return to the legislatures in 
the largest number, and to utilise the constitution so as to extract from it the 
greatest good it can yield, and, what is more important, so as to accelerate the reform 
of the constitution on lines demanded by, and acceptable to Indian opinion. 

(c) The Liberal Federation reiterates that no constitution can satisfy Indian 
opinion which does not approximate, as nearly as may be, to the constitutions of the 
Dominions and concede to the people of India the full rights of national Self
Government with the irreducible minimum of reservations for a short period fixed by 
Statute, and which, further does not make for national solidarity. 

Speakers on the Rosolution :-

The Rt. hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri. 
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, 
Sir Cowasji J ehangir. 
Mr. J. N. Ba.su. 
Mr. C. Y. Chintamani. 
Pandit H. N. Kunzru. 
Mr. S. G. Vaze. 

Carried Unanimously. 

lii Indian ~tates Subjects 

The National Liberal Federation re-affirms its complete sympathy with the 
aspirations of the subjects of Indian States for civic and political liberties and regrets 
that in the large majority of States there is not as yet even the semblance of 
constituti;nal or representt'ltive government. It deplores the absence of any provi· 
sion for the Election of the States' representatives in the future Federal Legislatu're 
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and of any recognition of the rights of citizenship for the people of the States. The 
Federation again urges the ruling Princes to concede without delay the right of their 
subjects to security of person and property, to freedom of the press and of associa
tion, and an independent judiciary as well as representative Gove1·nment as a 
preliminary to full responsible government within the All-India Federation. 

Proposed by Prof. M.D . .Altekar, Bombay. 
Seconded by Mr. A. V. Patwardhan, Poona. 

Supported by Prof. R. H. Kelkar, Poona. 

Carried Unanimously. 

IV Indians Ovarseas 

This Federation while reiterating its condemnation of the anti-Indian Decrees 
passed by the Zanzibar Government in June 1934, which Decrees have resulted in 
squeezing out Indians from lawful pursuits in the Zanzibar Protectorate, expresses 
its apprehension at the extension of the Moratorium to July 1936, in clear violation 
of the Zunzibar Government's promise to settle the debt problem within a year. 

This Federation records with satisfaction the unanimous Report of the Agricul
tural Indebtedness Commission appointed by the Zanzibar Government, which 
supports the conclusions of the report submitted by Mr. K. P. S. Menon I. C. S., to the 
Government of India, which exposes the one-sided nature of the Bartlett'-Last 
Report on which the said anti-Indian Dacrees we!'e based and deplores the attitude of 
the Zanzibar Government in not accepting the Commission's Report, as well as the 
views expressed in the memorandum of the Indian National Association of Zanzibar, 
submitted to the Secretary of State for Colonies and the Government of India. In 
the opinion of this Federation the basis of the said Dacrees having been shattered 
by the said Commission of the Zanzibar Government, presided over by the Chief 
Justice with an official majority, the Government of India should press for a repeal 
of the said Decrees. 

While the Federation appreciates the sympathetic attitude and action of the 
Government of India, it urges on them the advisability of promptly pressing for 
acceptance the following demands for relief of the urgent needs of the Indian 
community, namely:-

(1) Amendment of Section 19 of the Land Alienation Dacree of 1934, with 
retrospective effect so as not to allow period of limitation to run against creditors, 
during the moratorium. 

(2) Immediate adoption of the recommendations of the Agricuitural Indebted
ness Commist!ion by the Government of Zanzibar. 

(3) Abolition of License fee for export of cloves. 
( 4) Abolition of one-sided levy on export of cloves. 
(5) Stoppage of purchase and export of cloves by the Clove Growers' Association 

and modification of its other activities. 

Failing agreement of the Colonial Office to give effect to these minimum demands 
this Federation recommends to the Government of India imposition of an embargo 
on imports of cloves into India, if such imports originate from the Zanzibar 
Protectorate. 

The Federation urges that action should be taken in the matter of the marketing 
legislation of the Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika Governments on the lines indica
ted in the reports of Mr. K. P. S. Menon, I. C. S., who was deputed to investigate the 
situation on the spot. 

The Federation is strongly opposed to the extension of the Highlands in the 
manner suggested in the Carter Report, the exclusion of Indians from the Highlands 
of Kenya, and declaras th!l.t any attempt to give statutory effect to this ·undesirable 
practice will arouse the keenest resentment in this country. 
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The Federation is opposed to the principle of the residential and commercial 
segregation of Indians on which the Asiatic Land Tenure Act of the Union of South 
Africa is basad, and urges the Government of India to consult the opinion of the 
Indian community in South Africa about the recommendations of the Feetham 
Commission and represent their point of view to the Union Government. 

Proposed by Mr. Naushir C. Bharucha, Bombay. 
Seconded by Mr. D. V. Ambekar, Poona. 
Carried Unanimously. 

V Criminal Law Amendment Act 

The National Liberal Federation records its strong protest a~ainst the Criminal 
Law Aml'!ndment Act and the several provincial Special Powers Acts passed 
in th9 przs3nt year. They perpetuate or prolong the extraordinary powers 
taken by th3 Executive, virtually free of judicial control first in the form of 
Ordinances and next of temporary legislation. The legitimate liberty of the press 
and the public is seriouslY, menacad by these Acts, and the Federation, therefore, 
urges their immediate repeal. 

Proposed by The Hon. Mr. P. N. Sapru, Allahabad. 
Seconded by Mr. E. Vin!l.yak Rao, Madras. 
Supported by Mr. S. M. Bose, M. L. C., Calcutta. 

Carried Unanimously. 

VI The Army and Military Expenditure 

(a) The National Liberal Federation is acutely dissatisfied at the complete lack 
of response by the Government to the repeated demand of India for the rapid 
nationalisation of the army and at their obstinate adherence to ideas and methods 
which will not bring it about even in three centuries. 

The Federation cannot but condemn the policy of refusal to take steps for speedy 
Indianisil.tion, and opposition at the sa me time to Self-Government on the plea that 
India cannot defend herself. 

, (b) The Federation reaffirms the demand for a steady reduction of the British 
army of occupation and its replacement by Indian troops drawn from all classes and 
provinces. 

(c) The Federation is gravely concerned at the maintenance of military 
expenditure at a level which is bayond the capacity of India to bear without detri
ment to social services and economic development. And it urges on the Government 
of India the adoption of measures which will bring down military expenditure to 
reasonable figure. 

Proposed by Pandit H. N. Kunzru, Allahabad. 
Saconded by Prof. B. B. Roy, Calcutta. 
Supported by Mr. Vishuan N ath, U. P. 
Carried Unanimously. 

VII Unemployment 

The National Liberal Febera.tion is gravely concerned by the acuteness of the 
problem of unemployment which is on the increase among the middle classefl. While 
it is glad that certain aspects of it have formed the subject of investigation in some 
provinces notably, in the United Provinces by a committee under the chairmanship 
of the Rt. Hon. Sir Tej Ba.hadur Sapru, the Federation urges that measures calculated 
to reduce it should be adopted without delay in the shape of planned economic deve
lopment and the reorganization of the system of education (without prejudice to the 
wider dHfusion of higher education) so as to train young men for wealth producing 
pursuits. 
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Proposed by Mr. S. B. Gokhale, Nagpur. 
Seconded by Mr. M. D. Altekar, Bombay. 
Supported by Mr. Surendranath Varma, Allahabad. 

Carried Unanimously. 

VIII Rural Uplift and Viilage Industries. 

While the Liberal Federation notices with satisfaction the practical interest 
which Government are at last evincing in rural uplift, it regrets that they are work
ing with inadequate funds and mainly through official agency and are spending an 
excessive part of the available money on salaries of staffs and establishments. In the 
opinion of the Federation, the work can be done economically, yet efficiently, through 
trained unofficial agencies as far as possible. 

Proposed by D. B. C. M. Gandhi, Surat. 
Seconded by Mr. N. A. Dravid, Berar. 
Supported by Dr. K. L. Dey, Calcutta. 

Carried Unanimously. 

IX Agricultural Indebtedness 

(a) While approving of the object of the laws passed in some provinces for the 
relief of agricultural indebtedness, the Federation is firmly of opinion that they will 
fail to produce a beneficial effect unless the Government (1) take suitable steps to 
provide adequate finance at a cheap rate of interest, (2) advance money for the repay
ment to creditors as Mr. Gokhale suggested in the Legislative Council of the Gover
nor-General in 1906 and (3) supplement the legislation for the better organisation of 
rural credit including the establishment of land mortgage banks and the extension of 
the co-operative movement. 

Proposed by Mr. V. V enkatsubayya, Madras. 
Seconded by Mr. Dalip Mansing, U. P. 
Carried Unanimously. 

X Swadeshi 

The National Liberal Federation once again accords its "Whole-hearted support to 
the Swadeshi movement and urges that every effort should be made for its complete 
success in all the branches of production, distribution and consumption. 

The Federation urges Governments in British India as well as the Indian States 
to utiljse ro the greatest possible extent the products of Indian industry. In meeting 
the requirements of consuming departments, and further, to give every possible help 
to manufacturers with a view to increase production, improve quality and reduce 
prices, so that they may be able to compete with importers of foreign goods. 

The Federation also urges the Governments in British India as well as the 
Indian States to afford greater facilities for technical education of all grades and in 
all branches. 

Proposed by Mr. M. D. Shahane, N agpur. 
Seconded by Mr. K. P. Kaul, Lucknow. 

Carried Unanimously. 

XI Untouchability 

The National Liberal Federation feels the profoundest sympathy for the Depres
!red classes and is utterly opposed to any person being regarded or treated as an "un
touchable". The Federation wishes every success to the nation-wide mhvement for 
the removal of this blot upon India and for the elevation of those classes. 

Put from the Chair and Carried Unanimously 
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XII Council and Office-Bearers 

Resolved that 

Dewan Bahadur K. V. Brahma, C. I. E. N agpur. 
Mr. S. M. Bose, Calcutta. 
Mr. E. Vinayakrao, Madras. 
Mr. Suryanarayan Rao, Madras. 

be the General Secretaries of the Federation and that the Council of the Federation 
be constituted as given in the Appendix A. 

Carried Unanimously. 

XIII Next Session of the Federation 

Resolved that the Eighteenth Session of the National Liberal Federation of India 
be held in the United Provinces. 

Proposed by Mr. C. Y. Chintamani, Allahabad. 
Seconded by Ft. Kishan Prasad Kaul, Lucknow. 

Carried Unanimously. _., __ _ 
' \. 

XIV Vote of Thanks to the President 

Proposed by Sir M. V. Joshi, N agpur. 
Seconded by Mr. W. G. Mandpe, N agpur, 
Supported by Mr. D. G. Dalvi, Bombay. 

Carried Unanimously 

President's Closing Speech. 

" Bande Mataram " 



THE NATIONAL LIBERAL FEDERATION OF INDIA 

-~:0:~~-

(SEVENTEENTH SESSION) 

---
. Saturday, the 28th December 1935. 

The seventeenth session of the National Liberal Federation of 

India opened in the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute Hall at 

N agpur on Saturday the 28th December 1935 at 3 p. m. The Hall 

was tastefully and skillfully decorated with flags and buntings and 

was filled to its maximum capacity by members of the Reception 

Committee, delegates and visitors, both men and women. . 

The President·Elect, Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastri (Madras) 

who arrived at the Hall at 3 p.m., was received by Sir M. V. Joshi, 

Chairman and other office-bearers of the Reception Committee and 

conducted to the platform in procession. As the President entered 

the V. J. T. Institute Hall, the whole As~embly rose to its feet and 

enthusiastically cheered him till he had taken his seat. 

The proceedings commenced by the singing, by the students of 

the Seva Sadan Society, Nagpur, of the prayer and welcome songs 

specially composed for the Occasion. Sir M. V. Joshi, Chairman, 

Reception Committee, then delivered the following welcome address: 



NATIONAL LIBERAL FEDERATION OF INDIA 

SEVENTEENTH SESSION, NAGPUR, 1935. 

SaturdaJ, the 28th December 1935. 

-~0~-

After the President-elect, Mr. T. R. VENKA.TARA.MA SASTRI (Madras), and 
other prominent leaders of the Liberal Party took their seats on the daia, the proceed· 
ings were begun with a welcome song by the pupils of the Seva Sadau. 

Sir M. V. JOSHI, Kt., K. C. I. E., Chairman of the Reception Committee, then 
delivered his speech. 

Speech of the Chairman Reception -Committee, Sir M. V. Joshi, Kt., K. C. I. E. 
Nagpur. 

~roth~r Delegates, Ladies-and Gentlemen, 

On behalf of the Reception Committee, I most heartily accord you a warm 
welcome on your visit to the Liberal Federation this year. N agpur inay not be 
~omparable to other large cities where the Federation is usually held but our welcome 
is equally warm if not warmer, and our claim to your il}dulgenc~ for our defects in 
looking after you and making your stay here as comfortable as we can, greater than 
elsewhere. N agpur and Berar are under the new reforms linked- together and both the 
provinces have been so badly hit py the all round depression that w~ can hardly make 
~ display befitting you all or the cause for which you have assembled. 

During the last 12 months a staunch local Liberal, Divan Bahadur Kelkar, passed 
away and as usual, it is not easy to fill his place. Another great loss to our ranks 
and of national importance is that of Mr. G. K. Devadhar, another staunch Liberal 
of all India fame, whose one steadfast resolve in life was to die working for the uplift 
of his country. Whatever our losses, we have to work unceasingly and keep the 
Liberal Flag flying with the one object to see this country a free nation. 

The new model for th:J governanc:J for this country h by now an accomplished fact 
and is embodied in~ a statute of the British Parliament. The critic6m of the Liberal 
Federation has, from time to time, been directed agaimt the naw enactment in the 
various stages contemplating the reforms and I think, it can fairly ba claimed that 
our criticism was candid and pervasive without being bitter, and laid bare the 
several defects of the new system in all its nakedness mora completely than tha 
exposition by any other political party in India, not excluding the Congrass itself. 
The time for that criticbm is now past and we are faced, like other political parties 
in the country, with a situation the like of which has not been witnessed in this 
country. No political groups in this country except perhaps the .Anglo-Indians 
accept the n3w reforms; even the Mohamedans who have gained communal advan
tage and stand to get a large share in the new Government, out of proportion to their 
population, or voting strength, do not profess to feel whole-hearted satisfaction with 
the new reforms. Thera are mora than a dozen categories under which electors are 
ranged for a franchk~ and while this . crystallizes the fissiparous tendencies in thb 
country, the resultant i:l a clear indication against India being likely to be welded 
into a homogeneous nation. But even with such widespread dissatisfaction \\ith the 
r<:forms, there appears just yet no way out of the impasse now created and the chanca 
of bringing any further pressure on Britbh Government to make the new constitution 
more acceptable or elastic and respon~ive to futura progress is almost nil. The 
progressive parties in this country are thus faced with two alternatives-to work the 
new rdormn for \\hat they are worth by sending into the Councils our best men and 
try to shape our destinies in the direction of our desired goal or to r<Jmain out of the 
Councils and let them be filled by such men as like to work the reforms for their own 
or communal advantage rather than that of the Nation. 
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In spite of our previous criticism, that the new reforms are not only not progres. 
sive but retrograde in character, we may have to choose one of the above alternatives. 
Another alter-native -has been- suggested and insisted upon by- at least one section of 
the Congress and that is to wrack the reforms deliberately. This may be dona by this 
Congress section going into the Councils, even taking Ministerial Offices but all 
along with the deliberate object of wr_ecking the reforms and demonstrating that the 
new reforms are so unwo~kable that Government will be compelled to scrap the 
reforms and allow the Indian- Nation to put forth -an agreed scheme. The other 
section of the Congress does not agree with this view but wants to enter Councils, 
take Ministerial Offices when party majority makes this feasible and try, by construc
tive methods, to secure a larger share of material benefits in the provincial sphere .. 
In doing this, unlike the other section, they do not look forward deliberately to bring 
about a clash but if the Governor's veto comes in the way of real advancement, to 
:proceed in a constitutional manner by dissolving Provincial Assemblies and forcing 
fresh elections. The tw~ sections of the Congress tenaciously hold· to their respective 
-views and bitterly criticise each other, as always happens when friends fall out. The 
Jatter view is practica.lly the same of all progressive nationalists who are prepared 
to take full advantage of the scope for advancement available in the new reforms 
.and are determined to utilize them to the utmost extent to which they can be made to 
:yield results. It may be that this difference of view is symptomatic of life or 
.self-confidence in one's own views; but the fact that these two mutually antagonistic 
views exist simultaneously is not likely to bring pressure on Government to yield 
further refornis. Even if it is assumed that the view of the first section of the 
Congress preponderates at the Lucknow session of the Congress in March, it by no 
~eans follows that that section will be preponderant at the new elections .. ·And even 
if they succeed there, there will be always sections· such as Mohamedans, Depressed 
Classes, Anglo-Indians who will refus:e to be parties to wholesale deliberate wrecking 
of the new reforms. Their interest .does not lie that w~y for obvious reasons and . 
.single-handed that Congress section may never b9 able to accomplish their objective; 
This saction always takes its stand on s~ul-force as ·tb.e ba~kground of Congress 
activities and Satyagraha as their chief weapon but may it not be pertinently 
asked · after · 14 years of the Congre~s. in . the . w,lld~rness, wh~t has been the 
experience so far of the weapon being etfective.,. The_ jail-goers .. are . war-weary 
and Congress saved their faces when it suspended Satyagraha, though it is kept dang
ling as a distant possibility to w~ich sometime, un,der some circumstances, resort 
will be had. ls it not enough that M.~hatma Gandhi bas discovered, though late, that 
Indians are not yet fit for the Satyagraha which the Mahatma propounds? Indeed, 
his is a pathetic fi~ure to have. to declare that he is the only one capable of . the kind 
<>f Satyagraha which be insists on ... What chanca is there then for this doubtful. 
weapon of proved inefficacy to succeed now ? We ara the same Indians that have 
been so far workers under Gandhian doctrines and a new attempt .to go on the same 
old lines is unthinkable and futile. There are critics who say this is an election 
.stunt and knowing full well that extremism in talk will bring succes'l at the polls, 
the original doctrine is upheld by the first saction. Thera is no doubt that if they 
further talk of t~king offices, the vote in favour of the Congress will largely suffer 
and the wave on which Congress workers hope to top the polls will recede in the 
background. In my previous argument I have assumed, however, that the opinion is 
honestly held by one section of the Congress. 

The next step after wrecking the new constitution is to have a Constituent Assem
bly to frame an agreed constitution for this country by all India presanting a united 
front. This seems chimerical as matters stand at present. At the Round Table 
Conference the cleavages between community and community were so big that it was 
found impos~ible to secure unanimity. Communal interests have so far praponderated 
and even with Mr. Gandhi's presence they could not all agrAe to a unanimous 
demand. The reasons for thio discomfiture then existing, are still there and what is 
worse, several communities have in the meantime negotiated with Government a:r1:d 
got for themselves rights and privileges which, in any democratic constitution, they 
-could never bopa to get. At least 14 points were agreed to by all major communities 
in the memorandum submitted to Government in connection with R. T. C. Was any 
one conceded by the British Government ? Having actually got privileged positions 
are these communities likely to _surrender their posi~ion of vantage? It is thu.s 
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'()bvious that the chance of securing unanimity at .a Constituent AssemMy ·is not 
·within the bounds of probability or even possibility. · · · ·. 

· · · This is the position so far as one can think about it. It will be the province of the 
President of this year's session of our Federation· to expound the position and give 
"the party a lead to act in a manner best calculated to advance the: national interest'. 
1 must not trench on his sphere. Personally, I should never think .of standing on the 
platform of deliberate wl'ecking. ; .. 

Another matter on which the Presid~~t might profitably giv'~· ~s a lead is th~ 
.question of the present position o"f the Liberal party V(s-a·vls th~ other political 
P!trties in the country. . In these. provinces and perhaps in other· provinces, the 
.L.iberal party to-day is not looked upon as a. force to be reckoned with. There are 
not a few critics who describe the Liberal party in India baing in as moribund a 
condition as the Liberal party in England. It is true that· the· ·Government of the 
wuntry have done all they could to sap the. influenca of the Liberal party by not 
.accepting in good time advances in the conRtitution suggested by the party and have 
thus goaded a large number of politically-minded persons in this country into 
extremism~ Even so, the wisdom and sanity of the Libsral party leaders is nece'ssary 
Jor the onward progress of this country at any rata to di~comitenance. largely' such 
·activities of the Socialists, Communists and Terrorists as might lead this country in~o 
. .a national disaster. · · 

... ' ' ' ·' 

The reasons why the Liberal party ·does not appeal to the younger generation 
have been described as follows:- · · ·., · · · 

That the Liberals have no effective weapon to bring pressure on.:Government to 
-concede the national demands; , · · ,. · · · · 1 

. That their proclaimed goal and method of work carry no appeal to the .~entimenta.l 
.~id~ of the younger generation so as . to secure a following; · · .· .. · 

That so far they have shown comparatively much less sac:rifice thim persons of 
-t:>ther parties in the country. · 

This sort of criticism has to be met both for purposes ()f meeting external criticism 
as 'tor self-introspection and we might expact a lead here from our President though 
I may be permitted to give my personal views on the ma~ter.,. 

It is possible in meeting this first objection to emphasize .the difference between 
Liberals and non-Liberals. Liberals, in insisting· on conliltitutional· agitation,. always 
mean an extensive and intensive consciousness of . political ·rights by . the people. 
Large· masses must r.:alise that they have rights in the new constitution on 
which they can insist and make their insistence effective by their· votes. The 
value of a vote is comparatively a novel idea in this country and it will td.ke 
an amount of time to bring home to each voter the· value of his vote. ·Not only 
has he to know it, but be intensa in its pursuit-voting not on grounds of friendship 
..or less creditable ground but on the established capacity and integrity of their 
~epresentative and to make hiin accountable to thsm for the manner in ·which he 
furthers their interests. Large masses have not only to raalize the value of the vote 
'but to organize themselves for corporate action in s~lecting rapresentatives in 
Provincial Assemblies .. The non-Liberal parties considered that there were shorter 
.cuts than wide-spread aliveness of public opinion· and tl-at pressure could be brought 
-on Government without such a general political consciousness. They have failed. 
'The weapon of non-co-operation failed just for want of this extenshe and inten:oive 
political consciousness. The Liberals believe in creating this public opinion and 
when thi~ is organized, they ftel that thera would be no necessity or, ·occasion of 
practising non-co-operation. The Liberal method may be tardy but it· is ·enduring; 
the other is more spectacular but bound to be non-zffective. . · · > · 

.. ~ '* I ' 
·~ ' ~' ,, ' , 

The second objection is that the goal of the Liberals. is Dominion Statu!?.;W,hild the 
non-Liberals hold up complete Independence as the goal. I have already. discuss~d 
the method of Liberals and non-Liberals in attaining that goal. It is . true. that the 
ideal of Independence always appeals to sentiment. It has hoary . traditions;. nati,o~s 
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have lived and diad for that ideal. But Dominion Status is equally a good ideal t() 
strive for. After the Statute of Westminster the partners in the Bdtish Common
wealth will be nearer to Independenca than they ever were bsfort: and will have equal 
status with the mother country. Moreover, the advantages to this country having an. 
extensive sea coas~ as also vulnerable land frontiers, and with no air force adequate. 
for its defence against foreign aggression, of being within the ring fence of 8 or 10· 
States, is very great. That all can unite for a common purpose is enough to dis
courage foreign aggrzssion. A Union of Free. States is thus an advantage .and 
whenever India's asph·ation to have a Dominion Status is achieved, there will be 
little difference between India Independent and India a Dominion. As a cry against 
the obduracy of British Gove\'nment to concede constitutional demands to India. 
Independence is a cry to conjure with; but there is obvious expediency even in. 
Dominion Status. There is reason to believe that even Mahatma Gandhi would be. 
content to have Dominion Status if it could be achieved to-day. 

~t\.s to want of sacrifice, Liberal would be the first to acknowledge that Non
Liberals have largely shown a spirit of self-sacrifica. No Liberal has gone to jail while 
hundreds of Non-Liberals have. Jail and suffering extort sympathy and admiration 
but except as a consolation that no sacrifice is without its good effects, all this. 
sacrifice was abor.tive and brought no immediata results. ';rl;J.e pressure on the British 
Governm:mt never reached tha high watar mark necassary to compel Government t(). 
yield India's dam.and9. If the Non-Liberals suffered in parson and property, the 
1iberals have been mercilessly exposirtg the flaws·· in the new .constitution and are. 
rasponsibl~ for fighting manfully India's battle for freedom . 

. 
The Liberal party cannot, it appears to me, hope to continue its existence or .secure' 

a following unless. it is a force in the politics of the country, and a great .deal of 
political importanc_e will, in the near futur~, :r;taturally attach to the people who will 
enter the Councils and deal with provincial and nati~nal matte~s. In Bombay, Sir 
Cowasji Jehangir may succeed on the Liberal ticket but I reckon this is rather due. 
t.o his personal influence and his being a man of integrity and character than to his. 
status as a party reprE>sentative. He may succeed whatever his label, but in other 
provinces, I seriously doubt if Liberals as such will be elected to the Councils and get. 
a chance to serve their country or promote its interests. In these provinces ~ib!'lrals 
who survive as party men are physically incompetent to challenge an election and 
there is scarcely an accession of new blood in the pa~ty which can fight an election 
or has the financial support to attempt it. Even our own desceudants are in the, 
opposite camp. Unless propaganda, active and inces:;;ant, .party baQking an.d party 
funds are made availabla, no Lib.aral can succaed in these provinces and the otl;J..er. 
politicalparties in the province will :r;taturally gat an advantage against representa
~lves of such a party. They may not find 11s sufficiently strong even to saek our 
co-operation. · 

Another matter which perhaps the President may deal with. is an enunciation of 
the Liberal method of bringing further pressura on 'Government to concede further 
reforms. I have already said that in the immediate futura this can hardly be 
achieved. Sentimental and spectacular mt;thods have baen triad during the last 15-
yeas but no short-cut has been found to comp.::l Government to yield. There is no
method consistent with modern damocrat.ic ideas than to arouHa popular consciousnes;;.. 
of political rights extensively and intansively, so that the masses might exercise their 
right of vote ~;~.nd secure the best men at the helm of provincial affairs and hold them 
liable to render an account of their stewardship. W a might sigh at the absence of 
dictators who have moulded the destinies of other cou11tl'ies, but hera and at present. 
thera is ample justification for holding that dictator;3 may not be expected and that. 
unless correct methods of constitutional agitation ara adopted in the future, thera ca~ 
be little na.tional advancsment. The Liberal Party cannot rest satisfied by its being; 
described as a Party of sane and sober men, nor by tha fact that other methods tried, 
in the country have failed and the paopla of this country are now brought back to. 
the s~lf-same methods that were condemned dul"ing p<>riods of stress and excitement. 
Tha Liberal Party's faith. in constitutional agitation still endures; and past. 
exparience amply justifias it and wa hop.a to have amplJ scopa for spreading Liberal 
doctrines hereafbr. 



ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT. 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad (Bombay): Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have 
very great pleasure indeed in proposing that Mr. T. R. V enkatarama Sastri be asked 
to preside at this session of the Liberal Federation. Mr. Venkatarama Sastri does not 
need from me much of introduction. We have all known him for many years as an 
eminent lawyer in Madras, he was the Advocate-General in that presidency for a 
long time and was a member of the Executive Council - I forget, either for one day 
or for two days ... (A voice: For one day).... Yes, for one day, He assumed office 
and the next day he resigned on a question of principle ( Hear, hear ). He has been 
a staunch Liberal all his life and, though presenting a modest and unassuming 
exterior, he has stern and unrelenting character, and principle ( applause ). 

Ladies and Gentlemen, as Mr. Chairman has observed, we are at a critical stage 
in the history of our party, we are also at a critical stage in the history of this 
country with the new reforms that are coming, and I am sure that Mr. Venkatarama 
Sastri will be able to give us, the Liberals and the country, a very wise and saue lead. 
I have nothing more to add, Ladies and Gentlemen, and I am sure you will accept my 

'proposition with acclamation (loud applause). 

Mr. Chintamani (United Provinces): Mr. Chairman, Fellow Liberals, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, it gives me the greatest pleasure to second the proposition that has been 
placed before .you by my friend Sir Chimanlal Setalvad. In the election of Mr. 
Venkatarama Sastri as President t~is year the Reception Committee of the Federa
tion have given practical proof that notwithstanding ebullitions which may make 
a spectacular impression the people of the Central Provinces are essentially conserva
tive at heart ( hear, hear ). I will presently explain what I mean. This is the third 
time that we Liberals assemble in the Central Provinces and Berar. The National 
Congress assembled three times in these very provinces, twice at N agpur and once at 
Arnraoti. In our case too we met twice at N agpur and once at Akola. The 
National Congress all the three times went to the presidency of Madras for a. 
President. In 1891 at N agpur they had Mr. Ananda Charlu; In 1897 at Amraoti they 
had Sir Sankaran Nair; in 1920 at Nagpur they had Mr. Vijiaraghavachariar. The 
Liberals, being ex-Congressmen, have faithfully followed the tradition of the Congress 
( cheers ), and all the three times that we as Liberals have met here we have gone to 
Madras for a President. In 1922 in this city my friend Mr. Srinivasa Sastri was the 
President, Mr. Srinivasa Sastri whosa sudden ill-health on arrival at Nagpur we all 
deplored and whose restoration to health which enables him to be here, although not 
to speak today, wa all welcome. When we met at Akola ia 1926 we had Sir 
Sivaswamy Aiyer as President, and now we have again gone to the south and have 
obtained Mr. Venkatarama Sastri. Another point. Mr. Ananda Charlu was a 
teacher at school of Mr. Vijiaraghavachariar who came next as Congress Pre::lident to 
N agpur. Mr. Srini vasa Sastri who last time presided here was a teacher at school of 
Mr. Venkatarama Sastri, and our second Liberal President in these province3, Sir 
Sivaswami Aiyer, was the master of Mr. Venkatarama Sastri in the profession. 

Mr. V enkatarama Sastri is distinguished by several personal qualities, to which I 
shall refer with your permission before I rasume my seat. But immediately I wish 
to say a word or two on the position of the Liberal party which has just been describ
ed by tha chairman of the Reception Committee in eloquent and imprassive tf not 
hopa-inspiring languag3, Accepting his statement of the position as correct the 
question that aris3S in our mind ig whether wa hava anything to ragrat either in the 
policy wa have adopted or in anything wa have dom in pursuanca of that policy; 
s300ndly, wh3ther thera is any new political m.athod which wa can conscientiously 
employ in ord3r to improve our position in the country, to incraase our numerical --· 

.... stnngth ~r our popularity with the masses -Of the people. The spaech aUhe chairman-·. 
of the R3ception CJmmittee has shown, in its acuta analysis of the policy of the 
mora numarou.~ political party in the country, that that policy has been a failur" and 
that Congrassmen today ara practically doing what tbe Liberals hava all along 
advocat ~d and practised. If I may say so without disraspact to th~ Congress or 
without undue egoiam as a party man, I might say in reip~ct of the Congrass and the 
N. L. F. 2, 
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Liberal Party what they say in England with regard to· Lancashire and England in 
general. There is a popular Raying in England that what Lancashin ~Jays today the 
re!lt of England will say tomorrow. Reviewing the history of Congr.;;<;s politics and 
Liberal politics during the last decade and a half I think I am justifiad in claiming 
on the tasis of ascertained and unchallengeable fact that what the Liberals think 
today the Congress will think, not tomorrow but fifteen years later (hear, hear). It is " 
:perfectly true that our policy does not make a rousing popular appeal. This We' 

knew at the time we h-Jt the Congress and established a separate organisation pursu-
ant to our conviction of what was good for the country. We never had any delusion 
that in a country under foreign rule,- foreign rule which always must be unpopular· 
and foreign rule which, in this concrete case, has wilfully made itself very unpopular• 
by an obstinate adherence to a selfish and arrogant policy- a political party which 
fu comparatively moderate, a political party which does not go before the man in the 
street and tell him: ''You can drive out the hated foreigner and from tomorrow y~.~u 
will never be required to pay any taxes whatsoever, nor will you be under the 
control of a foreign auth<'rity"- we never thought · that such a party would be the 
more popular political party. We were faced with the alternative of either seiving· 
the country to the best of· our lights or of pleasing our countrymen by professing 
that in which we bad no belief, by professing that which we knew to be both • 
impracticable and disadvantageous to the country. We deliberately made the choice, 
that we would suffer any amount of popular odium but shall be true to our convic-
tions as public men and only say that in which we believe and only do that which 
in our judgment is what makes for the advancement of the country (hear, hear). I 
ean claim that throughout the seventeen years of our existence we have followed with 
·unwavering fidelity, the policy which we laid before ourselves in 1918 when we took 
the momentous decision to hold a separate conference of our own. It is up to us 
eertainly, and as the chairman of the Reception Committee has pointed out. to do a 
bit of active propaganda in spite of unpromising conditions and do the best we can 
to get.a larger support from the country. I do hope and . trust that we shall try to 
do that, but do what we may I am of. the conviction that as long as the British 
Government of India remains what it is, a moderate political party which .believes in 
an appeal to reason more than in impassioned appeals to popular prejudice can not be 
a very popular or the dominant political part in the country. It may be, as the 
.chairman bas said, that in elections to legislatures, we shall not. fare very well 
eompared with members of a more popular politic~! party but one thing we all 
knew, namely, that we were deliberately inviting unpopularity, and we did not mind 
that because it is our conviction that to be unpopular was far better than to do some
thing unconscientious (hear, bear). After all, can it be said that the Liberal party 
is not led by men of upright character, disinterested purpose, unselfish motive and 
enlightened patriotism?. I am quite certain that no man will answer this question 
in the negative. 

It has been ali egad by the .adherents of the mor~ popular party that the Libe~al 
}>arty~!:! nothing, but a group Qf office-seekers. ~y}riend Sir Cbimanlal Satalvad has 
cited an inc.id,ent i:q ~he life of our fre~ident-elect whic~ gi.v:es_ the lie to that. calumny. 
Mr. Venkatarama Sastri gave up the honourable and lucrative position of Advocate
General, and at a., heavy pecuniary sacrifice. accepted offica . as a member of the 
Executive .Coun.cil ... The day after he assumed charge he . discovered that while he 
would be Law Member, the department of police which had been in charge of his 
:predecessor. bad .been taken a way from him , and would not ba given to him. He 
:pressed that that should not be done, his sugge~tion was rejected and forthwith, without. 
one tear, without one moment of hesitation, he threw up that office as any. honourable, 
and indepandent-minded ~nan would do. (hear, bear), without thinking of the sacrifice 
he bad made of the .position Qf Advocate-Ganeral bacausa ha got thi!J office. I qo not 
suppose that.men like Mr. Venkatarama Sastri as leading members of .a political 
p~rty juntify, on any truthful lips, the allegation;that it is a party. of offlc~-sJekm1. 
Mr. Venkatarama Sastri is not only a man of the:highest personal character which 
bas won for him r.~spact evarywhera that ha is known, but he b a man of . graat 
ability and of equal :indapsn4anca. I. have bad the, privilege of kJ}owing Mr· 
Venkatarama Sastri for JP.ON than 30 .yaars; I hava known him. vary wall for more 
than 15 yaars. R1 was a S3cr.~tary o-f th~_,L.ibara.l Federa.tipn .. evi!,r,y:tim!l.the l!'eder-1:)
tion ass~mbled at Madras, h~ has bean a staunch and earnest member of the party 
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-<luring the whole of the seventeen years of its existance, and if I know on~ thing 
.about Mr. Venkatarama Sastri more than another it is that no power on earth can 
·compel him to utter an opinion or do an act which his judgment and his conscience 
·do not unreservedly approve (hear, hear). I do not expect that our President-elect or 
.any ot.h£r man will be able to show us a short-cut to achieve popularity with the· 
masses. I will not regard that as a drawback in his address, I consider it as an 

in€scapable condition of tha political situation in which W3 find ourselves . ... 
The chairman of the Rec2ption Committee has drawn attention to the need of 

.eo-operation between progressive politi~al parties. Hera again, the record of the 

.Liberal party is stainless. I was its General Secretary_ for more than eight years 

.and have always been a more or less active member of th3 party and I can make 
·this statement-without fear of contradiction from a_ny quarter whatsoever, namely, 
-there was no effort which we did not mak::! in order to render possitle joint action 
by the Congress and ourselves on- every important matter; there was no single 

·oocasion when we did not actively respond to every invitation addressed to us by the 
·Congress to cooperate with them. But, then tha policy of the Congress _has. been 
-.co-operation with Liberals in the interval betwaan one elaction and another and a 
war to the knife against them during every election. l!'or that we are not to blame. 
Success we cannot command. If we honestly feel that we have deserved success, 
that is about as much as what any man can hope for, and I am convinced that we 
shall continue to deserve success, whether we shall achieve it or not, for so long as 
we remain true to ourselves and we place at the head of our organization men of the 
·Character and the patriotiam of our President-elect, Mr. Venkatarama Sastri ( loud 
..applause ). 

Mr. J. N. Basu, (Bengal): Pr~sid~nt, L1dbs, ani G . .mtlemm, aft~r tha eloquent 
,speeches of the proposer and the seconder, and especially the speech of Mr. Chintamani,. 
which, I believe, I shall be justified in characterbi[Jg as a fighting speech, any 

·further words are hardly needed to con'lmend the r.asolution to your acceptance. ·We 
in this country, Liberals and non-Liberals, all the people of this country, are passing 
through most anxious times. It bas been said by previous speakers: that this is a. 
·Critical period in the history of our country. At this juncture the Liberals have a 
·duty ; that duty they took upon themselves seventeen years ago without the desire of 
attracting public applause, and also without the denire of applause from the powers 
that be. They have performed their function and kept before the paople- and before 
posterity an ideal of service which does not look for any reward for all that they 
have qone and that they have held up as their ideal for bei~g done. The Liberals 
have gone into practical work, tried to wean peOlJle fl'om' Unproductive and dangeroUS 
ways. Now at this junctura, with this new Go';errnnai1t of India Act on· the statute 

-book. we find that a system of constitution ha:3 b~an impos3d on the people of thiS 
country which responds neither to the asphations Ilor to the ideals' of the people. · On 
the one band there are elements in it, like the communal award, which may be said 

·to be apples of discord likely to break up the solidarity of the people. On the other 
. hand there are forces amongst the people, forc~s of t3rrorism and of violence, which 
will mean ruin. and disastt!r, even if the Government were our own. · The Liberals

-stand in between, trying to ward off the evil intluenci!s that come from above ·and ·the· 
.influences that surge all round us: While others aN holding up idaa:ls 'like that of 
.immediate independence, the Liberab have s~t their mind:J and their energies to work 
for the immediate progress and amelioration_of the pzople. That work no· doubt ·has 
not achieved the recognition that it deserves, but the Libarals have not looked for 
that recognition and let them not look for 1t l . It may ba ·that in· futura the ·work of 
the Liberals will be looked upon. in :tha same way as it has been in the past by the 
British public and- by the general mas.sas in India.. But in spita of that, if we can 
.achieve the recognition of the work that we have be:m doing, and, as Mr. Chinta. 
mani has pointed out, hold up a line Gf public conduct, the rea:>onableness of which 
others who now talk high ~ill sae._at the ll!pse of, say, 15 or 20 years from now; if 
we can do that, that \\Ould be a great achi.aven}~nt 'Yhicb, I have. ~o; doubt, histor-f 
·will record i and it ir: that achieve~ent . whic4,. ~H~r. all, will Wt the people of this 
-.country from where they are now. · · · · · ' 
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At this juncture it is but maet and propar that a person of the calibre and 
capacity of Mr. Venkatarama Sastri should preside over our deliberations and guide 
the Federation, so that we may proceed as we have done, and as he has done in his 
own individual life that is, without any thought of material recompense to himself 
but move forward in the performance of a solemn public duty. 

Mr. E. Vinayak Rao, ( Madras): Mr. Chairman, fellow Liberals, Ladies and Gentle
mm, I have very great pleasure in supporting this proposition so ably moved and 
seconded and supported. The previous speakers have already alluded to some of the ' 
more important points that have to be said by any one in speaking of our esteemed 
President-elect, Mr. Venkatarama Sastri. I would take the liberty with your leave of 
saying a few things which have not yet been said, but which ought to be said, so that 
people will understand what exactly their President will be in the next two or three 
days. Of course he was the Advocate-General of Madras and a very eminent lawyer, 
commanding a lucrative practice. When he accepted at that time the offer of the 
Executive Councillorship, it was undoubtedly a great sacrifice. I believe, he agreed 
to take up that _responsible position as a Liberal in the hope that he will have ample 
opportunities for rendering constructive service at a moment when service of that 
kind was vary much in need at least in our provinces of Madras. Strangely, within 
24 hours whispers were going round that something had been done in the interval 
by reason of which two important departments, the police and, I believe another 
department were not to be in the portfolio of Mr. Venkatarama Sastri by reason of a 
decision ·arrived at previous to his taking charge, But Mr. Venkatarama Sastri 
thought that there was a question of principle involved in it, and he resigned with a 
record of Executive Councillorship of just one day. All of us, Liberals, are really 
proud of tha decision and the step taken by him ( cheers ). In doing th3.t, I venture 
to submit with all humility, that he contributed to raising the moral statue of not 
meraly the Liberals, but Indians as well. ( H3ar, hear). We are proud for that one 
act alone to have such a man in the chair, and you would support on that one ground 
apart from all other matter.s, hb elaction to tha prasidential chair. But that is not 
the only criterion which will i nduca us to put. him in the chair. After he left the 

. Executive Councillorship, as before, he put hims3lf in the forefront of all public 
activities which contributed to the strangth ofthe Libaral Party and to national 
progress on all lines. Ar:; a Liberal he had immense faith in the principle of the rule 
of law and upholding the freedom of person and the liberty of every individual 
whether he belonged to the political party to which he himself belonged or whether he 
belonged to a different political porty or even to a political :r arty which was not as 
kind as it should ba to LiberaL;. 

You will all ramJmbar thelathi charge:; that toJ!t place in the ordinance regime 
The press was held under considarable restraint, and. many paopla did not think it fit to 
say what should ba said on an occasion of that type ; but Mr. Venkatarama Sastri 
with all the heavy work which his practice involved, devoted evening after evening 
to meet the unfortunate congress volunteers who recaived lathi charges or who 
witnessed lathi charges and he got first hand information of the occurrences. He put 
into public print'in the nawapapar.s a rasuma of all tha facts gathered by him and 
accepted by him as correct facts accurately stated. He interviewed people who could 
prevent such occurrences and spoke in favour of the sanctity of the parson of every 
citizen, that it was inhuman to daliver lathi charges of that kind, to pull by the leg on 
the floor a volunteer who had been levelled on the ground by a serious lathi blow. 
At that time Mr. Venkatarama Sastri didm6st valuable sarvica. (Hear, hear). And 
in what he did he endearad himgelf not meraly to his Liberal friends who were all 
behind him, backing him in this most valuable effort and public service of his, but 
to all f.iends belonging to the Congress camp. To this day 'in our province. :people 
remember the services rendered by Mr. Venkatarama Sa.stri on that occasion, and-they 
Ion him for what he did, and thay honour him for the bold stand which he took. 

More recently you had occasion to know that ·there was a piece of legislation 
called the "lnam"legislation in our province which was rushed through the legislature 
by the party in power becausa they had the strength of votes bahind them on a party 
basis. That legislation was in tha opinion of the Liberah of a confiscatory and 
expropriatary character. The legislation was rushed through the legislature without 
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fair notice to the parties concerned, without anything like an adequate enquiry by 
responsible people and without making any provision for payment of compensation to
people whoDe property rights were taken away .from them without their approval and 
in spite of their protest. Mr. Venkatarama Sastri and . Sir. M. RamchandJa Rao, 
whose ill health has prevented him from being present on this occasion, took a gallant 
stand and they were responsible for representations to the Local Government and to 
the Governor~General in Council with the result that the Viceroy's assent to that 
statute is still under consideration. For nearly a year the members of the [mperial 
Government have not made up their minds whf>ther to grant assent or not. In the 
meanwhile the local Legislative Council has given a kind of extension with referencJ. 
to tl:e principle of the Act. But the principle that · expropriatary legislation of any 
kind without payment of compensation should not be passed wan fought out in an 
aomirabla manner and Mr. Venkatarama Sastri was in the front line of that. 
movement. 

I have only mentioned two or. three matters. There is one other in respect of 
which I cannot Quote chapter and verse or any authority. It is this. There may be 
many successful lawyers, there may be many eminent lawyers, there may be men 
who may be making mints of money at the bar, but there are not many who cculd 
command both at the hands of the bench and the bar and the general public at the 
same time and for a number of years universal affection, regard a.nd esteem. Of 
such few men our friend, Mr. Venkatarama Santri, iS among the foremost in the city of 
Madras. I say that as a lawyer who is in daily contact with the work of the courts 
and who is aware of public opinion not only in the city of Madras but in the entire 
province. If you take a ballot of six m~n who are held in the highest esteem and res
pect by the bar, the bemch and the public, perhaps Mr. V enkatarama Sastri will be at 
the top of the ballot. (Cheers.) I have very great pleasure in nupporting the motion· 

There is only one small matter which I would like to mention. It is this. Mr. 
V enkatarama Sastri is so moderate in his methods and so fair to every aspect of 
opinion that sometimes the younger meiT,~bers may have the fear that he may giv& 
to the other side of view a little more than that aspect deserves ; but I am sure that 
on the present occasion, with this little warning from a younger brother, he would be 
fair to us as well as to everybody ebe, and the session will be a marked success. I. 
therefora, commend this proposition to your acceptance. 

Rao Bahadur K. V. Brahma ( Central Provinces ) : Ladies and gentlemen, I have 
got to disobey my friend, Mr. Chintamani, who wants me to speak in Marathi 
as if he want:J to test me in my knowledge of my mothertongue. (A voice- toes 
he know Marathi?) I presume that he does. I ·do not know what Mr. 
Chintamani does not know. (Laughter). Any way, ladies and gentlemm,. 
I do not think that I should ~aste your time in supporting a resolution which las 
been so ably supported and which, really speaking, needs no support. Who is thEre 
in this hall who does not know the qualities of head and heart that Mr. Venkataran:a. 
Sastri possesses '? To tell you a story - it is not story, it is a fact- but t.o tell y<. u 
a story, when we were thinking of having a ses:::ion and we approached some leading 
gentlemen vf the city, a man asked me as to who was the President of the Liberal 
1'ederation. I t nswered it was my friend, Mr. Kunzru. He realized that he was. 
making a rnistakf. He asked," Who is goii1g to be your President t" I said, "How 
does that matter to you ? ". He said, ". Eeverything depends upon that". I told him, 
"Well, if that is so, take it from me that we have the correct vision, and when we 
find out a man from a particular part of India, I have not the least hesitaticn in 
saying that tverybcdy ~:be w]lL.follow us", and my prcphecy proved to be abrolutely 
correct. We bad not then counted , votes at the Reception Ccmmittee table. We 
were not quite sure wh£:thn we w~re going to Madras by the Grand Trunk or ·whf:tbn· 
we were going to Bombay r.y the Bombay Mail. But the <?rand Trunk brcught us. 
more votEs, and thus we found Mr. Venkatarama Sastri as the Prenid~nt-{-lect. This 
genth:man ashd me, whm I told him that Mr. Venkatarama Sa£tri se£m£d to 
be in the air for this year whether he was in any way related to the gtht Sastri that 
he knew c.f. "Well", I said, "all Sastrb must be nearly related", and I told him 
'·he is related to him by Sabab", as the Mohamedans call it. 'The sabah was that. 
the:y bad the same (!Ualities of head and heart~ righteousness of mind and a massive 
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and Catholic intellect and sympathy. Such a President W3 have and I have not the 
least doubt, ladies and gentlemen, that you will accept Mr. V~katarama Sastri as 
the Preside.nt of this year's szssion". 

Paildit Hardatta Sharma ( Punjab ) : Ladies and gentlemen, I wholeheartedly 
support the resolution that Mr. Venkatarama Sastri be elected as the President of this 
session ... 

Mr .. Venkatarama Sastri took the Chair. 
Rao Bahadur K. V. Bralima read out messages. 
Mr. Ve~katarama Sastri delivered his presidential address which was as follows:-

... ~-0-~ 

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
OF 

, MR. T. R. VENKATARAMA SASTRI 

:Fellow d;;legates, ladies .and gentlemen, 

I am deeply gratEful to the Reception Cornmittl:le of the N agpur Liberal Federa
-tion arid to the Provinci1l Organisations of the·· Federation for the honour they have 
·•.bne me in inviting me to presidE> over this year's session. It is the highest honour 
that they can bestow, and. ail individual member can receive at their hands. At this 
moment, r feel not ·so elated by the honour they have conferred on me as oppressed 
"by a sense of the responsibility I have undertaken. I am not using the language of 
.conventional humility when I say that I wish their choice had fallen on a worthier 
Jlerson than· myself.· But I find comfort in the fact that there are here present 
-veteran leaders of the Liberal Party who have preceded me in this chair and their 
a55ktance and yours are available to me in the discharge of the onerous duties that 
you ·have la:id on me. · . · 

Ocn LossEs 

My mind naturally turnsJirst to our losses during the year. Soon after our last 
.te.<~~ion, Dewan Bahadur L. A. Govindaraghava Iyer of Madras dizd in January. 
More recently, Mr. G. K. Devadhar, CJ.E., of Poona died in November. Both of them 
were, to me, personal ft·iends. Mr. Govindaraghava Iyer was known to me from 
.some~here about 1900, that is during nearly the whole of my own career at the Bar. 
l{e ros~ to prominence a;t a comparatively early age and was soon recognised as one 
-of the leading members of the old" Congress, and he has been with us both in the 
Congres~ and .in the Federation from the days when it was stat·ted. A man of great 
capacity and elO(luence and, what is mora, a man of r;terling character, integrity and 
uprightness, he would have ri;:.m to prominence in any country in the world. In 
l'ecent years, failing health and domestic beraavements and mis·fortunes prevented 
nis taki~g the prominent pa~t thaF one of his position would ordinarily have taken. 
1n his death Madras public life and this l!.,ederation have sustained a serioJ.<J lo:::s. 

. ' . . . 

I had the privilege of knowing Mr. G. K. Davadhar somewhat more closely during 
the last tan years of his !He. Of set purpose, he subordinated politics to Docial sei·vi0e 
just as hb great master m:ibordinated social raform to politics. But" in his chmen 
:fi;;ld of work he ·was master. ]'ew social workers have I known who so ·succ'assfully 
secured the aid of every one frorn the Governor to tha humblebt citizen for bi.<J work. 
\\l'b.en he' WEmt OUt On duty I he WaS COnSCiOUS Of nothing but his WOrk; he allowed nO 
feeling of hunger or thirst, not even con.'liderations of time, nor' any other· personal 
condd€ration to interfere with his work. All over the country; peopla have recounted 
bis s3rvic.;:s and paid tributes to his memory .. If being remembered by a 'vast number 
of hi~fcountryrri~n with aff.:Jction and gratitude is immol'tality, ha has attained it in 
an eminent degree. . ' .. ' . 

; · We have also lost during the year Dewan Bahadur V. M. Kelkar. of this province 
whom: I had not tha privilege o·f knowing parsonally. The Council O'f our Federation, 
at its meeting in October,' conveyed its sorrow and sympathy to. tha b(?r.ilaved membern 
ui hi~ family: In his death,the' 1-Fed€ration an<l. this:. Provinc3 have. lost. a ntaunch 
Libaal, a keen educationist and a genuinely public-spirited and sinc~r3 worker. 
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We have also lost Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikari of Calcutta early this year. He 
was a profound scholar and a lover of Sanskrit learning and he was the Vice 
Chancellor of the Calcutta University. In his death we have lost a prominent Liberal. 

FELICITATIONS TO CoNGRESS 

While we are meeting here, there take place all· over India widespread rejoicings 
at the attainment by the Indian National Congress of the fiftieth year of its life. 
Most of us once belonged to it and can genuinely share in the memories of its early 
history. What if we have recently parted from it unable to approve of certain new 
activities and developments? Great endeavours, great trials, great successes marked 
the thirty-five years during which all that was patriotic, all that was 
employed in the service of the nation, was gathered under the one banner of the 
Indian National Congress. We may justly claim that the work accompUshed, 
while we were still undivided, was in the highest degree essential to the building up 
of the nation, to the consolidation of scattered effort, to the emergence of clear ideals 
and noble aspirations. Since we separated and began to pursue our own methods, 
differing from those of the latter day Congress but in our judgment truly and faith
fully. conformable to the old traditions, the two organisations have, no doubt, diverged 
widely. But behind these differences, is there not a unity of aspiration and a deep 
affinity of aim? They and we alike are pledged to the winning of India's right to 
shape her own destiny and to her establishment as a free and self-respecting nation 
among free and self-respecting nations. We are colleagues in effort and brethren in 
service and we gladly extend to them our hearty felicitations and good wi!:lhes iu the 
full trust that, moving along differentpaths where we must, and treading the same 
paths together when we may, we shall one day achieve the freedom and the glory of 
our common motherland. 

HisTORY OF THE AcT 

The outstanding event of the year is the passing of the Government of India Act. 
The task of framing the Constitution for India has occupied a period of eight years
a period of long and laborious travail, such ·as has attended the birth of no previous 
Government of India Act. The Simon Commission was appointed and began its 
labours in 1927 and the Ac.t was passed in the present year, 1935. We have authorita
tive information that the Act will be put into operation in the spring of 1937, about 
ten years after the Commission was appointed. 

The history of India under British rule may be conceived as falling naturally into 
three chapters. The first one closed with the assumption of the governance of India 
by the British Crown in 1858. The second closed, we may say, with the agitation for 
Home Rule and the Declaration of the 20th August, 1917. We are now in the third 
chapter of it. The first Government of India Act was passed in 1858 and the first 
Act constituting a legislature in 1861. This Act of 1861 wan amended in 1892 and 
again in 1909 by expanding the· legislature. All the scattered statu ten were 
consolidated in the Government of India Act of 1915 during the War. Re!:lpondble 
Government ar- the goal of India was not involved in any of these Statutes. The 
D.eclaration of 1917 datad the policy · of His Majesty's Government to be "that of 
increasing association of Indians in every branch of the administration and the 
gradual davelopment of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive 
reali~ation of Responsible Government in British India as an integral part of the 
British Empire". Tbi::: statement was incorporated in the Preamble to the Govern
ment of India Act of l!ll9 in nearly the same words. The provisions of the Act did 
not come up to the expectations of India and the Indians believed that the generoun 
impulses, which actuated the declaration of 1917 in favour of India which had made 
sacrifices in men and money during the War, had cooled by the time that the 
Government of India Act came for enactment. The extNme section ol politicianG 
Etood out and non-co-operated with the Act .. In 1924 a Committee WM appointed "to 
inquira into the difficulties arising from, or defects inherent in, the working o-f the 
G;overnment of India Act and to investigate the feasibility and desirability of necur
ing .remedies . for. such djfficulties or ddects cond£tent with tha ctructure, 
policy and purpose of the Act". Nothing came of the r:::port of this Committee. 
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The working of dyarchy was found unsatisfactory. Some recommendations for 
transfer of departments were made. A good number of the Ministers in the provinces 
suggested the abolition of dyarchy and establishment of provincial autonomy. The 
Minority Report signed by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar, Mr. 
Jinnah and Dr. Paranjpe expressed it as their opinion that the Constitution should be 
put on a permanent basis with provisions for automatic progress in the future so as 
to secure stability in the Government and willing co-op~ration of the people. 

Public agitation continued and in response to it the Simon Commission was 
appointed in 1927, three years before the time when the inquiry was due under the 
Act af 1919. The Commission was exclusively British in personnel. This gave great 
dissatisfaction, and the Commission was boycotted by the advanced section of public. 
opinion. The Simon Commission had to contend against great difficulties in India_ 
They secured such co-operation as they could and made their report in May, 1930. 
Three Round Table Conferences sat in the three successive years, 1930, 1931 and 1932 
to work .out an agreed Constitution. Before the Round Table Conference began, we 
were assured by the Viceroy that the Conference was intended by His Majesty's. 
Government to be "not a mere meeting for discussion and debate but a joint assembly 
of representatives of both countries on whose agreement precise proposals to Parlia· 
ment may be made". The first Conference accordingly began in great hope. A. 
Labour Ministry was then in office in England. The dramatic declaration of the 
Princes. that they were wllling immediately to join the Federation added to the hope. 
The Gandhi-Irwin Pact was concluded in 1931. And the Mahatma attended the 
second Round Table Conference. Soon after a new Ministry, nominally National. 
but really Consar.vative, had succeeded to power in England and from then every
thing went wrong. When Mahatma Gandhi came back, ordinances upon ordinances 
were issued, and he was arrested. The third Round Table Conference followed and a. 
White Paper was issued embodying the result of these Conferences. Thereafter, a. 
Joint Parliamentary Committee sat to consider these proposals and made their 
Report. And a Draft Bill was published. And now the Bill has become Act. 

During all this eight years'. travail over the framing of this new Constitution for 
India, our leading men of all parties have ex:amin,ed and ra-examined every proposal 
and offered theii- criticisms and suggestions. Apart from the criticisms and sugges
tions in Congress and Conferences and from public platforms, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
wrote in July, 1933 a memorandum concurred in by Mr. Jayakar in which he set out. 
the provisions that Indian aspil·ations would requira. ·There was again in November,. 
1933 a joint memorandum of the British Indian Dalegation signed by H. H. The. 
Aga Khan and eleven others belonging to all parties in India· setting out the 
minimum that would be required to satisfy moderate pu '">lie opinion in India. No 
proposal in any of these mem01·anda has obtained recognition or acceptance from the. 
authors of the Act. 

During these eight years, the self-interest of Englishmen has been roused to. 
opposition and a diehard section op:mly inimical to Indian aspirations have success
fully led a crusade against all conces::lions to Indian demand:'3. Cleavages in the 
ranks of those who represanted India at these Conferences soon raduced their influence 
and claim to consid:!ration. Ignoring even the just demands of Indians was found. · 
loth easy and necessary to placate the diehard group. 

Do:mNION STATUS 

Our main demand from the very beginning· was an Act conferring on India. 
Dominion Status with su()h raservations and safeguardg for a definite period of tran
sition as may ba· deeuied necessary- which raservations and safeguards should 
automatically. disappear at the end of that period. How is this demand dealt with in 
the Act? 

Let me say at the very beginning that my mind is not occupied with the question. 
whether at any time we shall have the power to secede from the. Commonwealth or
not. Our party have never advocated. secession nor claimed more than Dominion_ 
Status at any tim3. Not all even ofthos3 who spoke of independence wera thinking_ 
of saparation from Britain as in itself the goaL While ·the possibility of auch. 
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s~paration was not excluded, many held the view that Dominion Status contained 
the substance of independence even b;;Jore Dominion Status wa::; expanded to its 
present meaning by the Statute of Westminster. Ultimate equality with the 
Dominion was claimed as due to the self-respect of India and not with any idea of 
secession at any time desired or planned for. 

A series of declarations by the highest· authorities of Britain had recognised 
Dominion Statuo to be the goal of India's constitutional progress. In 1921 His 
Majesty's message, delivered through H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught, on the 
occasion of the inauguration of the new Central Legislatures, stated that India had, 
in the Constitution, the beginnings of Swaraj and the widest scop~ and ample 
opportunity for progress to the liberty which the other Dominions enjoy. The 
Instrument of Instructions then given to the Viceroy explicitly raferred to ''India. 
attaining its due place among the Dominions" . 

. In October 1929 the Viceroy announced : 

"In view of the doubts which have been expressed both in Great Britain 
and India regarding the interpretation to be placed on the intentions of 
British Government in enacting the Statute of 1919, I am authorised on 
behalf of His Majesty's Government to state clearly that in their 
judgment it is implicit in the Declaration of 1917 that the natural insue 
of India's constitutional progress there contemplated is the attainment 
of Dominion Status." 

The Prime Minister at the end of the first Round Table Conference stated as 
follows:'-

"The view of His Majesty's Government is that responsibility for the 
Government of India should be placad upon legislatures, Central and 
Provincial, with such provisions as may be necessary to guarantee during 
a period of transition the observance of certain obligations and to meet 
other special circumstances and also with such gq.arantees as are required 
by minorities to protect their political liberties and rights. 

In such statutory safeguards as may be made for meeting the needs of 
the transitional period it will be a primary concern of His Majesty's 
Government to see that the reserved powers are so framed and exercised 
as not to prejudice the advance of India through the New. Constitution t() 
full responsibility for her own Government." 

He finally added: "l hope, and I trust, and I pray that by our labours together 
India will come to possess the only thing which she now lacks to give her the s~atus 
of a Dominion amongst the British Commonwealth of Nations- what she now l~ckil. 
for that- the responsibilities and the cares; the burdens and the difficulties, but the 
pride and the honour of responsible self-government." , 

He had said previously at a Labour Conference in 1928: "I hope that within a. 
period of months; rather than years, there wouldbe a new .Dominion added to tha 
Commonwealth of our nations, a Dominion of another race, a· Domin.ion thE.t will 
'find self-respect as an equal within the C~mmbriwealth _,I refer to India." . 
. .. . . ' ·•. 

Notwithstanding these declarations of His Majesty, the Prime-Minister and the 
·viceroy with the authority of His Majesty's Government, it has ·been contended that. 
there has b~:~en no definite promise of Dominion Status by which. Parliament was 
bound. It must here be remembered that, when the Princes declared their willingness 
immediately to join in a Federation of All India, they knew of the British Indian 
demand for Dominion Status and the announcement of the Viceroy that "the natural 
i<Jsue of India's constitutional progre~:s was Dominion Status''. This goal of Dominion 
Status was accepted by the Princes in the :most explicit terms as the goal of United 
·India. The Round Table-Confdrence proceeded to frame a Federal Constitution for· 
India on that basis. It was for these raasons that it wa.c; desired that the Comtitution 
Act should contain a definib d'3claration as· to the goal of India being Dominion 

·Status. 
N.L.F.t 
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The working of dyarchy was found unsatisfactory. Some recommendations for 
transfer of departments were made. A good number of the Ministers in the provinces. 
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separation was not excluded, many held the view that Dominion Status containzd 
the substance of independence even before Dominion Status was expanded to ib 
present meaning by the Statute of Westminster. Ultimate equality with the 
Dominion was claimed as due to the self-respect of India and not with any idea of 
secession at any time desired or planned for. 

A series of declarations by the highest authorities of Britain had recognised 
Dominion Statuo to be the goal of India's constitutional progress. In 1921 His. 
Majesty's message, delivered through H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught, on the 
occasion of the inauguration of the new Central Legislatures, stated that India had, 
in the Constitution, the beginnings of Swaraj and the widest scoptt and ample 
opportunity for progress to the liberty which the other Dominions enjoy, The 
Instrument of Instructions then given to the Viceroy explicitly raferred to" India 
attaining its due place among the Dominions" . 

. In October 1929 the Viceroy announced : 

"In view of the doubts which have been expressed both in Great Britain 
and India regarding the interpretation to be placed on the intentions of 
British Government in enacting the Statute of 1919, I am authorised. on 
behalf of His Majesty's Government to state clearly that in their 
judgment it is implicit in the Declaration of 1917 that the natural ir..sue 
of India's constitutional progress there contemplated is the attainment. 
of Dominion Status." 

The Prime Minister at the end of the first Round Table Conference stated as 
follows:'-

"The view of His Majesty's Government is that responsibility for the 
Government of India should be placad upon legislatures, Central and 
Provincial, with such provisions as may be necessary to guarantee during 
a period o'f transition the observance of certain obligations and to meet 
other special circumstances and also with such g~arantees as are required 
by minorities to protect their political liberties and rights. 

In such statutory safeguards as may be made for meeting the needs of 
the transitional period it will be a primary concern of His Majesty's 
Government to see that the reserved powers are so framed and exercised 
as not to prejudice the advance of India through the New. Constitution to 
full responsibility for her own Government." 

He finally added: "l hope, and I trust, and I pray that by our labours together 
India will come to possess the only thing which she now lacks to give her the. status 
of a Dominion amongst the British Commonwealth of Nations- what she no·.V la:cks 
for that- the responsibilities and the cares; the burdens and the difficulties, but the 
'pride and the honour of responsible self-government." 

He had said previously at a Labour Conference in 1928: "I hope that within a 
period of months; rather than years, thera woulcfbe a new 'Dominio-n added to the 
Commonwealth o'f our nations, a Dominion of another race, a· Domin.ion thf.. t will 
·find self-respect as an equal within the C~mmbnwealth ~·I r~fer ~o fn~ia." 

Notwith!Jtanding these declarations of His Majesty, the Prime.Minister and th& 
·viceroy with the authority of His Majesty's Government, it has ·been contended that. 
thert- has been no definite promise o'f Dominion. Status by ·which. Parliament was 
bound. It must here be remembered that, when the Princes declared their willingness 
immediately to join in a Federation of All India, they knew of the British Indian 
demand for Dominion Status a~d the announcement of the Viceroy that "the natural 
bsue of India's constitutional progreEs was Dominion Status". This goal of Dominion 
Status was accepted by the Princes in the ·most explicit terms as th& goal of United 
·India. The Round Table'Conf~rence proceeded to frame a Federal Constitution for·· 
India on that basis. It was for these reasons that it was desired that the Comtitution 
Act should contain a definib declaration as· to the goal of India being Dominion 

·Status. 
N.L.F.t 
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The Act doeo not contain the declaration. It is said that the ret9ntion of the 
Preamble to the Government of India Act of 1919 is sufficient as an assurance of 
Dominion Status to India. That Praamble refers to the centre and the provinces and 
ralates to British India. The rat~mtion of the Preamble therefore is inad3quate to 
assura Dominion Status of Federated India. On the other hand, as I understand the 
Act, it denies Dominion Status to India. It has erected, as far as the comhinE::d 
ingenuity of lawyers and Parliamentary draftsmen can e1·ect, barricades against full 
Dominion Status ever being reached. 

The provision for the appointment of His Majesty's Representative for the exercise 
of the functions of the Crown in relation to the Indian States, as apart from the 
Governor~General, is intended for all time to be a bar in the way of the Indian States 
becoming fully a part of United India. While the Indian States come into the 

· Federation in so far as they surrender any powers to the Federation by their treaties 
of accession, their residuary powers, that is, their residuary sovereignty, 1·emain 
wholly outside the Federation and outside the control of the Governor~General as 
representing it. At no point of time, even after the Federal Government has become 
fully responsible, can the Indian States come fully into the Federation. We shall in 
due time be told that the peculiar Indian conditions, with two Indias totally different 
in their constitutional positions, inevitably impose this limitation on the Dominion 
Status that India can ever attain. At present, neither His Majesty's Government 
nor Parliament wish to discuss openly the limitations on the dominionhood that India 
will ever be able to attain. Such a discussion will bring into question the recently 
made declaration of the Viceroy with the consent of the Cabinet and of all parties 
in England, the declaration of the Prime Minister and even the declaration of his 
Majesty in 1921. That is the reason why they refuse to declare in specific terms 
that the goal of India is Dominion Status. 

In the meanwhile. we find in articles, lectures and addresses refer.mces to Domi~ 
nion Statuts as already promised to India. These references bind nobody. But more 
than ordinary interest attaches to the declaration of the Marquess of Zetland who i£ 
the Secretary of State in the present Conservative Ministry of England. Recently, thi 
noble Marquess delivered the Cust Lecture at the University College of Nottingham, 
a full report of which was reproduced in the Indian newspapers. He took for his 
theme "India: Retrospect and Prospect". The Secretary of State had been in India as 
Governor of Bengal and is a student of ·its cult'tlre and religion. He has been 
generally known to be not unfriendly to the Indian cause. In this lecture of his, the 
·new Constitution Act is examined with so much of antecedent history as he thought 
necessary to show how events had long been working towards the Government of 
India Act just passed. The Act is claimed to be "an outstanding landmark in what 
may be described as the new conception of Co-oparative Imperialism which came into 
existence when the old colonies of the British Empire became the Dominions of the 
British Commonwealth of Nations."· C~operative Imperialism is a fine phrase. 
It looks like a loosa and somewhat self~ontradictory phrase, particulady, in the 
sentence in which the Empire is turned into a Commonwealth. In ttn earlier passage, 
looking back over a hundred years of Indian histcry, he said '1we seem to have been 
working steadily, if for much of the time unconsciously, to,wards a goal which has 
only recently become clearly defined on the horizon- the goal, that i~ to say, of 
a vast self-governing dominion within the framework of the British Empire consis
ting of a federation of a congeries of peoples now amounting to 350 millions or some
thing like one~fifth of the population of the earth." In the closing pas.<Jage, 1·eference 
is made to India "taking a place in the organism which will he the crowning 
achievement of Co-operative Imperialism"- which organism includes, apparently, a 
Commonwealth and an Empire. The Secretary of State and his colleagues are 
masters o"f fine and suggestive language. We cannot. always understand the full 
implications of their subtle words chosen to express nice shades of meaning, 

At first sight it would s3em some gain that a Conservative Sacratary of State 
should speak of dominionhood as the goal .. of India, after his party had steadily 
ignored the demand that that should ba explicitly stated .in. the Parliamentary Statute 
to be the goal. But scanning the statement closely, one finds that the Co-oparative 
Imperialism envisaged will leave India within the Empira and outsid::l the Common~ 
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wealth. The co-operative character of the imperialbm flows from the erstwhile 
Colonies of the Empire attaining equality of status M dominions of a Commonwealth. 
Imperialism is supplied by India, which will become not a member of the Common
wealth but only a self-governing dominion "within the framework of the British 
Empire". 

It may be, I am willing to assuma, that I am reading too much in the language of 
the lecture intended to expound the blagination, courage and faith of imperialistic 
politics. A.o;;suming then that the Sacratary of State envisages full dominionhood for 
India, we still have the fact that thosa who refuse to racognis:J the binding character 
{)fan authorised declaration by t.he Viceroy, a declaration of the Prime Minister and 
even a declaration by His Majesty the King, will not be deterred from questioning 
the validity of a casual statement in the course of a University lecture. 

The peculiar conditions of India which bear so larga a part of the r<>spomi
bility for the most anomalous provisions in the Act will ba made responsible for 
dominionhood not being attainable beyond a CPrtain point. 

SEI.F· DEvELOPI~G AcT 

As I have already said we: wanted an Act once for all pa!;sed by Parliament 
without the periodical inquests such as the Act of 1919 provided for. We wanted tha 
.Act to be complete, containing the seeds of futura constitutional growth. 

The provision for periodical inquests such as the 1919 Act had provided is dropped 
in the present Act, but every futura. change must come from the United Kingdom 
·either in the shape of a Parliamentary Statute or in the shape of Hin Maj.:Jsty's 
{)rder in Council. 'Nothing is to be done in India. Even if, on any mattar, the 
legislature in India is unanimous, even then, no change is po!lsibla without a raport 
to Parliament in England and a change initiat~d eithar by Parliamantary legislation 
or legislation by Order in Council. Thera ara no provisions in the Act that can help 
.the constitutional movement on to a further stage without the assistance of Britbh 
legislative machinery. Rigorous scrutiny is being devised for Orders in Council to 
be issued under the Government of India Act. 

FEDERAL CoxsTITGTIO~ 

Federal Assembly-Indirect Election 

Ot the Fed~ral C.mstituticn, it b far t::~o lata to complain. S.J::na of us were never 
enamoured of it. Many wera only thinking of tha British Indian Provincas and a 
-Govarnmant of India A~t for th;,m. And evan tha Praambla t::~ tha Act a( 1919 
:referrad only to the centra and tha provinces. Though the id3a of a fad~ra.tion o·i all 
India inclusive of th::! Indian Stat~n was not unknown b:rfora, it emergad from tb:a· 
·simon Raport as tha goal of a ramota future and c:mtral rospon1ibility was stat3d to 
be unthinkable till that tim~. Tha d3claration of the Princan in 1930 brought it into 
i.he arena of discussion as a pras:mt imnudiably r.:Jalis:1bb id3a. Evan thosa wh:> 
entertained grave doubts about the da.r.;irability of th3 F adJration w ar3 drawn in and 
the idea has not only acquir3d accaptanca from infltnntial pJlitical thinbrJ in India 
·but has now been embodied in the provisions o·i the Act. 

The elaction of the British Indian raprasantatives to the Federal A<1samhly is to ba 
indirect. Direct election to the Ass<Jmbly hM baan in exi:Jtanca for ab:}Ut 15 yearD 
now. Tha elactorata has ~hown an interast comparabh with that of advanced 
_political countries of the West. ·The Lothian Committee, a'ftar a full consideration, 
recommended direct election. The Government of India supportad it after comidera
tion of the pros.,and ,cons. Even the S.acretary of Stattj while undilr examination at 
~the Round Table Conference !::Upported the direct election that had been recommended . 
. But Parliament has finally taken a different coursa- it is difficult to under:~tand 
why. What the Secretary of State says in his Cud Lecture is ~'orth citing : 

"Here again, as in the provinces, the conditions in Indh have been the 
caus3 pf striking anomalies. Outstanding among th.ese is the fact that, 
contrary to the almost univer~al practice, the Upp2r C'namber will be 
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directly elected, though by a rigidly restricted electorate, while the Lower 
Chamber will be indirectly elected by the members· of the provincial 
legislatures, voting by communities in accordance with the principle of 
proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote. The 
reason for the adoption of this device is to ba found in the vast size of the 
country. The members of the present Assembly in India are, it is true, 
returned by the direct vote of electors in territorial constituencies; but 
the present electorate is comparatively small in numbers, and a glance at 
the nature of the constituencies will suffice to show, that, with a large 
increase in the electorate, they would become impossible if, tha~ 
is to say, the elected are to claim to be in any real sense 
representatives. No single rural constituency at present covers an. 
area of less than 6,000 square miles. The seventy-three rural seats vary. 
in fact, from 6,000 to 62,000 square miles with populations running tOo · 
six millions. Three Moshm members from the south of India sit for 
constituencies lOlOOO, 48,000 and 83,000 square miles in extent, or to put it. 
rather differently, represent the people of vast territories half as large 
again as Wales, Scotland and England, respectively. When it is borne 
in mind that a minute fraction only of the people lives in towns; that of 
tlie half million villages scattered over the sub-continent a few only are 
approached by a metalled road, and further that a few only of their· 
inmates are capable of taking advantage of the· printed word, it will be 
realised that to speak of the responsibility of the member to his consti
tuents is in such circumstances absurd. If, as Job n Bright once said,.. 
.~'it ought to be the happiness and glory of a representative to live in the 
E~trictest union, the closest correspondence and the most unreserved 
communication with his constituents', then it is abundantly clear that the 
existing constituencies ara altogether unsuited to the purpose for which 
they exist." 

Communal consti~uencies are sat up in all the Presidencies and then the vast. 
areas covered ·by them are pointed out as necessitating resor~ to indirect election. 

Is this indirect election to be for ever because of the size of India? If the elec
tion b to be made direct at any time, will the ·size of the country or the electoral 
areas then become less than they are at prasent ? 

Whom do these representatives in the Federal A>sembly elected by. so small an 
electorate represent ? Is .it the members of the provinciai legislative assembly or_ th~ 

, primary :voters that they repr-esent or do they raprasant nobody ? I suppose it will ~ 
conceded that the true theory even in indirect . elections is that they represent the 
. primary voters. lf deviation from the British model is required so as to suit the 
conditio.ns of the country, then . what iJ demanded by. 'the Indian conditions is. 
relaxation of Bright's dictum in its application to this country, not the abolition ·of 
direct election. And as the size of the constituency is not going to shrink, and the 
electorate will incr~asa and not decrease hereafter, direct election should be allowed_ 
ii it is ever to .b3 allowed in the future~· Otherwise the opinion of Parliament will . 
. have to be t~k:en as baing that indir.act ehction must go. on for ever as the only 
system applicable to this country. . 

The objecti~n to djract elet'tlon is ap;licable in a maasura to provincial election. 
:also. If direct eiection is allowed in provinces there is no raasori to disallow .it in 
the case of the Federal ·A'3sembly. Sir Samuel Hoara considered direct election. 
quite manageable. . 

· Repi·eseritative~J elected by the limited ·electorate' proposed will , not have that . 
. authority nor that confidence which representatives elected directly as at present will 
·have. The argi.iment from the conditions ofthis country is us'ed only when it suit~ 
and so as to suit, the Britlsher's pra-concaived conclusions .. 

Anothar justificatibn is evan mora curious : 

"There iS an incidental advantage in making the provincial legisla
tlirc?s the·cons~ituenci9s for the Federal Hou:;e of Ass~mbly. The cantrifugal 
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forces in India are very great and with Moslem provinces in some parts 
of India and Hindu provinces in others there will be an undoubted strain 
upon the unity of India which has been one of the outstanding achieve. 
ments of British rule. The system of t-lection to the Federal House of 
AssEmbly will provide an OJ,'ganic link between the provinces and the 
Centre and should act as a counte-rpoise to the centrifugal forces of which 
I have spoken." 

Frankly, this is difficult to understand. If there was direct election, the organic 
link between the provinces and the centre will, it seems, be lacking. If the members 
of the provincial legislature elected 250 members to the House of Assembly, the 
organic link is conceived as established and the centrifugal forces are kept under 
control. It is difficult to appreciate this miraculous power of indirect election. 

STATES REPRESE~~ATIVES 

There is something anomalous in the conception of a Federation in which the 
citizens of a Federal Unit have no right of citizenship. To the Federation the Indian 
State means only the Indian Prince. Consistently with this conception, the 125. 
States representatives of the Federal Assembly and the 104 representatives in the 
Federal Council are left to be nominated by the Princes themselves. There is strong 
feeling among States' people that these representatives should be elected by themselves. 
It seems not only just in itself but it will also be found on a farsighted view of the · 
matter desirable in the interests even of the Princes. At present we cannot do more 
than commend it to the consideration of ,the Princes. 

In purely British Indian matters the States' representatives should have no power
to vote. AB no such rule is embodied in the Act, it must be established as a con~ 
vention, as in British Parliament as to matters exclusively Scotch. Such a rule is 
eminently just and necessary where, as here, the Federation cannot legislate for the 
Indian States, and the British Indian representatives never interfere in any exclu· 
sively States' concern. 

RESERVATION 

Defence, Ecclesiastical affairs and Foreign affairs are the reserved departments 
as also the Tribal Areas. Not more than three Counsellors are to be appointed to 
assist the Governor-General in the exercise of his functions in regard to these depart
ments. The appointment of these Counsellors will operate as a set-back on the 
present position. The present position is that the members of Council in the Govern
ment of India as part of the Government have direct contact with these departments 
and means of influence. It will be difficult for them, after the fixing of this separate 
responsibility and the appointment of special Counsellors for its discharge, to exert 
the same influence as before. It is for this reason· that Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
suggested the appointment of the Army member from among those elected and 
the British Indian Delegation suggested the appointment of a non-official Indian. 

The attainment of full Responsible Government and Dominion Status, as far as · 
it is held attainable, depends on India being ready to undertake her own defence. 

Indianisation, complete or nearly so, can alone enable India to say that she is 
ready to take it up. The Sub-Committee of the First Round ·Table Conference pre-. 
sided over by Mr. J. H. Thomas resolved that with the development of the new political· 
structure in India t.•.ae defence of India must be to an increasing extent the concern of 
the Indian people and not of the British alone. 

Will this Indianisation be undertaken ? Is it impossible to prescribe a certain pace 
for this process? No plan has so far been promised for carrying it ·out. In the Oust 
Lecture, the Secretary of Stata says in language now familiar to us by constant 
repetition: "For a period which the boldest prophet would shrink from ·naming, the 
defence of the country and the conduct of its foreign affairs will be administered by 
Viceroy and will be beyond the control of the legislature. '}:hey will continue, that 
is to say, to be a responsibility of the Imperial Parliament". 
N.L. F.5 
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SAFEGUARDS 

Tlie safeguards are numerous. They are intended to provide for special interests 
and grave situations. No one objects to a provision for breakdown of the constitu
tion. Such provisions should be confined to the minimum requirements, but in the 
Act they are so comprehensive that no further addition to their number can be 
conceived or suggested. The Governor-General makes his own Acts and his own 
Ordinances. The Governor makes his own Acts and Ordinances. Each has special 
rzsponsibilities-nearly the same in both cases. 

In these matters the Governor-General and the Governors exercise their discretion 
or individual judgment and all such matters are subject to the control of the Secre
tary of State, and he can fix: by rule what classes of cases should go to him before
hand. Many of these matters may be made the subject of dictation from Whitehall. 

FrscAL AND Col\mERCIAL SAFEGUARDS 

No safeguard is so sinister-looking as these. And no part of the Act is conc<lived 
in such contemptuous dbdain of Indian interests and Indian salf-respect, or is 
ealculatad permanently to injure India's economic lifa and waH'ara, as the chaptar on 
"Provisions with Respect to Discrimination, etc." It is provoking and utterly 
unprovoked in the detailed and exhaustive provisions it containq, It is a breach of the 
spirit of the agreement at the First Round Table Conference. With your permission 
I shall spend some little time on these topics. 

The fiscal freedom of India was conceded by the Joint Select Committee of Parlia
ment in 1919. The words o'f the Committee were these: "Whatever be the right 
fiscal policy for India, for the needs of her consumers as well as for her manufac
turerfl, it. is quite clear that she should have the same liberty to consider her interests 
a;: Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa". The fiscal 
freedom thus defined is the basis of the Fiscal Convention which has since ragulated 
Indian Tariff policy. "The Government of India. are to have the right to consider 
the rights of India first, just as Great Britain and the other parts of the Empire have 
always chosen, without complaint from each other, the tariff arrangements which each 
thought best fitted for its needs . thinking of its own citizens first." India has under 
this fiscal convention adopted a policy of discriminating protection. On the ba;lis of 
:rigorous tests imposed by the Fiscal Commission and rigorously applied by the Tariff 
Board, a comparatively small number of industries have received protection. The 
'SCrupulously fair manner in which the 'discriminate' protection has been given is 
unquestionable. The application of the policy in India can challenge comparison 
with any country in the world not excluding Great Britain. The measure of protec
tion has, in the opinion of competent people, fallen short of the needs of the situation 
in a number of cases. Divergence of interests. between provinces, and between 
.agriculturists and consumers on the one side and industrialists on the other, has 
tended to keep the measure of protection below the point of need. In two vital 
industries, cotton and steel, the legislature has favoured Britain by imposing duties 
lower than those applying to foreign goods. And yet the fiscal freedom of India is 
now curtailed by a provision fixing responsibility on the Governor-General to ensure 
the prevention of measures, legislative and administrative, which would subject 
:British goods to discriminatory or special treatment. And discriminatory treatment 
is made to include indirect discriminations by means of differential treatment of 
-various types of products. And the Governor-General may prevent the imposition of 
-prohibitory tariffs or restrictions if he was sastisfied that they were of a discriminatory 
-or penal character. After these provi<;ions it is· nothing but irony to speak of the 
reciprocity of "deliberate effort of the partners to expand the whole range of their 
trade with one another to the fullest possible extent compatible with the interests of 
their own peoples". To speak of reciprocity in the above sense, after a statutory 
deprivation of fiscal freedom is a deceptive use of language. Reciprocity of fiscal 
anangement in the matter of administrative discrimination is meaningless when it 
is remembered that, in no conceivable circumstances, can there be any one in 
England to protect Indian interests just as there is the Governor-Ganeral of India to 
protect British interests here. The very existence of these provisions is felt to be an 
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insult to India and must be a permanent source of irritation. Britain has been· given 
preference in regard to two important articles and the Britishers enjoy administrative 
preference by rea!!on of their dominant position in India. 

How these provisions will actually work remains to be seen. They ara capable 
of doing great harm. The matter was incapable of being legislated upon in the 
opinion of competent lawyers. Parliament halil ventured, nevertheless, to embody 
these provisions in the Act. From the nature of the case they cannot but be vague 
and indefinite. Individual opinions and idiosyncracies must play a part and the · 
consequences may conceivably be disastrous to Indian interests. 

Nor are these apprehensions of injury imaginary. The supplementary Indo
British agreem«:<nt of 1934: concluded at the instance of the British commercial 
community and in consultation v.ith them during the whole of the negotiations with 
India is a case in point. It· was sprung on the commercial community in India 
without notice. It starts with the assumption that Indian industry requires higher 
protection against foreign goods than against imports from the United Kingdom. 
The interests of vast millions of poverty-stricken consumers, often urged against 
protection to Indian industries, are forgotten when it suits British commercial 
interests. The imposition of heavy duties on cheap foreign goods affects the consu
mer and is undesirable in his interests. It is for this reason that the Tariff Board 
has to balance conflicting interests and has therefore to consider the extent of possi
ble injury to him in all its proposals of protection. There is, in the agreement, a · 
further provision that the Government of India undertake that the measure of 
protection to be afforded shall be only so much as and no more than will equate the 
prices of imported goods to the level of fair selling prices of Indian goods and 
wherever possible lower duties will be imposed. on the goods of the United Kingdom. 
It will always be open to controversy as to whether the diffeTences in costs between 
Indian and foreign goods have been correctly estimated. The Government of India. 
have in the past in a certain number of cases declined to be guided by the 
recommendations of the Ta-riff Board and have either refused protection or varied the 
measure of protection recommended. If the Federal Government of the future varied 
the recommendation of the Board, or even if they acted on it, in the interests of India. 
the safeguard may be invoked by British interests and it may be contended that 
the imposition was discriminatory in effect and in intention, though it was not and 
could not be discriminatory in form. 

CmmERCIAI. DrscRniL.~ATIO.N. 

The anxiety of the British trading and commercial community to protect their 
legitimate interests is intelligible and no responsible Indian member of the Round 
Table Conference was unwilling to concede fair treatment for British commerce in 
India. The Nehru Committee stated that "it was inconceivable that there can be 
any discriminatory legislation against any community doing business lawfully in 
India." The proposals embodied in the Act have gone far beyond the protection of 
this legitimate interest and are conceived in suspicion and distrust of India.. The 
provisions are calculated to prevent India's economic development and the fostering 
of her national industries. Swaraj has no meaning except in so far as it enables the 
country to rise above its present poverty and miserably low level of life, and a con
stitution which denies this power of amelioration cannot be acceptable to India. 

For the first time it is laid down in this Act that the Britisher in the United 
Kingdom is practically to have all the rights of an Indian. The idea of citizenship 
involved in it and the partnership spoken of at other times between Great Britain and 
India are adverse to the interests of India at every turn. The general formula was 
agreed to at the Round Table Conference that equal rights and opportunities should be 
afforded to those lawfully engaged in commerce and industry within the federation, 
but the Indian delegates rightly desired that it should be subject to certain exceptions 
based on the need for protecting key or national industries, and that in respect of 
industry and commerce between England and India, an appropriate convention based 
on reciprocity should be entered into for regulating mutual rights .. 
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; India cannot give up the right to impose restrictions if requirad in the interests. 
of her people. One can understand existing busine~ses claiming that no discrimina
tion should be made against them, but new businesses cannot justly claim any such. 
right. But acting wholly in British interests, the Act has left no scope for the 
legitimate aspirations of India and no security, no safeguard, and no opportunity for 
its indUBtrial development. . 

The Act provides against discriminatory taxation as if that had been contempla
ted by Indians at any time. On the other hand, the discrimination has all been the 
other way. · The British subjects ttnjoy immunity from incometax on the Indian 
sterling loans, on pensions, etc. It is again provided that companies incorporated in 
th~ United Kingdom are by that very fact to be deemed to comply with Federal laws 
imposing restrictions on place of incorporation or currency or domicile, birth or race 
of members of the Governing Body of the Companies. That means that even in key 
industries it will not be opan to India to say that they should be exclusively or even 
predominantly owned and managed by Indians. N ationalisation of the industries a:3 

a mode of getting over the difficulty may be opan, but where the Gov(>rnm;mt ara 
content to leave them to Indian Companies, the course will not be open under tha 
Act. The imposition of . conditions even in regard to future companies is prohibited. 
Thereby, a very useful instrument of Indianisation of industrial companies in terms of 
incorporation is taken' away.· 

. ' . 
. Restrictions imposed on the grant of bounties, subsides and other forms of aid 

are also objectionable: .The · imposition of conditions of eligibility is permitted as 
regards new . entrants only and not as regards those already established in India. 
This. is a deduction from existing power to attach these conditions when granting 
bounties to an eXisting company. It was actually done in the casa of Tata Iron 
& Steel Co., and in the case of the paper industry. 

For the purpose of the provision it is laid down that "a company incorporated 
by or under the laws of the United Kingdom shall be deemed to carry on business in 
India if it owns ships which habitually trade to and from ports in India". That is to 
say, Indian shipping industry cannot receive a bounty or subsidy without its baing 
given to those companies of the United Kingdom also. Even recently one finds that 
the British Shipping Companies are clamouring for help against outside competition. 
They may receive bounty from Britain and may claim it from India; But India is 
not to have the right to grant bounty or subsidy to ·her own indigenous shipping 

· industry unless she pays an equal amount to British industry otherwise amply 
provided. 

The Act has further taken away the right to impose any conditions that the 
Government may see fit to im:r;ose. It has limited the terms and conditions beyond 
which the Federal Legislature cannot go. They are the terms and conditions defined 
by the External Capital Committee and accepted by the legislstura. The result of the 
incorporation of those provisions in the Act itself and cf the substitution for the
word Indians the words 'British subjects domiciled in India.," will enable a company 
wholly British to be formed with one half of the governing body being British. 
subjects of Indian ·domicile. Even the concession which the External Capital 
Committee Report gave to India bas now been taken awa.y. Without saying that 
bounties should be refused to British companies under all circumstances, casas may 
and must occur where the encouragement of indus~ries owned by her own nationals 
may be called for and India must have the powar to give that assistance to an. 
indigenou.q industry from funds raised within tbe country. 

Discrimination of any kind is prohibited in ragard to shipping. That is to say 
the reservation, for example, of coastal shipping to Indian enterprise is prohibited. 

All theseprovisions are sought' to be made acceptable to us by a promise of 
raciprocity. That provision·is nothing but a mockery, Thera is no possibility of an 
Indian company, snipping or other, claiming raciprocal rights in the United King-. 
dom and the promise of reciprocity is a sham. It mav hera be added that Great· 
Britain has reserved her right to initiate discrimination and then India · may also 
discriminate, but that discrimination may continue only so long as Great Britain 
discriminates. Her interest and her convenience must rule. 
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The original idea of an agreed convention, replaced by these ·drastic. provisions 
in British interest, is retain-ed in Section 118 in a very interesting form. If a 
convention is arrived at, an Order in Council may suspend these provisions, and 
when the convention expires, India will again be in the grip of these statutory 
provisions. That is to say, if better terms are offered by the convention, the 
convention will then be allowed operation; the provisions of the Act as the minimum 
of concession to British interests will always remain. · 

There is no guarantee· of protection against adrilinistrative discrimination in 
England and there can therefore be no just 'claim against administrative discrimina
ticn in India. So far from there being any administrative discrimination against 
the Britisher, the discrimination has been the other way against Indians and Indian 
Companies. Employment of Britishers has, in the past, been the means adopted by 
Indian Companies for securing some consideration from Government and from 
Railways. · -

The whole of this chapter may be said to proceed on the footing that the British 
subject in the United Kingdom being an Indian, there is no need for an Indian to 
aspire to establish any Indian industry. What India wants, Britain is :a·eady to 
supply. No Indian company is therefore needed.·. If Indian companies are throttled 
by British companies, as was done years ago when shipping was started to ply from' 
Tuticorin to Ceylon, it need not be a matter of concern to Indians; it is· just like 
competition between two rival companies of the same country. 

The provocation for the whole of thi13 chapter is the threat of some Indians to 
repudiate Public Debt and boycott British goods. That set the Britisher thinking of 
safeguards and it struck the imagin&tion of·the ingenious : Britisher to study at what 
conceivable points British interests may ·be attacked. and he provided against it all 
and he conceived British interests in the widest possible manner. Converting the 
Britisher into an Indian offered the best way of solving all the connected problems. 

SERVICES .J 

The recruitment for services is not to devolve on the Federal or Provincial 
Governments. The higher administrative services, namely, the Indian Civil Service 
and the Indian Police Service, and the Indian Medica! Service are to be recruited by 
the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State is to reserve posts. He is to appoint 
special Irrigation Officers, if, in his opinion, they are required in the provinces. The 
pay, conditions of service and everything connected with these appointments will be 
fixed by the Secretary of State. There is no indication that at any future time now 
known or knowable these services will be recruited by the Governor for the provinces 
or the Governor-General for the Federation. The provision for re-examination of this 
question at the end of five years, originally contemplated, has been dropped in the 
Act. · The dtlnial of the right of recruitment to the Federation and to the provinces is 
a serious subtraction not only from the theoretic right of a Federal Government and 
federal units but also from the full responsible character of the administration unde:r 
the system. " 

NET RESL'"tT 

The total result is without doubt 'one of grave dissatisfaction in our minds. We 
feel that power is not relinquished .. ·The ·old instruments of control are thi'lre still. 
Power still remains drawn up into the hands of the Secretary of State, through the 
Governor-General and the Governor acting at their discretion and in the exercise of 
their individual judgment subject to his control . and direction and through services 
protected with special care and empowered to do what may thwart the action of the 
ministeX'S. Not content with these instruments of power, vested interests are 
entrenched inthe centre and in the Second Chambers of the provinces .as a first line 
of defence against democratic advance. . 

Good friends in England desire usio accept tlie Act and settle down to Construe. 
tive work within· the limits set by the .Act "in a spirit of political realism". 
Immediately after ·our last session's condemnation of the Joint Parliamenta17 
N. L. F.G 



fJ<?mPJittee's Roport as unacceptable, a friend wrote that "nobody in Britain will echo 
the- criticism th13.t mountain~ have been in : labour and brought f,orth .a ridiculous 
mouss/' On the. other hand, he continued, '.'1llost people here, even thosa most 
sympathetic to Indian aspirationa and most. responsiv~ to .Indian sentiments and· 
SUS<leptibilities, are of the opinion that the scheme of QOiistitutional reform goes .a~ 
considerable way · in the direction of· dominionhood" .. No one says that in . th~ 
provinces, for example, advance js not made bY. .bri11ging :mor~. subjects under th,e. 
control of ministers than there were under the Act of 1919. But the whole of what 
we are now to have in·the·provinces we could have had tinder the Act of 1919< by· rules 
witbout spending eight years over the forging of a new Constitution Act. We could 
llave had it in 1924 if the Congress had then agreed to take ~it. ·We could have had 
~t perhaps even in 1931. ·I am not sure that a certain. section;in.;he ·country do not 
:regret that the Round Table Oonference was not scrapped ln · ·l93t . and the: reform 
9cmfi:ned to provincial autonomy. ·.The only gains under the New .. Constitution Act 
are the Governor's Acts and the Governors' Ordinances and the numerous safeguards 
:and the statutory exclusion in the Police department, over which Indians have 
-exercised eontrol·without complaint. . ' 

·As for the centre, none is really very enthusiastic. People have booome reconci
led to it as to something inevitable. If central responsibility is to be reached only 
lly the establishment of a Federation, with its imperfect and imperfectible unifica
tion, so far as the letter of the Act goes, we must face ·it. We say to ourselves, "get 
through it as soon as you can; the sooner the better", though there · are · not wanting 
men who would much rather postpone what according to them is, in many respects, 
.a unique, unequal and undesirable half~union. · 

The same English friend .. assures us of· a fundamental feature of British 
'PSYChology which is that "hardly anywhere is .there to be found, save in the eas9 of 
indhdduals anything except a sentiment of real · friendship and amiability towards 
India;". We are"&lso assured that ~the feeling of genuine goodwill is general and 
wide!:!pread." It is further added that "the Britisher has been taught that his country 
bas been a trustee of Indian interest during the many decades of Indo-British 
connection" and he. does not wish to take "undue risks in renouncing a responsibili
ty that weighs upon his conscience". "When the .widespread and genuinely held 
belief i'n ·rndi.an nationalist circles is expressed with more or less. vehemence that 
Britain has a vested interest in the exploitation of India for her own benefit and 
advantage, it is with no assumed warmth that British people resent the imputation 
which'in their moments of generosity they attribute to the natural inability of people 
Qf alien race and tradition to render ju~tice to. the wellmeant benevolence of their. 
iulers.'' 

I am not given to attributing motives. · I wish to- put · the best construction on 
the acts o£ others;, I have set out the result; of the chapter on Discrimination as I 
see it. Even the Mal'tluess of Lothian says that the provisions against eomm~rcial 
discrimination are- most of them unwise- from the British point of . view. With every 
oesire t-o see high motives in every part of the . Act, I find it difficult, on my under
"Standing of what is aimed in that chapter either to see any notion of trusteeship. or 
any sense of what trusteeship involves or any well-meant but misunderstood benevo
lence of British rulers or any sense of responsibility weighing on the Britishers' 
conscience. With the attitude of one who will not. agree to the reservatiDn of coastal 
shipping for Indian nationals and must destroy it whenever any atteD;lpts are made 
by Indians to estahli'lh it, how can W'l associate all that is claimed for hini ? We are 
assured on all sides that the provisions of that chapter will not be. work~d ln the 
manner that the words may suggest. If that proves to be correct~. the.:n the British 
.Commercial men must indeed be deeply disappointed. .. · · · 

, r~: ; THEFUTURE. 

What then must we do? I wish to remind fellow delegates .of.our resolution of 
~ast year. We then ~xpressed our profound r~gret Jib.at instead.· c;>f, removi~?-g. the 
glaring defects and shortco.m.ii.lgs of.the White Paper P.rop_osals and i~ ~t~er disregard 
(>f Indian opinion of all shades including that of .the" British Indian )?elegat~ou, the 

.. . .. .. . • . . . ' ' • ' ~ • J ' • • . • 
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.Joint Parliamentary Committee's: Report. introduced_ further . rea~tionary features. 
rendering illusory responsibility in the provinces and in the. centre. We stated 
further that the Report was wholly unacceptable to Indian opinion of all shades and 
:passed a resolution that "this Federation doeR not want any legislation based ~nth~ 
Joint Select Committee's Report", The legislation has now overtaken us. The Act 
is 'now unacceptable to all shades· of Indian opinion:, as the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee's Report was last year. What is our reaction to this legislation ? .What 
is the reaction of- the country to this legislation ? · 

· There is diversity of opinion in the ranks of every party •.. Some. hold that the 
Act being unacceptable, we should not go into the legislatures; we must keep aloof. 
Others hold that we must enter the Councils. Of those who are for entering the 
Councils, some hold that we must enter the Councils, but must not accept office; 
dhers, that there is no purpose in going into the Councils unless we are prepared to 
accept office. . There are those who hold that we must wreck the Act, that is, make its 
working impossible. We must. reverse the old saying that. we. should co-operate 
~herever possible and oppose where necessary. We must now say to ourselves that 
v.le should co-operate where necessary, but should oppose wherever possible. · 

.. In any decision as between these alternatives it must not .be forgotten _that ~ 
.certain sectioll_ of our countrymen can be got to work the Act. . 

To say that you will not work the Act because it is unacceptable to us leads you 
nowhere .. As a friend has well said, "if you will not work the Act, itwill workyou••. 
If you do not work the Act, the act does not thereby become unworkable. If you 
were so united that, by refusing to work the Act, it &hould become unwork~ble, this Act 
-would not have been passed at all; you would then h8.ve secured 'every provision that 
you wanted. . We are disorganised and disunited. That is why the Act is thrust on 
us with the assurance that if we did not work the Act, others may still be found in the 
.country to wo:rk it. Th~:se do not mind what others think or what the majority think. 
lt is for you-to consider whether you should permit them: to go in and work the Act 
~r whether you who claful to be progressive and'' natio;nalist. !i!hould 'go in. and work 
~he A.ct. . ' . ·· · · · · · · · ~ · · · 

Keeping out unprogres~~ve element!!drom the Councils, is it not in its<"llf · des ira
lie, nay, is it· not necessr:.ry ? · Now then, can ther~ be any doubt that the progressive 
parties in the country cannot afford to allow the non-progressive or anti-nationalistic 
•elements to go into the Co:uncils and work the Act? I~ ther~ any flaw in this argu
ment ? I se~ none. It is then absoiutely ne~essaey that th~ entry. into the Councils 
_ilhoul~ ~e ac~epte~·~t !east_ t_o .keep ou~ ~~ ~ndes~ab~es~ · · ·, · 

If then you must go into the. Councils, you must go irito. the,,. Councils in large 
'llumbers .. In fact, you inust be, there in a . majority or at le'ast in sufficint numbers 
'to have a ~ontrolling influen~e. · Then' y~li may be. Invited to for~ the ministry.'' Do 
you accept office. or do. you reject it and sit in opposition to the Government ? . If you 
·preferred to sit in.opposition, some .one elsa wm_·undertake ,to forin the ministry. 
:no you oppose ~ Do you oppose all meaf!u~es or only ·. su~h. as .are detrimental to 
11ational interests? That iS to say, are you ·out to· wreck the Act, by ·opposing all 
measure's of Government; even if they should· be. beneficial? · Indisrriminate opposi~ 
.'tion wni be found not to be a paying game·--·unless the whole country understood 
your game fully· and was in full sympathy with it, unle8s you had ·the country back~ 
ing· you in any such prognimme. If you weri~'intothe:qouncils on wrecking as an 
election programme and in all . the provinces you sUCCeeded, I can understand a 
~;;ogramme ()fthat kind, · · ' · · ' . ,· · ·: · .: :·l · · · 

I do not expect ani such programme to sueceed. The unity that you require for 
:any such programme has yet to be created.·· When that unity 'is· ereated, it may be 
that wrecking is not necessary for securing ehanges iri the ao·nstitution. Such a 
·unity may be the result of work done in the country. It may be the· result of work 
:done in the country.· It may be the result of -working within the Council also, The 
'~ork within the Council-will quicken the work 'in. the eountry. In ·power, you will 
~e able. to do- a great _deaFmore than in' opposition. One gets more support in power 
than in opposition. from the official hierarchy right up to the top. Contact and ass()o 



dation tell more than the merit of any question. For your beneficent measures you 
may be sure of support from the Governor. I am speaking with·. some knowledge of 
how contact and association secure support even where the support is invoked for ill-
conceived and wrong-headed measures. · 

Wrecking as a programme is of questionable wisdom, and refusal to accept offic~ 
and responsibility in any circumstances is refusal to make those contacts and 
associations that make smooth the path of work and achievement. 

I have not forgotten the point of principle that must now and then emerge in a 
certain number of cases, small in comparison with the questions that come up from 
day to day. My exhortation not to adopt wrecking as a policy does not mean that. 
you should relax on a matter of principle. In many casas, it will be found that the 
point is quietly gained. In a very few cases, the matter may have to be fought out.. 
The minister will then have to be firm. The citadel may yield or it may. be defended.. 
It is at that point that the mettle of your minister may be tested. 

It is then my strong view that entry into Council and acceptance of office should 
not be avoided, that a programme of wrecking is unwise and that a strong and 
courageous handling of occasional questions which might involve a conflict of 
varying strength and degree is all that will be needed. More probably, long 
before this point is reached, your strength would have been dp.ly tested and measured 
and if you have stood your ground in the test, the conflict might not arise at all in 
most c~ses. So far, the remarks bear directly on the Provinc~s. If we now turn t<> 
the Federal Assembly and Council, a difference of position is immediately noticeable. 
There is little chance of a majority in the Centre. Here the wreckers may desire t<> 
force constitutional reform but are not in sufficient numbers to force' it. They may 
be in a majority in the Provinces where wrecking is neither necessary nor desirable. 

This patient and strenuous work in Council is not all that will have to be dona 
by a party. It is the lesser part of the work. The party will have to work in th& 
country even more than in the Councils. The country has" to be politically educated 
and made to know the work that has to be done and the workers that should be 
.trusted. Without organising a strong and well-disciplined nationalistic party in the 
country, it will be impossible for long to carry on nationalistic work within the 
Council. 

I sense the unspoken question in the minds of my fellow delegates, and in the 
minds of others present here not of the Liberal complexion in politics, where are the 
Liberals to whom these observations are addressed, who will go into the Councils in 
large numbers and will.then be faced with the problem of accepting or rejecting 
office, etc., referred to above.? My remarks are addressed not to Liberals only but t<> 
all nationalists in the country.· Your resolution of last year twice refers to ''the 
entire body of Indian opinion of all shades" in reference to the attitude of the 
country to the Joint Parliamentary Committee's Report. I have followed it up this 
·year by speaking to all progressive: Indian parties of whatever shade of political 
opinion. My fellow delegates and I know that we are a handful in a vast country
we who have courage and are not ashamed to own ourselves to be Liberals. There 
are far more Liberals in the country than own themselves to be such. I know the 
. difficulties in the way of propaganda and recruitment to Liberal ranks in . my part of 
the country. I am for converts to our ranks, if we can get them. If we do not get. 
many, no matter. We shall be content with the Liberal principles. permeating the 
lives of people. To my mind, those who have decided, if only for the moment, t() 
give up non-co-operation, and work along lines favoured of the ancient Congressmen 
and their modern representatives, the Liberals, are also Liberals in spirit and convic
.tion even if not in name. I do not say they are Liberals either to taunt them or t() 
-vex them, but only to satisfy my own mind that· our mode of doing political , work 
is at least one of the authentic and approved modes of doing work and. I need not. 
desert it for any other unlesa occasion should call for it in no uncertain or in 
irresistible voice. I personally feel no hesitation in saying that all progressive 
parties should welcome opportunities of doing national work in and out of Councils. 
in collaboration with one another without in any way breaking with their other 



loyalties. If, for example, there is what may be called a Parliamentary or Council
entry party, I see nothing improper or incongruous in the members of different 
partien joining such a group and working in collaboration. Such a party will work 
not only within the Councils but abo outside the Councils and in the country. In 
time, thene co-workers may establish intimate political association and evolve simi!ar 
modes of political thought. Nor is divergence of view within the membern of a 
party inconcaivable. Since you elected me to this chair, I have had, from Liberal 
f1·iends, exhortation to give a lead in opposite s:mses. I do not wish it to be under~ 
stood that in the remarkr: I have permitted myself to make I am trying to lead you 
along lines that the majority among you may not approve. There is n.n authentic 
definition of a leader from my part of the country that he is the follower of his 
followers. It is not quite co paradoxical or quite so untrue as at first sight it looks. 
Educating public opinion and being educated by it go on side by side. I have 
permitted myself to express an opinion of my own. It is for you finally to take it 
into your consideration and come to a deliberate decision. 

I should normally stop her.:! but I cannot refrain from rE:Jerring to the (!Uestion 
of a party programme. 

If progressive parties decided to undertake the responsibility of government, a 
programme is essential. Whatever may be the decision, it is time that the question 
of programme ig taken up. The Liberal Party should take it up. They are emi~ 
nently fitted to do it. 

A committee may be appointed with power to co-opt outside expertg to prepare 
a programme. While it is essential that programme~makers should know what 
have been done in other countries, they cannot simply transcl'ibe them wholesale 
into their programme without adapting them to the needs and conditions of this 
country. There is some informed and much uninformed planning in the country in 
imitation of th..: Five Year Plans and Teu Year Plans of other countries, so much so 
that the word, planning, and the idea behind it are in danger of becoming discredited. 
But a party programme is necessary without delay. 

If the mass::Js of the pop~lation,.now steeped in poverty, are to have a reasonable 
standard of living, the country must bend its energies in devising a practicable 
programme and carrying it out. The ralief to agriculturists whosa poverty d.nd 
distress are on tha incraasa in these depressing times, the condition of landless 
l.abourers in agricult~ra and urban workers in unorganised industries and the problem 
uZ the educatGd unemployed call for immediate attantion. The pressure on agricul, 
tur3 necassitates industrialisation chiefly by the introduction of cottage and village 
indu:-~trie~J as a new or an additional occupation for the rural population. N ationalisa. 
tion in cartain dir.:lctions is no longer a matter for discussion. In transport, in Posts 
and Telegrapl1s, in public utilities F.Uch as electricity, broadcasting, etc., nationalba
tiou has becoma an established fact. Liberalism, unlike Socialism, r.:narvan freedom 
of judgment in each case on ,the merits without making a fetish of nationalisation 
as applicable in all circumstances and to all departments . of economic We. Fair 
condititions of Hie and fair distribution of the profits of industry as between capital 
and labour must be secured if need be by careful legislation. 

Taxation as an instrument for securing so'cial ju~tica and redressing ine'!ualities 
in the dbtribution of wealth is well-known. I c~n see no end or goal which cannot be· 
mora easily and promptly achieved by social legislation than by th~ doubtful and 
difficult paths of Socialism. I

1 
do more than set down certain ideas as they occur to 

me. All thb. however, must be a mll.tter for the careful and well-considerad opinion 
oi a Committee of experts. 

• • • • • • • • • 
The s.::!.mion tbm was adjournsd till 12 noon on Monday the 30th December, 1935, 
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Nagpur, Monda}', the 30th December 1935. 

The-National Liberal Federation, 1935, met at Nagpur at 12 noon on Monday; 
the 30th December 1935, with Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastri, C. I. E., Prenident, 
in the Chair. 

The procaedings began with a welcome song by the pupils of the Seva Sadan. 

Rao Bahadul' K. V. Brahma read two messages which had been received since 
ih2 last open session. 

RESOLUTIONS 

President :-Fellow Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, the first resolution on 
the printed paper will be put from the Chair. 

Resolution I - Losses of the 'Year. 

'' The National Libe.ral Federation of India records its s:mse of deep 
corrow at the death, during the year, of Diwan Bahadur L.A. Govindaraghava 
Iyer, one of its former PresidE>nts, Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikari, Dewan 
Bahadur V. M. Kelkar, and Mr. Gopal Krishna Devadhar, a former General 
Secretary o'f the Federation, an of them ctaunch Liberals and earnest public 
workers. Their death is a great loss to tha country and the National Liberal 
Federation offers its sympathy and condolence to the bereaved familien and 
to the institutions with which they were prominently connected." 

Delegates will pass this resolution standing. 

The resolution was passed, all the delegates standing. 

Resolution II- Indian States Subjects 

Prof. M.D. Altekar (Bomba}'): Mr Prasident, Ladies and G.:mtlemen, the rasolu
tion that I have been asked to move reads thun : 

"The National Liberal Federation re-affirms its complete ~ympathy with 
the aspirations of the subjects of Indian States for civic and political 
liberties and regrets that in the large majority of States there is not as yet 
even the semblance of constitutional or representative government. It 
deplores the absance of any provision fo1· the election of the State~J' 
representatives in the future }federal Legislature and of any recognition 
of the rights of citizenship for the people of the States. The Federation 
again urges the ruling Princes to concede without delay the right of their 
subjects to security of parson and property, to freedotn of the press and of 
association and an independent judiciary as well as repres:mtative Govern
ment as a preliminary to full responsible government within the All-India 
Federation." 

Mr. President, we all recognise that the question of the Indian States has become 
a very delicate question in our politics today. The Indian States ar<~ ruled by our 
own people. The rulers are Indians and some of the families that are rulers are histori
eal families for whom all of us feel great veneration and pride. I suppose that about 
50 years ago any injury done to any of these families or· these States was looked 
upon by the people of India as a distinct humiliation of Indians. · You all probabJ{· 
remember the way in which Lord Dalhousie's policy was looked upon by the people o'f · 
this country, and in the only magazine arti~le that he wrote th~ lata Mr. · Tilak once 
stated why Lord Dalhousie adopted that policy 75 years ago and why today we find 
the policy almost reversed. Mr .. Tilak stated in· the ·Course .of., that article-it was 
written in 1906-that in the year 1857 the-lead~s of the people of India were Indian 
Princes. In the year 1905 or 1910 or 1935 the laaders ara diff;mnt people. And 
consaquently thosa who today saek privileges and powers from Government for the' 
pzople o'f this country ara not the Princes in India but ara th::J leaders of the people 
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jn this country. Thin change in the situation is responsible for the kind o·i rasolu~ 
tion that I have to put before you. We all know that in the course of the discussion 
of political matters during the last 5 or 6 years or even 10 years, the Indian rulers 
have tak~::n a prominent part, and we have all seen how power after powar that would 
have come naturally to what is called the Government of India has been transferred 
from the Governmmt of India to the Crown in reference to the Indian States. We 
have been made to feel that in the new order of things that is likely to coma,-it is 
come I am told, or it will shortly come,-in that new order of things the Indian Prin~ 
-ces will be, if I may use that phrasa, rasponsibh, not to the people of India. but to the 
.Crown. They have been made independent practically of the people of India. I am 
not going to enter into that part of the casa. I only say that this Federation 
through this resolution dedres to express its complete sympathy with the aspirations 
.of the subjects of the Indian States. Now I suppose all the subjects of the Indian 
States are human beings as we are. In fact, you are aware that hundreds and thou
.nands of them are in British India and several British Indian subjects are in the 
Indian. States. There is no difference between these two classes. They are all 
Indians, but it is a matter of fact that as subjacts of Indian States, some of them.-I 
will simply say some of them-do suffar certain disabilities, and, when we in BritisJ. 
India are trying to get responsible Government for our:.:alve'l, whan we are t1·ying to 
.develop our rights o"f citizenship, when wa ara trying to s::!cura mora "freedom of 
-expression, more and more freedom of association, mora voice in our Government, 
we find that here there are cpots in the country, some big and some small, but all 
united on· this one point that there will be what is called autocratic Government in 
those partv. It may be benevolent autocracy. 

In our old Puranas we have read of Kings who wera exc:Jllent man. In a great 
Mahakavya I have raad of a king who was such an efficient officer that he did not 
wait to punish a person until he committad a crime. In tha Raghuvamsa of Kalida~ 
it is eaid about a king that the moment a man thought of an evil thing the King 
would immediately and automatically appear before him and punish him th.m and 
there before the offence was committed. It b a nica thing to have such King:J, and 
I have not the least doubt about that, if thera were such human beings who could 
r-ule us, perhaps we might decide to have a different rasolution altogethE-r on tha 
subject. But unfortunately such kings are 1ound in poetry and not much even in 
poetry. We read more of DushyantaB, who when they went to fore~ts ran away 
with Rishis'. daughters rather than this kind of king whom Kaiidas has described in 
.another place. 

Very well. At present the subjects in Indian States, as I say, do suff<Jr from 
.czrtain disabilities, and the real dbability is that which has bean noted down in thb 
.resolution, and I very much regret that an all-India lfedaration of this kind should 
have to note down that thing in the resolution moved from this platform, namely 
that we are asking for liberty, liberty ul: person in thesa Indian StltJ}l, sacurity of 
per:'lon and property. That this should have been asked for in tha year 1935 is r;;ally 
.r:urprising, but we h;1ve to ask for it. 

Gentlemen, I all). not going into detail~~. but here are various gantlemen who are 
much better acquainted with the intarnal conditions of the s~veral Indian Stat.;s than 
I happen to, and they will tell. you that in many plac2s security is con~:picuou.:; b"" 
its absence. You are probably all right if you are already settbd in the~;<~ Stat~s. 
pursuing perhaps a profession of earning wealth, but if you suff~r from any opinionD, 
if you happen to have any ideals, if you want to ent::!r into the question ui human 
rights, then you are done for. That is the condition which ought to change, and in 
a further paragraph of this resolution this Federation urges tha Ruling Princ;,s to 
cencede without delay to their subjects the right of parnon and property, lr.;edom of 
persons, of association and so on aud so forth. A:'tar all- in tha Jodia which b to 
come and in the India that ought to come, it would bt> nec.;~ar) that all per~~ons 
alike must be dominatfd by national santiment. Not only tha paople of this country 
but the Prince~ of this country. have got to become natio~ali<~t if this-country i~~ ever 
to attain nationhood. The Britieh peo~;le who manage affairsJn this rountry·say 
about the Indians that becaur;e they have some power, th~refore: they can do anything· 
.they li~e. As. a matteJ; of r~ct yoq knpw yery well_ they. cannot do. anythh)g they. 
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like with raference to ·certain powers and r~rtain paople, but perhaps as compensa-· 
tion for that, they can do anything they like with regard to other subJectn, I 
believ~. I do not wish to E:lnter into the legal aspect of the matter. I am not a. 
lawyer. I know nothing about it. But during the last 10 or 15 years some of the 
foremost intellects in this country have been engaged in propounding the rights. 
which the States have secured by their treaties. Let us be plain about it. Thesl 
otates were conquered. It is on the strength and the kindness of the Britbh. 
Government that tbeir status depends. That is a fad. I do not know what will be 
tha legal interpretation. The matter can be argued in a court of law or in an 
arbitration court. I do not want to enter into the legal ::tspect. of the matter. Let. 
us be frank about it and realise that the power:J of the Native States are there, 
b3cause they are oupported by the British Government, otherwise they do not E:lxist .. 
They are entiraly at the mercy of the Political Department of the Government of 
India. In these circumstances, let the princes realise that their good lies in ruling· 
their own paopla well rather than in being at the me1·cy perpetually of a distant. 
authority,. and if they realis3 that, thera will be a great deal of improvement in our 
pra..;ant political situation. It is very nacas3ary that this unfortunate aspact of thh 
qua:Jtion of Indian Statas should disappear M soon as po,Bible. A1 most of you 
remamber, in earlier days when we started discussing the pres:mt reforms the attitude 
tllat tha Princes had exhibited was a very good attitude but· it has undergone 
considerable changes in the meantime. I wish they go 1-Jack to the days when certain. 
declarations were made in London with regard to the future of this country. H they 
go back to that mentality, all will ba well. In the meantime wa might utter a. warn
ing, while I speak on this resolution. It may ba that in Europe and elsewhere 
autocracy is gaining an uppar hand, but these autocracies are autocracies of people 
and not of persons, and there is no empire in thi~ world where Hitlers and Mussolinh 
may not come, for, the old type of autocrat:.; are gone for ever, unless an Alexander 
the Graat comes on the f!Cene. But if we go with the people, if we reconcile our own 
desires with the claims of the p3opla, then alone can we go on in a happy manner. 
The Indian States can do a good lot for thi<J country if they take seriously the 
national problam. ' Thera was a time when one of th3 distinguished leaders of the 
Cvngress, ths.lata Mr. Gokhale, could point out to the Imperial Legblative Council 
what Baroda had dona in the matt3r of primary education and urged upon the 
Government of India to imitate its examph. At prasent we ar.'l in the unfortunate 
po::dtion of asking the Indian States to imitate the progress, however slow it may be,. 
that iJ made in British India. Th:n·afore I hope you will pass this resolution not only 
wit.h a platonic intarast. I know that there a1·a heaps and heaps of Indian subjects who
-feel very s3riously in thb matter and the complaint is that the people of British 
India do not giva as much att~ntion as they ought to; to this problem. There being too
many political associations and too many parties, they almost ignore this question. 
Th~y taka a legal stand in tha matt:Jr. They say the States are managed by its rules 
and ws know nothing mora about it. It is no usa talking lib that when the futur~ 
of India and tha Indian States ar.:l economically and politically intardepandent. one 
upon the other. Undar these circumstanc3s a platonic legal stand may be parhaps. 
propn· for the lawyar3 engaged by th:J Indian S~atas hut not for us. Whenever these 
hwy.m talk of thh problem from the political platform of this country, we ought to· 
be cart:ful to s:le whether they sp.;ak as lawyers or political leaders. 

With th3se words I beg to put this rasolution b::.fore you and I hope it will ba 
pas:~3d by you unaniomously. 

Mr. A. V. Pat~drdhan ( Poon.a) in seconding the rasolution in a Marathi speech. 
said:-

Brot'i1cr Dalagat9s, Ladies and Gantlemen ,· 

Ag Professor Altakar has raad to you tbe r:Jsolution I need not do it again. I. 
am glad to sae that the All India National Lib·Jral l!"ederation has dona we!l, at la::t, 
t~ includa a resolution daaliug with the problem9· of Indian States- people, who ara 
mora than 8 crorcs out of the Indian population ·of 35 crores. in its- programme. 
Institution:.;; who call themselves "National" hava neglected· this important quastion. 
The reason has been that most ul the leaders who o.Jntrol the affairs. of these associa•· 
tions have a !:!Oft corner fer these autrocatic prinoas and not for tha down·trodden. 
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people in the Indian states. The passing of the Government of India Act of 1935 ha~ 
created a peculiar position. The Central Government is to be a Federal one. In the 
Federal Assembly 33 73 per cent of the members are to be the nominees of about 560 
princes and 40 per cent of the members of the Council of State are to go th9re ag 

nominated representatjves of the States. You must have read in the newspapers that 
gradually European gentlemen of the choice of the British Government are being 
put in the States either as Diwans and ]'inancial Advisers or heads of Departments. 
It is feared that they or their protegees will be sent to the Central Legislature and 
they will be there performing the work of the official block. I am of opinion that 
they will be worse. They will there follow the behests of the Political Department of 
the Government of India. Hereafter the Political Departments will be under the 
control of the Viceroy alone and the Governor General assisted by the Executive. 
Councillors or Ministers. Therefore institutions like the Congress or Federation 
in British India will have to pay attention to the Indian States' administration from 
their own self-interest point of view. 

I am glad to see that the resolution is so framed as it gives in its three sentences 
the three important problems which require to be looked into. In the first ::;entence 
of the resolution the state of Administration in the States and the plight of the 
subjects is properly pictured. In the second sentence we find the important point 
in the new constitution properly brought out which requires immediate mending. 
In the third sentence the Princes are shown the direction in which they should go if 
they want to be called the real sons of the soil. As in this resolution all the impor~ 
tant points requiring attention of all thinking individuals are made out properly, I 
hope this assembly will pass this resolution unanimously. 

Prof. R. H. Kdkar of Poona in supporting the· resolution spoke as follows:

Brother Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Prof. Altekar and Mr. Patwardhan have given you almost all the possible 
information that could be given in the short time at their disposal. I have 
very little to add by way of any further information to what has been already 
laid before you. I only want to bring to your notice the changed circumstances 
under which we meet to-day. During the post-war years, things have changed a 
great da1l and we are thinking now in more radical terms than we thought 
of in the years before the War. We are thinking of remodelling the society 
not only in the economic sphere but also in the political sphere with the result 
that we cannot ignore the problem of these Indian States and their Rulsrs. It i'l 
not a mere coincidence that all the 3 speakers on this Resolution have come 
from the Bombay Presidency. The problem of the Indian States is the major 
problem in that Presidency for you may remember, most of you at least know, 
that more than half the number of the States in the whole of India are to be 
found within the limits of the Bombay Presidency. The problem is there:fora felt 
more acutely by us than perhaps by the Delegates coming from other provinces. 
That is why all the three of us have come from the Bombay Presidency to support 
the resolution. The period of transition is clearly indicated by the way in which the 
lTederati0n has been brought about.. Several years back it should have been difficult 
for anyone of un, any subject of an Indian State, to place such a proposition btfore 
such a political gathering. We found it very difficult to placa it befora the Liberal 
Federation. But now we have succeeded not only in placing the resolution b;:;fore 
the Federation but getting support to a certain extent and we feel that we ought to 
utter a further warning to the Princes. Things are rapidly moving and unlan;:; the 
Princes also move with the times, it will make their position, and our position too, 
very difficult for all of us. I have only to appeal to the Princes to go back to the 
generous response that they made to the proposal when they were asked to join the 
Federation. Some of that generosity is yet to he found in a small number vf princes. 
Last year, speaking on the main resolution, I pointed out the presence of an 
Indian Ruler at our political gathering. This year the same Ruler has gone a step 
further and I am glad to say that a member of this Party who happens to be also 
the Le:1der of the Opposion has heen placed in sole charge of the resl!rved half of 
his adminidration, a~} a r.:;ward, of the State. That is a wdcome sign no doul.t 0f the 
times. But my complaint is that the dgns ar~ too few. I have further tc appeal to 
.N· L. F. 8 
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th3 Princ3s and I do appaal to them in the name of the most sacred sentiment that 
they hold. The Princes, you know, prida themselves upon their loyalty to His Majesty 
the King Emparor of India. If they look to the King during the war and after 
the war, they will find that he was the most patriotic amongst the Englishmen, that 
he prided himself upon being the noblest and most selfless among the se1·vants of the 
Empire. Let the Princes imitate him and let them imitate him during the year of 
the Silver Jubilee. There can be no greater occasion than this and I am happy to be 
here to support this resolution during this auspicious year. By a curious accident, 
this resolution that I am supporting has secured the first place in the list of resolu
tions. I take it as a happy augury of what is to come, as the happy augury of the 
staunch support the Liberal Party will give in our constitutional struggle to secure 
full self-government for ourselves. You will, I am sure, respond to the happy 
augury by passing the resolution unanimously. 

The resolution was pu't and carried unanimously. 

INDIANS OVERSEAS 

Mr. Naushir C. Bharticha (Bombay): Mr. President, Brother D.:legates, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, I shall read first the resolution which I desire to move :-

Resolution Ill 

" This Federation while reiterating its condemnation of the anti-Indian 
Decrees passed by the Zanzibar Government in June 1934, which Decrees 
have resulted in squeezing out Indians from lawful pursuits in the Zanzibar 
Protectorate, expresses its apprehension at the extension of the Moratorium 
to July 1936, in clear violation of the Zanzibar Government's promisa to 
settle the debt problem within a year. 

This Federation 1·acords with satisfaction the unanimous Report of the 
Agricultural Indebtedness Commission appointed by the Zanzibar Govern
ment, which supports the conclusions of the report submitted by Mr. K. P. S. 
Menon I. C. S., to the Government of. India, which exposes the one-sided 
natura of the Bartlett-Last Report on which the said anti-Indian Dacrees 
were based and deplores the attitude of the Zanzibar Government in not 
accepting the Commission's Report, as. well as the views expresnad in the 
memorandum of the Indian National Association of Zanzibar, submitted 
to the Secretary of State for Colonies and the Government of India. In the 
opinion of this Federation the basis of the 1:1aid Decrees having been shatter
ed by the said Commission of the Zanzibar Government, presided over by 
the Chief Justice with an official majority, the Government of India shouid 
press for a repeal of the said Decrees. 

While ~he Federation appreciates the sympathetic attitude and action 
of the Government of India, it urges on them the advisability of promptly 
pressing for accaptance the following demands for relief of the urgent needs 
of the Indian community, namely:-

(1) Amendment of Section 19 of the Land Alienation Decree of 1934, 
with retrospective effect so as not to allow period of limitation to run 
agaimlt creditors, during the moratorium. 

(2) Immediate adoption of the recommendations of the Agricultural 
Indebtedness Commission by the Government of Zanzibar. 

(3) Abolition of License fee for export of cloves. 
( 4) Abolition of one-sided levy on export of cloves. 
(5) Stoppage of purchase and export of cloves by the Clova Growars' 

.Association and modification of its other activities. 

Failing agreement of the Colonial Office to give effact to these mini
mum demands this Federation recommend!1 to the Government of India 
imposition of an embargo on imports of cloves into India, if such imports 
originate from the Zanzibar Protectorate. 
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The Federation urges that action should ba taken in the matter of the 
marketing legislation of the Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika Governments 
on the lines indicated in the reports of Mr. K. P. S. Menon, l C. S., who was 
deputed to investigate the situation on the spot. 

The Federation is strongly opposed to the extension of the Highlands in 
the manner suggested in the Carter Report, the exclusion of Indians from the 
Highlands of Kenya, and declares that any attempt to give statutory effect 
to this undesirable practice will arouse keenest resentment in this country. 

The Federation is opposed to the principle of the residex•tial and 
commercial segregation of Indians on which the Asiatic Land Tenure Act 
of the Union of South Africa is based, and urges the Government of India to· 
consult the opinion of the Indian community in South Africa about the 
recommendations of the Feetham Commission and represent their point of 
view to the Union Government." 

Ladies and Gentlemen, in the history of human civilization there are many 
instances of tyranny of one nation over another, but I believe you will not come 
across a more sordid chapter than that of the treatment meted out to Indians over
seas. Taking the question of the Zanzibar Indians first, we find that within the 
Rpace of the last year and a half the economic situation of the Indians thera has 
been radically altered. I believe it was on the 14th June 1934 that all of a sudden 
the Zanzibar Protectorate decided to rush through six anti-Indian decrees and by 
28th June, that is to say, within tha space of 14 days, six decrees were rushed 
through, affecting the fortunes of over 14,000 Indians. The ostensible cause given 
for this unusual haste was that the Bartlett'- Last Report disclosed to tha Govern
ment that agricultural lands in the protectorate were being alienated at an alarming 
pace. It was contended by that one-sided report that half the agricultural lands had 
already passed into non-agricultural hands and that the other half had been heavily 
mortgaged. Consequently, six d~creas were rushed through, one being the Land 
Alienation Decree of 1934. This decrae virtually deprives Indians of their right to 
foreclose where they are mortgagees and realise the amounts lent by them. You are 
aware that many Indians in Zanzibar are moneylenders, that they advance moneys 
to Africans and Arabs on the security of their land and normally they have a right 
to foreclose. The Land Alienation Dacree took away that right. There was a second 
dec1·ae called the Clove Growers' Association Decree. The ostensible object on which 
this legislation was based was that the Z1nzibar Government desired to 
secure to the Arab and the African cultivator a reasonable prica for his produca. 
We can have no quarrel with that principle if that principle had been put 
into effect by means of l<1gislation which did not deprive any persons of the 
rights \\' hich had accrued due to them. The Clove Growers' Association, as it has 
finally turned out to be, is nothing but a one man's show. Under the Clove 
Growers' Association Decree, only certain fortunatB persons would be entitled to carry 
on the trade in cloves. Thera is also the Clov~s Exporters Dacree the objact of which 
is to impose a very small fee of about Rs. 2,000 on tha party desirous of dealing in 
the export of cloves and this small fee could be enhanced by a trifle Rs. 3,000 if the 
authorities there think it fit in the interests of the Arab and African agriculturists. 

Ladies and G:mtlemen, I do not know what ·it was that prompted the Zanzibar 
Governm;mt to appoint a CJm:nis1io:t known a~ the Agricultural Indebtedn:lss 
CJmmission. Whether they realizad th.1t tha:n dacraes would ruin the agriculturists 
or whether they realized tha d3pth and the forca of public opinion against these 
d<!craes, the fact remains that a CJ:nmi,;sion prasided over by th3 Clief Justica and 
having an official majority was appoint:ld, and that c_,mmission has shatt?red the 
basis of the Bartlett'-Last Report on which these nefarious decrees were based. The 
report of the Commission has distinctly brought out this fact that the conclusion of 
the Bartlett'-Last Report were wrong, that it wa::; absolut3ly an exaggaration that 
half tha lands in the protectorate h::td b3en ali:mated to non-agriculturists and that 
only about 12Y2 p~r cent oi the lands had ba3n raally tr.ansferrad to Indians. Taking 
into consideration the fact that the Indian community had s:lttlad in Zanzibar fol" 
nearly a century, one is tempted to ask, is it too much for them to hold 12~ per cant 
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of land ? If the intention of ·the Zanzibar Protectorate Government was to give 
relief to the indebted agriculturists, a proposal with which I believe we Indians 
cannot quarrel having regard to the state of agricultural indebtedness here, I believe 
th~:-y could have found hundred and one ways, without injuring the rights of others, 
of affording them relief. They could have established dabt conciliation boards, they 
could have encouraged voluntary conciliation of debts, they could have established 
land mortgage banks or they could have found soma sort of oia media without 
trenching upon the rights of Indians which were due to them under their mortgage. 
Now, ladies and gentlemen, none of these devices was adopted and, though the basis 
of the Bartlett'-Last Report has been shattered. we find that the decrees still stand. 
In view of the fact that their own Commission ha~ found that there has been 
absolutely no cause for passing the decrees, I believe it is not too much for us to 
appeal to the Government of India to take steps to have these decrees repealed forth
with. That perhaps that is a tall demand, and in view of that we have put forward 
five demands which would make for the relief of the urgent needs of the Indians. 
These demands are stated in the resolution. I believe they are very modest demands, 
but while pressing for these we should not forego our right to press for the entire 
repeal of the decrees. 

Ladies and Gentlemen. there is a paragraph in the resolution which asks the 
Government of India that if the Colonial Office refuse to agree even to thesa mini
mum demands, then the Government of Irrdia must impose an embargo on the 
imports of cloves originating from the Zanzibar Protectorate. That again is a very 
modest demand, and I am told by my friend Mr. Ibrahim Kasim that if that restric
tion were enforced against the Zanzibar Protectorata it would cause a loss to the 
extent of about Rs. 16 lakhs in their revenues, the total revenues being Rs. 60 lakhs. 
That, I believe, is a fairly big cut to indue<> them to reconsider the position, if not 
out of humane considerations at least from considerations of enlightened self-interest. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, there is a paragraph in the resolution, referring to the 
question of marketing legislation in Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika Governments. 
Here also the ostensible objecL on which this legislation has been promulgated is to 
secure to the agriculturist a fair price for his produce. We certainly have no quarrel 
with that aim. but we certainly quarrel with tha method by which they seek 
to achieve that object. In trying to do that thi:!y have promulgatad legislation 
whereby they have created several markets at long dist'ances from one another where 
alone people desiring to carry on trade would be allowed te deal, and for that they re
quire licences. Now, as you know, the question of transport is a difficult problem in 
a country like Kenya or Uganda or Tanganyika and that has virtually cut off the. 
Indian trader from a trade which he built up with his endeavours of generations. 

There is also in the resolution another paragraph dealing with the question of 
Indians from Highlands. That is another said chapter which I believe is a disgrace 
to the Kenya Government. At one,time Indians had been given a solemn promise 
that they could occupy certain portions of the Highland but that promisa was with
out much ceremony violated when it was found that those areas which had been 
reserved for Indians contained mineral wealth. Immediately, they set aside every
thing, pounced upon that territory and we find that they propose to give effect to this. 
de facto encroachment by passing certain enactments. But in view of the 
fact that the Government of India have opposed this move, they are holding up the 
legislation, but the cry and the agitation of the whita settler is growing stronger and 
stronger every day and I believe, if not today, within a few months hence you will 
find that that also has become an accomplished fact. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, there is another paragraph in the resolution dealing 
with the Asiatic Land Tenure Act of the Union of S:mth Africa. Tha history of this. 
legislation is equally sordid. There is not even an o:stensibb ground for the passage 
of a legislation of this charactar. The only ground that has been urg3d is that Indians 
are fit to live nowhere except in the bazars ! Thb is a peculiar commarcial and 
residential segregation the like of which I believe you will never coma across in any 
part of the world. I can understand if a Dominion clos3s its doors to Indians on the 
ground that it does not dasire its standard of life to be affected adversaly by immigra-



tion but I cannot uLdcrstand how any part of the British Empire can discriminate 
against B~iti3l\. subjects who are .:residents of a particular area,. ~ho have btillt up the 
trade of that area and w;ho ha-ve developed and made economically prospel"'W · a. 
place which they are now asked to quit l Ladies and ~ntl~e~ unfortunately vur 
position in India is such. that we cannot afford to er:tend to: these unfortunate 
brethren overseas sorp.e concrete relief .. The position, particularly. in Zanu"bar, bas 
grown desperate. One, man bas committed suicide because though he had Rs. %5,000 of 
outstaningJ to be collected and Rs.lS,OOO of debt, he. could not meet his liablities; 
20 people, I underJtand. have gone insolvents and I believe about 250 han left the 
shores of Zanzibar and thousands have been ·effectively put out of ·their· jobs. I 
therefore appeal to you:not only to pass this resolution here but ~hen you depart 
from thic; place and settle do\\'ll to your daily tasks in life, to carry on the propa
ganda there, remembering·· that in the ·humiliation· of Indians overseas it is Ou.r 
disgrace, that in their expropriation is our loss and that in their rehabilitation· is our 
rew-ard ( Loud applause ). · 

· Mr.: Ibrahim Kasim of • Zanzibar ( Bombay): Mr. Cbairma~ Fellow Delegates. 
· Ladies and Gantlemen. I hope you will excu.Se me for my colonial Eilgliah because 
I have been educated only in a primary schooL I ·owe my prese~ce here today t,o. 
my friend Mr. Bharucha, and I am thankful that circumstances have made it possi
ble for me to attend this august· gathering, because it has given me the opportunity 
to pay my homage personally to so many illustrious sons of Mother India to whom 
I have been mentally paying homage from the far ·off country Zanzibar. My friend 
Yr: Bharucha has \U:plained to you, even though briefly, the purport of this resolu
tion. - Lad.fus · and Gentlemen. l want 1o lmpress upon you· the . gravity' of the 
situation. particularly in 'Zanzibar, ·by recallihg to yclir mind two memorable 
phrases used in connection with Indians overseas some fifteen yeais ago. It ~as our 
late lammte.d East African Indian leader, Mr.. AbdulrasU.l Alidina Visram, who in 
1920 used the phrase "To be or not to be was the question". Later on. the Right 
Hon'ble rSri:r.'ivasa.. Sastri,:,.v~iy .feelingly ·and ·seritiii:lentally said: "If Kenya was 
lost, everything was lo5t.''' Ladies ·and gentlemen, these two phrases apply 1rith 
much greater force· to· the situation that has beerrcreatedin Zanzibar where suddenly 
six anti-Indian decrees were thfon at the heads of Indian communities like a bolt. 
from the blue. I hope that al11ndia will give united support to Indians in Zanzibar 
because our'record in Zanzibar is so traditional and bbi.oric. You might have 
heard that 'ill SOuth Africa Indians wimt as indentured labOurers; you might have 
heard that in Fij'i they went as indentured labOurers; in Mauritius they went as 
plantation labourerS for sUgar and so on: But in Zanzibar we did .not go as inden
tured labourers: we- were not carried away as slaves: we went there as hon'ble 
companions; ·advisers· and ministers to the former rulers. We have acted to the 
Arabs· and: the· Africans as liankers when the Britishers who came to protect that 
country wera simply fattening ori a gigantic duty of 25 per cent on the produce of 
the agriculturists. Ladies and gentlemen; ·it is • the Indians ~ho by standing as 
bankers to the Arab plantation owners and' by· exploring and finding out outlets for 
the· produce of their cloves helped the Za111ibar Protector-ate to beeome so prosperous 
and attain such worldwide fame. It ·is the Indians who advocated relief to the 
agriculturists when the Arab pla~iion' owners were simply sleeping without any 
voice of their· oWli, and. perhaps,' the British Governinent, realising that the Indian 
community 'ns· spreading the infection of intelligence to thi!J servile people that they 
thought of breaking the strength· and the power of the Indians so that their rule 
might continue merrily. ~ ·: ., · 

. Ladies and gentlemen,· Mr. Bharucha. hit.s explained what the Bartlett'·Last 
Report i,s. ·The Bartlett'-Last R~ is not· only %5 J:er cent or 100 per cent lie 
aga\nst the Indians; it is seven hundred per cent lie agaiatrt the Indians, a fact -.·hich 
you will never come acros3 in any. document. The enquiry ·w8.3 conducted ~ithout 
any publicity: no one knew that· they ~ara eon!lucting any eilquiry •. Mr. Bartlett 
had. to admit bafore the .AgricultW"al Indebtedxie9s Commission that his raport was . 
on~sided. _When a member of. the Agricultural Indebtadnes3 C:>mmis3ion put in 
S\Jme question.q he refused w all3W'er them. and the· Chairman, who was the Ch.ie{ 
JU3tice, took a note of this. ·The Zanzibar GOvernment having passed these dec:rees 
on the raport supplied to them by t.hese twc individuals. one of ..-hom has already left. 
1c L. :r., 
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GJvernment service, and the Agr-icultural Indebtedness Commission having already 
shattered all that has been said in tht~ Bartlett'-Last Report, now there Pemains no 
raison detre for the existence of these decrees. Indians have not only been there 
for the last century only but much more than that.. They went there first and have 
settle4 there since generations and generations. Eighty per cent of the Indians in 
fact have lost their affinity with India altogether."' They have been born there, they 
bave been brought up there and except that they are called Indians they are really 
Zanzibaris only. 

Ladies and gentlemen~ the Bartlett'•L;lSt Report says that we have already grab-. 
bed 50 per cent of agricultural land Jtnd about 50 per oen~ of the other is heavily 
mortgaged to us. That has been found to be entirely wrong. The Commission af~er 
a thorough investigation has found out th&ot only 12!1 p~r cent of the land is owned 
by Indians and only 7~ per cent is mortgaged to Indians. Out of this 12!1 per cent 
again the Commission thinks that probably 6 per cent of th~ land will be returned 
willingly to the agriculturists on payment of reasonable sums. I can assure you that 
Indians there do not want to grab the land of the as:dcultuPists. They are there to 
help. the agriculturists: they are there only as traders :. tllaa interest is more in trad& 
and they want to be allowed to remain in pe~ooful avooati9ns of. trade and.expod. 

Ladies and geJ.ltletpell. I am glad ~hat this resolutwn h~J.s. foun~ a pl~ce on tlle 
list of rE)solutions of thif? sess~on of the F~4e~t¥>n. Some of you perhaps feel that 
the resolution ~ rather a lengthy one. But by having retained the lengthy resolu., 
tion ·it makes _up. to a ll~rge ex:tent witoh apologia~ to you Mr. President, the 
omission of the questions of Indians ov~r-sea.,J ln. ~he fresid~nti~l address. Ladies and 
gentlemen, the IPiqjm~.m qeiPa~ds for i,qup.edi~te. relie·f are set forth in the resolu
tion and I ho:pe that some mor~ irpportan~ tl'la.:q mer~ly forwa~ding the r-esolution to 
the GovernmeQt. of h4~a wi;Ll be giveq l:IY the Feder~tion tQ the resolution. 

You must have com~ across reports that the Zanz.jba:r Indian deputat~on which is 
now in India and of which. I am a ·mf.llllber hasJnterviewed Sh' G. S. Bajpll!i who has 
.given us sympa~hetic assurances. I am sure th~t in no colony is the Ind~11-n problem. 
so easy of settlement if tqe Government of India takes up a straight forward attitQdt~. 
The question in Z11nzibar is not so complicated ~s. it is, say; fop instan~, in Keny~. 
In Zanzibar there is no British settler ~lament which you come across iQ Kenya. In 
zanzibar there are m:ily Arabs, Africans and Indians. The Britishers there . are onl"J 
<>fficials administering the country in the name of His Highn~s .the Sultan, and 
therefore the question should be easy o£ settlement becaus~ there is. no quarrel as 
there is in Kenya with a forceful element of British settlers who are dreamlng of 
ma~ing East Africa another dominion like South Afr~ca! And no other colony I 
believe is SQ vulner(l.ble or so open to be retaUa~d ag~ins~ as the Zan~ib~:r i::;. Iqdi~ . 
J?Urchases 40 to 50 per cent of Zanzibar cloves on which th~ Government of Zanr&ibar 
depands largely for its revenue for spending money and thu~ reHeve unemployment. 
I am sure that if the Government of India were to exePcise pressure, with the backing 
of the public opinion, of which they are getting so much plentiful a~ witnessed by 
this resolution, I am sure that the Zanzibar Government will come to ~ts knees an4 
sue for peace. The Indian community in ZfJ,m:ibar ~s prepared to undergo any 
amount of test, any amount of inves.tigatlon, to :prove ~hat its record has bee.n 
honourable, that it has not been charging any unconscionable rate of ~ntereot, th!l!tr 
it has not been a blood~sucket or Shylock, My frit:nd, Mr. Bharucha referred to the 
Indians being money lenders. Ladies and gentlemen, I should Uke to correct tha..t . 
statement. We have not been money lenders; we have been bankers in fact, and I 
should not. like the odium of moneyle:qdb1g being attached to the way in which we 
have helped. Ladies and gentlemen, l can guote you instances. where while the 
banks to whom the merchants are indebted. would extract the last penny out of the 
merchants and if they were to fail to pay, woqld lock up thei:r doors with r~d tape and . 
red seal, it has been the IndiaQ bankers who, :recognising the plight of their debtors, 
bave, with the willingness of the debtors. themselves to square up their accounts 
returned some of the properties to them out of- mercy so that the debtor may have 
something to maintain his family w~th. Do you call that a. black record ? Do. you 
call that moneylending? Or do. you call that a brotherly feeling, a neighbourly 
love? That has been the problem ancl that has been our record in Zanzibar. 
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I hope, Ladies and Gentlemen, that the Government of India which hat:: promised 
the Zanzibar Indian deputation of their support will once for all not only give 
us assurance but also take up a strong action. · I may as well state that the Indians 
overseas have, since the Habibulla-Hertrrog Pact had been ratified, been losing faith 
in the Government of India, and in order to i.-e-establish confidence ia the minds of 
Indians overseas they ltlust make- some sort· of · abot.her ge!;{ure, · ~nd that gesture is 
-easy enough in the case of Zanzibar. ·We should not at all agree to· purcha$e 40 or 
50 per cent of Zanzibar cloves if the Government of Zanzibar, which iS British, again 
wants to maltreat Indians for no fault hut for their virtues only. I hope therefore 
that the gravity of this situation which I trled to bring home to you by quotin~ two 
memorable phrases will be borne by you all in mind. · My friend Mr. Bharucha 
explained to you the other part of the resolution about Kenya, U~anda and about 
the Highlands of Kenya and South Africa. In South Africa also, you must all know 
that it is the Indians whP have assisted in the development of the· Country. In the 
East Africa we first went there before the Britishers; it 4; Inqians who in fact assis
ted Mr. Livingstone and Mr. Stanley. Without Indians, like Sirtharia Topan, 
Messrs. Livingstone and Stanley could hardly have been able to penetrate into the 
interior. n is the sons of those illustrious Indians who are tried to be ousted from 
.countries of their adoption and are praying to be assisted today from this country. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I think I have given enough support to this well coRsi
·dered resolution and I hope that this Liberal FederatioR and the members of this 
Federation will not only pa&s this resolution in defence of the Zanzibar Indians hut 
will also individually hereafter give ~upport ~o our demands. (Cheers) 

Th• resolutioR wa~ p1:1t and carried unanimously. 

CRIMINAl, LAW AM~NQw;.NT ACT 

The Hon'ble Mr. P. N. Sapru (Allahabad): Mr. President, Brother Delegates, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, the resolution that I have the honour to move runs as 

' .~ 
follows :- ·,. 

lesQiution IV 
" The National Liberal Federation records. its strong prot!!st against the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act and several provjnclal SpeciQ.l Powers Acts 
passed in the present year. They perpetuate or prolong the extraordinary 
powers taken by the Executive virtu~Uy free of judici~~ol control, first in the 
form of Ordinances, and mxt of temporary legislation.. The legitimate 
liberty of the press and the public is seriously menaced by these Acts, and 
the Federation, therefore, urges their immedia-te repeal." 

You will remember that it was in September last that the Criminal Law Amend
ment .Act was placed on the Statute Book of the land by an executive power. The 
.Asseml:ly had rejected the Criminal Law .Amendment Bill at the consideration stage. 
An identical measure without the difference cf a comma or a semi-colon was intro
duced in the Assembly, recommended and certified by the Governor-General and with 
the help of the Council of State placed on the Statute Book of the land. Not a. 
single suggestion of even the more friendly critics of the Government was , accepted 
.by the Government in enacting this measure permanently on the Statute Book of the 
land. If you will go through the provisions of this Act, you will find that it is one . 
. of extraordinary severity. Not only is the liberty of the press threatened by it but 
also the liberty of the subjects. It makes impossible the republication of proscribed 
literature and affects the freedom of the press. The original order . proscribing a book 
under the sea customl!i .Act may have been an executive order -i~ is an executive 
order-and yet if I happen to read some passage from a book like Trotsky's History of 
the Russian Revolution-that is one of the proscribe<! books-if I happen to come across. 
a paper like the New Statesman and in that I happen to re~d a passage from that 
book. and if I happen to be a journalist and just quote that passage, then I become' 
liable for prosecution, and, if I am spared the prosecution, well, then, I must consid~r. 
myself lucky. So far as the power of proscribing books is concerned that too has not. 
been, as we know, very wisely exeroised. Some very fine literature, some very great 
literature, has been proscribed for example I can tell you there are three books which 



are on t.he prosc.ribed list. Trotsky's .History of the Russian Revolution, St1·atchet's 
"Coming Struggle for Power", and Ralph ll'ox~s ''Lenin" are on the proscribed list. 
Now o(c~ursa itis ~aid1 that these are communistic books .. Well, these books .are 
not lik~ly ~'to. ·.be. re~d.~j .. urrlntelligent men .. Thesa are'books which ar~ likely to be 
read by intellig~nt.~e.n.: The po~er.9f proscribing books I say, has been used t() 
stifle thought, to: stifla.. free expression :Of opinion in. this country, However,: we 
Liberals believe in freedom of thought. That . is the differenc~ betw~en . Liberalism 
~nd ~ommu~ism~ .The cqp)munists and Fascists do not believe Jn · freedom of expres
sion:· W ~ Liberals b~l,iev~ bdra~doni. pf thought; wa ;Liberals believe in f~~edom, of 
e:icpressic.m,and, I say that, as' Lib.erals,. we cannot be parties to a measure of ~h,is. 
character. ·'Ole Bill· attacks the very fundamentals of the Liberal creed .. 
• 'I •. : 1 .'.' ' ' 

Th~n, gentiimien, we go on to some. other provision~ of the Act. The. Executlva 
has reserved'fodtself ilot o~ly the p.ower oJ declaring an. association unlawful but. 
also of forfeiting the. securities and moneys of association which it declares to ,be 
unla\\ful.. We are ofteh'toldthat'the Ru3sians a~d the German Nazis have behaved. 
very v~ry i~O.~cent1y and .I dare say they hav,e; .. buthere a great Government 
confiscatestlie properties of its' subjects and· these subjects have no redress in a court. 
of law; they cannot g6, if tneyare affeQted .bY this order, to a COUJ:t of law, and say 
that'the' order' declaring 'their'" association . unlawful, -that the order forfeiting their 
money~1 J~ r~.ally.~ ~o~~ order. Only the rights of third parties are· protected under 
the Act. , Well, i~ it _q.~q!l~ol,lable then to say that the British Government is.(lopying 
~orne ofJhe metl_lo~:ot ~~e ·. RuEsian·. (lOtnm~ni.sts< and the G~rman Nazis, methods 
which it condemns, ~~d ~.thipk ~ery rig}l~l.y P?O ? .. ·. ~ ; · · · · 

Then we go on to certain other sections of tlw Act. I.· Tak~. f<>r·· eXample the'provi
sions dealing with peaceful picketing. ..No.w.l..am one of those who regard peaceful 
picketing as a perfectJy legjtimat.e weapon of political .and. economic propaganda. 
rt is said picketing l~ad~·to viole1lbli.i~11fert; so rn~ny tb:liigsle'd to violence, but the 
point is the fault 1IlaY: not be of. the picketer, th~ fault "'ay be pf. other m.e~; and 
what !'should like ··to' ask' ~lle Government. is this. Did"any indian commercial 
organization..:...! nie~n. !~dian~; :Europeiui mercb.~nts . are .. iiot in iny ,~ind..·'"·did . ~~Y 
Indian commercial organization ask ~or these .. BP3S,i~l powers whic? th~y have .taken 
in regard to picketing? What they hava done. Is to mak~. p1ck~t1ng cogmzable. 
Well; the·hnv·so far: haid·eg~rded ;if as ·a, non-cogniZable i)ft'Jnce for: a:.very good 
reason:. The 'right· to complain against picketing i~ in' the natu~'e. of a personal right. 
A: mari may have very good reas6ii§. for not compla.htiiig 'ag~inst .a pfiketer. The 
picketer may be a friend. of his; he niay ba a ral'ation of his;. and if he happens to be 
loitering ab6ut his shop, he mayhav~'vJry good reasons ior nof interfe:dng with him. 
But mider th'is'laiv any policemarhi~n compal bf~'t~ .go to···a court of law'. a.nd make 
him depose against some 6ite whO may ba· ne~~ . and. dear. t~ hi~ .. Hi~ business may 
be affected by his· deposing against· a man .or ~gajns.t'8t lC~-dy :picketer~you.know 
v;e have had lady picketers ··he~e- b.ut ':all this o£ cours~. does . not- .concern the 
British Government. · ' · . · · · ' . . . ·. .. , • , . . . · .. 

,,.,ol ' I • I ' .' . 

Theri, so far as· the ·proviSions reg~rding the. pras~ . are ~onc~rn~d - you know 
tliose provisions and I need not go into ·tbose provisions ve-ry minutely - tht>y enabl~ 
the executive Government to demand.'_ securities from printing ~ress.~S.j t~ey" enable 
the executive Government to forfeit these securit.ies at their will and pleasure .. Of 
course there is an appeal provided to tiW High Oou~t~, but we know what the value Qf 
that ap~eal is ... , H~~~ '9~urt ju~ges lik~ eil' ~~dWt~\ahim,and ~ir . La~renye Je~kins. 
have sa1d that tha appeal p·rovlded for 1s an 1Jlusory onE1. Now ,gentlemen, laws of 
this kind, you niake it imposslble for the hone~t typ~ of journalist: to do, his job proper
ly. They make it difficult for the honest typa of.In~lian youth tQ enter the prof~ssi~n 
of jouiinalisn1. Thi:fhonest youth alw.ays has thi~feeli~. : ,; Welli. if ·i ~~ter J9~r~ali
sm, I do not know, I may find my way to jan one .of th~sa days" .. ;Under a syste~ of. 
socalled responsible goverQ,ment, which we shall hav.e in, .. fut~ra i~ .. the provinces. we 
shall ba plaqing the e~tire opppsition of. the_ prass at the . ~ercy ;Of. 'he executive. I A. 
frae press may or may not ·be possible · undar a eystern • pf . bur.eaucrac::y·, a frae 
press many Or mar not b?. possibh u,n~~r a. sy~tam .. of. t}UtOcracy, but. a. fr~e. 
press and libaraldeniocracy -go together: and theraf.ora,' L~ay ~hat unde; .a t~ystem 
of rasp::msible government ·it is not. right_ to y~st control-.of :t~e press in. a party· 
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Government. Eith.::r you want a Fascist State in India or you want a Liberal State 
in India, and I say that if you want a Liberal State in India in tha way the 
Liberals want a Liberal State in India, then you must have a free press; you must 
preserve the independence and the integrity of the Indian press. Of course the Indian 
press has been blamed for encouraging communism, encouraging communalism • 
. encouraging civil disobedience and encouraging so many otller things which exist 
in the mind of the British Government. I think the Indian press has a creditable 
record and I think that the Indian presg has rendered great services to the country. 

Now sir, what was the case, as put forward by the Government spokesmen 
in regard to these measures? They say, we have 4 dangers in this country. We 
have first of all civil disobedience, then the danger of communism, then the danger 
of communalism, then the danger of terrorism, and these measures are necessary in 
order that we may be able to fight these dangers. Now, so far as civil disobedience 
is concerned, congress has suspended civil diqobedience. I think that tha ·suspension 
is genuine. There is very little difference betwaen suspension and complete abandonM 
ment. You cannot reasonably ask the congress to deny its craed. It b enough. 
that there is no civil disobedience today. If there is any civil disobedience tomorrow, 
then assuming that you want these powars to deal with civil di~obedience, you have 
ample powers under the constitution which will be functioning next year. There 
will be Governors and the GoveruorMGeneral to come to the rescue of. the provincial 
Ministers or to override the provincial Ministers if they should fail in theh· duty. 
The rbal reason for this measure is, and I say this with a sense of renponsibility, 
that it is in the nature of a further safeguard under which this new constitution must 
£unction. The Government wants to place its friends in power, give them all 
the protection that it can under these special Acts and then these friends of the 
vested and special interests will use these powers to crush the democratic movement 
which is in its infancy in this country. That is the real object of the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act, and let us be quite clear about it. 

Then, it is said that it is necessary to fight terrorism. There is no one in this 
house who has a greater horror of terrorism than I have. I am a pacifist by conviction. 
I would not go to war and I would not fight even if I could fight. But I say that 
here in this problem of terrorism in Bengal for the last 30 years. You have used all 
the repreosive measures to fight this movement. Have you been successful? If you 
have not been successful in stamping it out, is it not necessary for you to take a more 
statesmanlike view of the problem and to go into the root causes of this terrorism and 
evolve a more constructive policy in dealing with the terrorist menace in Bengal ? 
I think, gentlemen, that the caU!::es of this movement are partly political and partly 
economic. If Government will give to the youth of this country the possibility of 
rising to the full stature of their height, I am quite certain that we will have no 
terr0rism in this country, because terrorism is against the principles of our civiliza
tion, is against all that we value i:ta our culture and in our civilization (Cheers). 

Then, gantlemen, we are told that und3r these powers wa ara to fight communism. 
Now, I am not a communist, but I also think that there i3 a great deal of social and 
economic unrast, why is it so? I think ther3 is social and economic unrest in this 
country b::Jcaus~ the averag3 man feels that he has not got a fair chanca in this 
country, he hag got no opportunity in. this country. Fundamental problem in this 
country is the problem of poverty. If you deal with this problem of poverty in a 
bold and courageous manner, deal with the problem in the manner in which you ought 
to deal with it, I am sure, there will be no communism at all in this country. 
Because constituted as this country is,. there cannot ba communism in any shape or 
other. This bogey of communism, Government have created in order to carry with 
them the vested interests in the country. 

Then, gentlemen, I come to the last bogey, the bogey of communalism. So far as 
this is concerned, I will say that a very great deal of 'i:esponsibility for the communal 
tension in India today rests with the British Government (hear, hear). There are 
men in this country who have devoted the best part of their lives to the promotion 
of nationalism, men who believe in the unity of India. It is not fair for the 
Go'V·ernment to charge us with being communalists. Who is responsible for the 
N. L. F.lO 
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apple of discord? Who is rasp:msible for the mistake of 1905 ? Who is responsible 
for the present Communal Award? It is the British Government and I say that the 
British Government mul:lt face fairly and squarely their responsibility in this matter. 
If I can show that I have the backing of my community behind me, and if I happen 
to be a man of influence in my district, I can become a Khan Bahadur or Rai Baha
dur, but if I am a man of higher aspiration and I can show that I have the backing 
of certain c::>mmunal association behind ma, I can become a Knight or even something 
higher. That is tha present pogition. Communalism today is the way to higher offices, 
lucrative positions, high executive and Judicial offices, and therefore it is pure non
sense, absrluta nons:msa on the part of our Briti11h friends to say that the Indian Press 
is encouraging communalism by its writings, On the other hand, it is the policies 
they have evolved from Simla and Dalhi, that have created these reactions in the 
country and which keep the communal fire going alive. Well, sir, thes:~ are broadly 
spe'1king the fact&, and as Liberals we can do nothing mora than enter our protest 
and express our hope that the .Act will be repealed at as early a date as possible. 
I do not wish to take up mora t.ime of this Federation but I should like to say just a 
word about the Special Powers Acts in the Provinces. Now my friend Mr. Bose will 
be able to deal with the peculiar features of the Bengal Act, but I think one common 
feature about the Provincial Acts is that they give to the Executive the power of 
placing certain rastrictions upon the freedom of the individual and the individual . 
concerned has no redress in a Court of Law. Whlln we were in schools and colleges, 
we wer-3 told that the greatest conception that Britain had given to the politicial 
organizations of this country was this conception of the rule of law. Now after 150 
years of British Rule in this country, we are told that this is not really a conc3ption 
which at any rate the Englishmen in this country are proud of. Well, I hope gentle
men, when Englishmen think over the matter in their calmer moods, they will find ·. 
that by placing these Acts - the worst featura of these Acts is in their permanency 
they have rendered no service to England or India. Things have come to such pass 
in this country that they can govern this country only by permanent measuras 
of this kind, by Acts of an extraordinary character; things have come to such a pass 
that they can govern only by permanent Acts of this nature. That I say it i3 a 
confu~sion of failure for any Government to make; it is a confession of absolute 
failura, and as we do not think that the British Government has entirely failed in 
this country, we at any l'ate are going to be truer to those ideals which our masters 
have taught us to admire and we as Liberals cannot but condemn these measures in 
the strongest possible language. · 

Mr. E. Vina-yaka Row of Madras :- Mr. President, Brother Delegates, ·Ladies . and 
Gentlemen : I am sure I will be only voicing the opinions of many of you when I 
say as to what you may think of the Viceroyalties of some of the Viceroys. When 
you mention Lord Ripon's name, the idea of Local Self Government comes up to your 
mind and you are grateful to him. When you mention Lord Curzon's name the idea 
of the Grand Moghul comes up to your mind. You picture to yourself Lord Curzon 
sitting in a golden howdah on a richly caparisoned elephant, at the expense of the 
taxpayer of course, when you come to Lord Reading not the howdah, not the 
elephant, but the figure 144 swims before your eyes in thick dark type and in a 
threatening manner. When you come to Lord Irwin you think of the Bible. That 
was the era of the Bible only at the top. The Viceroy's utterances wera most 
Christian but the action on the part of those who had to give effect to them, 
-permit me to say, was not wholly Christian. But when I come to the Viceroyalty 
of His Excellency Lord Willingdon, mixed feelings come to my mind. The Memoirs 
of Mr. Lloyd George have disclosed the fact to the world what a sympathetic British 
statesman Lord Willingdon was when he was the Governor of Bombay, when ha 
wrota those two letters sympathising with Indian aspirations and urging upon the 
Prime Minister of England to inaugurate far-reaching reforms at once, with full 
knowledge that the essential effect of those raforms will be the total disappaarance o-f 
the power of the Indian Civil Service. Lord Willingdon came to India as a 
reprasentative Statesman of the great Liberal Party with its noble traditions of the 
Rule of Law, faith in the democratic form of government, freedom of Press, freedom 
of person and faith in the sanctity of private· property. Later on His Excellency 
stated that the goal of the Reforms which have now culminated in the Government 
of India Actwas Dominion Status. For that there were soma statesmen in England 
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··who immediately criticised him in no uncertain terms. But His Excellency Lord 
Willingdon again at one of the Christmas speeches, I believe at Calcutta, reiterated 
his faith in the goal of Dominion Status for India as the immediate objective for the 
Reforms and used again that prohibited term 'Dominion Status' about which last 
year our revered leader the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri made a touching referance, 
which has bad its own effect all over this country, but unfortunately not in Parlia
ment. When I think of Lord Willingdon's Viceroyalty, I picture to myself only 
heaps of lathis everywhere in tha country- not the rule of law but the rule of force. 
If it were a court of Law it does not matter even if section 144 was applied. It is at 
least safer. It is the function of any civilized administration to go through the 
process of juHtice to bring those who have really violated the law to punishment. If 
it were a question of the Birmingham Rifle, it doas not matter, we can at least 
understand that; that is the modern way of carrying on the torch of civilization which 
Sr. Mussolini has proclaimed in Europe as the proper way of civilising p::>ople who 
are not of European origin ... But I do object to the lathi. It is most primitive. It 
reminds me of medieval times when men dealt with one another not in a way that 
we could appraciate in 1935. What doss the lathi represent? It represents the 
executive fiat ; it reprasents the operation of force against people who are resiBting 
it. Lord Hewart the Lord Chief Justice of England in hi-; wellknown book: " The 
New Despotism" has referred to what he calls the tyranny of the Executive in 
England. What is it, they did ? They said, "we ra11erve certain powers to make 
some rules under the Statute to deal with certain matters which Parliament may not 
find time to enact in full detail and in some matters our decisions shall be final." 
This rule making power reserved to the Executive, Lord Hewart called 'new despoti
sm'. I wonder what name we can give to the Ordinances of 1932 and the Criminal 
Law Amendment Act which has followed. It is certainly not 'new despotism', 
because we have been accustomed now for three years. to this kind of rule by 
Ordinances, Special Powers Acts and ultimately by the Criminal Law Amendment 
Act. It has now become 'the old despotism'. Let us hope like all old things these 
will be replaced and new measures will come on the Statute Book. 

I do not want to go into the details of this Resolution because my friend the 
1Ion. Mr. Sapru has raferred to them. There is one aspect which he has not mentioned 
to which I would call attention. In dealing with unlawful asr.;ociations the Police 
can take action under this Act simply by the issue of a notification in the Gazette 
without any vote of the popular legislature, without consulting anyone that a certain 
body is an unlawful association. Their places can be confiscated, their moneys held 
in the Banks can be taken away. Anybody who holds securities belonging to such 
Associations can be compelled to hand over those Aecurities to the Executive. All 
this is not so bad as something that follows. Nobody can take this matter to a 
{)OUrt of law to test whether the action of the executive either in promulgating 
the notification or in taking away money or in taking away securities was legal, 
was right, was authorised by the law. That is the darkest part of the picture - the 
fear on the part of the Government to go to a court of justice, to convince an 
impartial judge as against an afflicted subjact that what the State has done in its 
plenitude of power is properly done, is lawfully done, and lt had justification for 
interfering with the liberties and the properties of the subject who comea before the 
Court as a party to place his case before an impartiai Judge, before a court constitu
ted in this country as it is by the Government. Sometimes, as the Hon. Mr. Sapru 
mentioned, not because of legal eminence but because of other considerations people 
_get into the seats of judicial office even before such courts the executive are unwilling 
to place this matter, to have a decision whether what they did was right and proper. 

And not only this, look at the way in which it was done. Ordinance after 
ordinance came upon us in quick succession. They were opposed, resolutions wera 
passed from ever so many platforms all over the country protesting against these 
ordinances. But a strong Government must govern or must get out-that is what 
they were told to do from England. They governed, they kept the ordinances and 
said:" To have an ordinance is no good, we should make it a statute and then we can 
tell Indians and tell the world that we are having the rule of law, a law passed by 
the legislatura in which there is a large elected element." When they came to tha 
legislature in 1932 they told them, "you are all very good people, you have been 
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supporting us all through, some sections of you depend upon us for further support in 
respect of very many points which you have been urging, including 6f com·se the 14 
points." "Well," they said, "Give U3 this power just for 3 years, we won't use it; 
you are honest why are you afraid; it is the dishonest man that need fear; though 
this is so in letter, in spirit our administration will be wholly different, it will be just 
as any responsible Cabinet will do ; we won't. go further and we want it only for 
three years." Then it was granted. In 1932 when the Round Table Conference were 
going on, people had to go there as ''representatives".. People had some more points 
besides the 14 points to be gained,. the question of electorates and. other important 
questions had yet to be decided. Somehow I do not call it a bargain- perhaps it is 
not parliamentary to say so-but somehow 1932 witnessed the enactment by the 
leg:i:;latura of that Act which is a negation of the rule of law, which goes counter to 
every cherished feeling of political idealism in any progressive country, freedom of 
speech, freedom of person, right of property and freedom of association. 

Sir, after the three years expired, what is the story ? I thought it was a very 
good opportunity for the Government to say, "The Government of India Act is passed, 
law and order is an entirely transferred subject, let us test these new Indian minis
ters, let us withdraw the Criminal Law Amendment Act and all the special powers 
\vhich the executive have; let these fellows in the provinces try to maintain law and 
order and when any emergency comes of the character with which we were faced in 
1932, let us tell the.m, "you cut away as Sir Ralph Rover did on the Inchcape Rock, 
the bell of warning, you removed the Criminal Law Amendment Act and you are 
rcsponsible for what has coma about." That perhaps would have been the prope.· 
way of doing the thing if they really meant that law and order should be under the 
absolute control of an elected minist::1r rJsponsible to thG legislature without any 
intlrvention on the part of the C3ntral G~wernmEmt. But in the Criminal Law 
.Amendment Act which has now b:Hm r•1 blished, not only the Local Government:; can 
bring into operation the provisions of this Act, but the Governor-Ganeral in Council,
the Central Government, can t~.lso bring into operation the provisions of this Act in 
any province. What does that mean ? If any minister in a province in charge of 
law and order is not willing to tab up this exacutive tyranny as part of his armoury, 
the Governor-General would intervene and say, "My daa1· fellow, you ara not strong 
enough; I will do for your benefit. what yo:1 your;:;alf should havJ done; I shall put 
into force the Criminal Law Amendment Act in year ar3a." And in the Government 
of India Act there are provisions under which the S:Jcratary can tab up the matter 
to the Governor either with tha Ministar's knowledga or without, and there are 
clausas relating to special resp:msibilities which can ba put into operation with a 
view to giva effect to the Central Government's. orders issued to the provincial 
Governments. Sir, we say, law and ordar is a transfel'l'ed subject in all the provin
ces. The Central Government b not going to ba very much affect ad· by peaceful 
picketing or from the activities of associatiom which work for certain objacts in 
their. own way; leave it to the provincas to daal with thesa matters j we do not want 
any mora provisions of this character which confer upon the executive powers which 
are opposed to all democratic rasponsible Govarnment, powers in respect of matters 
which are vital to any progress of a democratic character. Unless different parties 
place before the electorates theil' views, unless people have the facility of peaceful 
picketing without any violenca, unlesg people are free from the apprehension that 
tile party in power - it may not be ·the bure.aucracy itself, it may be an Indian 
party in power - maY: abuse the provisions. of this Act on the Statute book to 
prevent legitimate operations on the part of the opposition, to conve1·t the country 
to their way of thinking with a view to t:•:J.seat the party in power democratic progress 
will be impossible. We say at a juncture like this it is unfair on the part oi the 
Central Government to hand over charge of the provincial governments to us with 
this Act in the armoury of the executive. Mark you, I do not say British executive
! am as much· afraid of the Indian executive as I am of the British executive. 
The QUestion is not racial, it is not provincial, it i~ a question of principle. Any 
exacutiYe should nlilt be·given the power by an executive fiat without judicial warrant, 
to int~rfera with tha valuable rights o'i a d:mocrat.ic citizen. That would be an 
"addition to the barricades against Dominion status; if I could quote from my friend 
Mr. Chintamani's paper, the Leader, thb would be an additional barricade," the 
r.:tention of which in the Statute Book will be against any progrc:ss towards om· 
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cherished goal of Dominion Status (Applause.) I would therefore appeal to you to con
demn the Criminal Law Amendment Act outright and urge for its immediate repeal. 

Mr. S.M. Bose (Calcutta): Mr. President and Fellow Delegates, I beg to support 
this motion and I have very little left to add. The National Liberallfederation has all 
along, from the very beginning, recorded its strongiprotest against all subversive 
movements and has held firmly to the belief that the very foundation of society must 
not in any way be touched. Whatever tends to destroy law and order tends~to 
destroy society, and so I say that the Federation has all along been strongly opposed 
to all such subversive movements. Therefore, the Federation will naturally support 
all legitimate attempts to stop such movements and it will gladly support Govern
ment in all measures which are within reasonable limits. But the powers of 
Government must not be abused; Government have strong powers, they naturally 
would be entitled to use these powers, but not to abuse them. If such ·powers of 
Government be abused, it will not only mean that it fails to achieve the object of 
suppressing subversive movements but that the mischief will be aggravated. Strong 
action has always been the favourite maxim of a good many peoplt!, but strong 
action very often leads to no effect at all. Nay more; unduly stringent laws often 
alienate public sympathy, and we all know that the effectiveness of these measures 
must depend upon their appeal to public opinion. If public opinion does not support 
these measures, then, however carefully they may have been framed, they are bound 
to fail. I maintain that the so-called strong measures taken by Government to 
meet subversive movements have failed because they have alienated public sympa
thy. Sir, if my brother is sentenced to a year's hard labour for taking part in a 
street procession, and when I go to see him in jail and find him in a miserable posi
tion, is it not human nature for me who has never taken part in politics to feel the 
shame and degradation, to feel sympathy for my brother who has done wrong, and 
well, that not lead me, who had otherwise not had anything to do with politics, to 
follow tny brother? So I maintain that the so-called strong measures have led people 
who had no sympathy at all originally with these movements to come forward and 
join them in large numbers. 

Now, sir, I pass to Bengal. In Bengal, these measures have been taken from 
1909. The very fact that 26 years have elapsed and still we have those undesirable 
activities going on proves, I submit, that these measures have utterly failed. Sir, 
various attempts have been made from time to time by our Bengal Legislative 
Council in this respect. For instance, the Criminal Law Amendment Act was first 
passed in 1920 for 5 years; in 1925 it was renewed for 5 years more; in 1930 it was 
again renewed for 5 years, i. e., up to 1935; and now it has once more been renewed 
for 3 years in the hope that the new Government may be able to deal with it when its 
turn comes, perhaps with the hope - and I am assuming this - that it will 
perpetuate it. I hope and trust they will do nothing oi the kind. But still the hope 
of the Government is there. Sir, then we have the various other local acts containing 
very extraordinary provisions. For instance, if any objectionable literature is found 
in my house I am presumed to be guilty until I prove my innocence. Then, sir, the 
Arms Act has been amended. Anybody found in possession of arms would be 
sentenced to three year's rigorous imprisonment upto to seven years. Att~mpted 
murder means hanging, That is one of the measures recently introduced. Now all 
these measures, I submit, haye failed; and not only have they failed but they have. 
I think, aggravated the situation. Sir, in the guise of civil law martial law has been 
scought to be perpetuated. The honest course would have been to proclaim open 
martial law, wherever necessary, in Bengal. But that has not been done. In the 
guise of civil law statutes have been passed which are neither more nor less than 
pure and simple martial law. And, further, as the hon'ble 'mover has said, there have 
been attempts to interfere with the course of law. Then there have been, as has 
been pointed out, indefinite detentions without trial. The man who i3 detained 
does not know how long he will be detained : he· has not the chance of knowing the 
charges against him. So for all these reasons it is abundantly clear that these 
extraordinary measures have utterly failed, and therefore now the time has come 
wh m I £ubmit we should ask that these extraordinary measures should be repealed. 
I support the resolution. 

The motion was put and adopted unanimously. 
N•L F.ll 
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NEW CONSTITUTION 

''THE FALL OF THE BLOW" 

Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri :-Mr. President, brother and sister delegates, ladie& 
and gentlemen, the resolution on the new constitution reads :-

Resolution V. 

(a} "The National Liberal Federation of India re-affirms its renolution 
of last year and expresses its strong dissatisfaction that in utter disregard 
of almost unanimous public opinion, the British Parliament has not only 
not accepted a single suggestion for improvement from India's point of view, 
but has imposed on the country the Government of India Act, 1935, with 
further objectionable provisions added. 

(b) Yet, the National Liberal Federation considers that in the 
circumstances of India anything like a boycott of the new constitution is 
futile and impossible, and is therefore of opinion that all nationalists o-f all 
parties and groups in the country should, in the supreme interest of India, 
act together in the general elections which are to be held under the new 
Act so as to secure their return to the legi~latures in the largest number, and 
to utilise the constitution so as to extract from it whatever good it can yield, 
and. what is more important, so as to accelerate the reform of the constitution 
on lines demanded by and acceptable to Indian opinion. 

(c) The Federation reiterates that no constitution can satisfy Indian 
opinion which does not approximate, as nearly as may be, to the constitu
tions of the Dominions and concede to the people of India the full rights of 
national self-Government with the irreducible minimum of reservations for a 
short period fixed by Statute, ana which, further, does not make for national 
solidarity." 

The first part expregses in clear language our opinion and estimate of the new 
Act. The second part is the really relevant part to this discussion. It opens new 
ground and states what in the opinion of this Federation should be our attitude in 
the new situation. What is called {c) merely fm·mulates our wish in the matter CJf 
the new constitution. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I have had the honour of speaking several times to the 
resolutions on this subject. My speech today will be unlike the spe~ches that I made 
before for the simple reason that circumstances have altered completely. I was then 
speaking of a blow that was being levelled at India's liberties. I have today to 
mourn the actual fall of the blow. 

WHY HAVE THEY DONE IT ? 

There is an old saying in Sanskrit rrar~;:r rrart_iJ iifT3m:q1~ q'i'OTffi: 
(Wise men ought not to mourn the dead or the living). High philoeophy this; 
Like all other peoples of the world, used to the ups and downs of our mortal existence, 
we follow this dictum only in part. So long as the calamity which we dread is still 

·ahead of us and only making its approach towards us, we cry out against it. We 
u'ie all our energies to prevent it, if possible. If we think it inevitable, we rail at 
the gods who seem to be unheedful of our cries. But when the blow has fallen and 
the calamity has overtaken us, we summon this philosophy to our aid We say, 
•What can we do now? The worst has happened. No time any longer for tears or 
for entreaties or for supplications to the deaf gods. Let us think of what is next to 
do'. So then the mild and prayerful Hindu, indoctrinated through long ages with 
the belief in karma and fate, adds to his own consolation a peculiar thought. Instead 
of abusing others or calling down the curses of heaven on the calamity or on his 
injurers, the Hindu has a habit of falling back upon himself and his past and saying 
·\\~at is the good of abusing other people? My own /earma has taken this shape. 
I am to blame; my ancestors were to blame; my nation is to blame ; our past history 
is. to blame. So now we think of our faults and shortcomings; we think of our 
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numerous racial antipathies and discords; we think of the enormous social and other 
difficulties that we have raised against ourselves; and then we say, ''\'\'by blame the 
British people? They came into this country b3causa we were just we; they have 
established themselves in this counry becaus3 we wer~ just wi!, and they have done 
this, foul and odious though it be, just because we wt!re we.' So then let the Muslims 
blame the Hindus and the Hindus turn th2ir wrath upon the Muslims: let the Chris
tians and the Sikhs and the Bengalis and the Punjabis and the Madrasb:, the D<!ccani<>, , 
the Gujrathis, let them all look into themselves, examine carefully their past and then 
ask themselves whether in the main the fate that has overtaken them was not the 
regularly evolved result of their own karmti. Still we, educated in the schools and 
colbges established by Great Britain in this· country, steeped L1 their literature, 
loving fraedom as they have taught us to lova it, aspiring to liberty, to constitutional 
government, to dominionhood as they hava taught us to aspira to thes::~ things, should 
ask also, 'But wby have the British people taken such advantage of all this? Why 
should not they have behaved better and in accordance with their pllst ·traditions, 
with their own promises and pledges and help us to be better in futura than wa have 
been in the past, to be worthier of their own Commonwealth, which they ara build
ing up to the wonder and admiration of the outside word?' Such a question we 
cannot help asking. 

A CURIOUS BELIEF 

It is most exraordinary, ladies and gentl.emen, that the Britisher apparently 
thinks today that he has only acted in consonance with his natural love of :i'reedom 
not only for himself but for others as well. You remember listening to the presidan
tial address the day before yesterday. Passage~ were read to you from lettars that 
the President had received from England in which the writers expressed astonishmmt 
that in cpite of the magnanimous privileges that Graat Britain was granting with 
both hands to India, that inspite of that conspicuous mark of her good-will and 
friendliness, we in India, should be accusing the Britisher of bad faith, of unfriand. 
liness to Indian freedom of a desire to exploit her quarrels and so forth. Some of you 
may have smiled sceptically as you heard tht:!se things. But I believe, ladies and 
genlemen, that those expressions of wonder from Europeans are perfectly genuine; 
they think-and that is a feature of the situation which we must try and understand 
fully-that they have done well by this country in giving her this constitution, in 
binding her hand and foot, in preventing the growth of that constitution, in endowing 
every tiny Prince in India with a final veto on all prograss, in tying up her resJurcet>, 
in disabling her from protecting her own industries and manufacturas. Thay think 
they have done the right thing. They really believe this that it is only bacausa · we 
ara a curious paople with a curiou!'l psychology of our own, .that we bite the hand 
that feeds us. 

In the town of Kumbakonam from which I come-I know what Kumbakonam 
means to you, I really mean the town of Kumbakonam, from which the President 
comes also-some 18 months ago, the pious Brahmins,-you know the pious Brahmins 
have retreated from all parts of India now and live there-the pious Brahmins 
performed a great sacrifice as in the old agas, in the course of which 23 goats were 
sacrificed, killed, in the refinedly painful method prescribed in the Vedas. Well, 
even in Kumbakonam there were some powarful voices raised against this rasurrac
tion of an old barbaric rite. And what do you think the Brahmins said in defence 
-of themselves? Some of these Brahmins were Masters of Arts of our University, 
B. A.'s and B. L's, practising in our regular courts of law, accustomed to plead with 
vehemence against assault and battery of the simplest kind. What did they say ? 
.. 'But why a:e people filled with pity for thes:) goats? These goats have done their 
part in a graat and pious caramony. They have gone to heavan, they will not 
return to this samsara again. Their souls have been purified and ata now dwalling 
with that sourca of light and life from which they came and to which it is the 
aspiration of all pious Hindus to revart a3 soon as they possibly can". And do you 
think these people believed it or not? That is what I wish to ask you. Did thesa 
pious Brahmins belbve or not believa that th:!y had saved the goats from the terrible 
woes of aamaara? I tell-you, ladies and gentlemnn, they did. 
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Men in power, using the power to their own advantage and to the detriment of 
those unfortunately placed under them, have a way of defending their actions to 
their own consciences. That is a side of human natura which we must study. It 
may be one of our weaknesses, but I believe it is also one of the sources of our hidden 
strength that we can make use of the opportunities and privileges that Providence 
has placed in our hands for our own advantage and still never accuse ourselves of 
having done so. It is a good thing. The Britisher is well fortified with this 
eminently human quality. All over the world he can do what he likes to benefit his 
compeers, to maintain his position, to aggrandize himself, may be to the detriment of 
others. What does that matter ? Those others must be happy that it has been given 
to them under Providence to help in the development for the world's benefit of this 
great and undisputed and indisputable power. Why do not they look at it from 
that point of view? Well, if there is a people on earth claiming to know this 
process of evolution and competent by tradition, ,·heredity and by long established 
civilization, to- administer this comfort to itself, h '1ere is a people answering to this 
description. I ask who it is if not we. So now 1 us administer this comfort to 
ourselves that we are helping towards the developmu1t. and aggrandisement of a great 
power. 

The only question is : What ara we going to do? The rest of the world loolc 
on. They see only a part of what is going on in India, and what is going on here is 
interpreted to them by the British press and by the British organs of publicity. They 
are full of the best, of the most human intentions. Who is going to rt>ad the Act, 
formidable document as it is? They read the Joint Select Committee's Report, they 
read Lord Zetland's speech, they read other expositions in the monthly magazines. 
What do these say? They say that they have granted a large measure of Self 
Government to India-a larger measure than has ever been given by a ruling p€:lople 
to a ruled people in the history of the world. We know how much truth there is in 
it. But our poor magazines never reach the outside world. We do not care at all 
to instruct outside opinion. On the centrary our faith during the last few years has 
been : "What care we for opinion in the outside world, it is Indian opinion that we 
must nourish", and so we took care a few years ago under very eminent auspices to 
kill the one org<l.n in England that we had. That is part of our national wisdom. 
Let us put it by. The extraordinary thing is that the Englishman has acted harshly 
towards India, but has always spoken and written most.gently. It is a species of 
statecraft that we must learn. One day when we become an empire (a voice :-no, 
please) maybe we shall have to do the eame thing to save the peoples and then we 
must know how to do it exactly. Talk soft, do hard. Do what suits you, but all the 
time speak the most amiable smtiment. All the tim3 never even in your dreams 
lit your real thoughts escap::J. That is the secret of statecraft, if we h!'.. ve been 
learning it at all. 

NOT Ot;R CREATION 

· As one of the examples of this marvellous quality, let me proceed to state \\hat 
I consider to be an important feature of the situation which connects itself with this 
present wail of mine. I know it is useless to prolong the wail. We have only to sit 
down more determinedly to the work of tomorrow. Some friends of ours here ara 
much perturbed by the thought that in our first part of the resolution today we have 
pronounced the utmost condemnation upon the constitution. The worst that we can 
say of it, we say there. We say that it is imposed upon us ; all the time the Britisher 
boasts that it is the result of the maximum agreement between the representatives of 
Britain and India that sat round a table. That is what he says. We say, however, 
that the truth is that it is an imposed constitution; that none of our ideas finds 
embodiment in it. In other words, we have not given an atom of co-operation in 
the making of that constitution. That is the truth. Well, having said that, it seems 
to some of our people that we ara perpetrating like a tremendous incongruity in 
Raying in the second paragraph, 'let us take whatever good there is in it'. It is true. 

WHOSE INCONGRL'ITY ? 

Ladbs and gmtlemen, can we be accused of this incongruity ? Did we make, 
tha .Act, did we make it so bad, and then when it is there, when it is thrust upon us 
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in such a way that we cannot escape, what are we to do? We must submit, and as 
the resolution goes on to say, we cannot leave it unworked, somebody or other will 
work it. If that is the case, I ask, are we to blame for the incongruity ? It is there 
in the situation. Existence in the world is full of these incongruities. Life, marriage 
and death take place in the same house ; who can escape this antithesi1:1 ? And then 
our friends seem to be specially hurt by the thought that it is the Britisher who points 
it out to them. If you could tolerate me for half an hour, I would mention twenty 
incongruities, and bring everyone of them Lome to the Britisher in the process of 
making this Act. But I won't sadden your hearts any more. Take this one thing. 
We know that in this Act every advantage is taken, and in the fullest measure, 
of any discord amongst our people. Are there religious differences? Yes, they are 
all used there. Are there sectarian differences? You will find every one of them 
having effect in the Act. Are there pro"incial differences? Oh yes, they are used 
very well too. Are there urban and rural differences ? Yes, you will find them 
figuring largely in the sections of the Act, and yet when the Act is there, not only 
recognising and reproducing these differences, but making them operate. to our utmost 
possible harm, throttling the development of a national feeling, preventing our 
admission to one coherent dominionhood, one day, by all the artifices that legal 
subtlety and political ingenuity can put together-that is the framework of the 
Act-what do the markers af the Act say in England? They say "these poor people 
are terribly divided one from another how we wish them to come to their fullest. 
stature. Why should they not become one ? Can't we do something to keep them 
on one platform?" So they say in England, the very authors of this Act. And then 
the Governor~ and the Viceroy and other people- what are they saying ? They 
never come to a public Dteeting but with tears flowing freely down. What do they· 
say? They say that because we are divided into so many groups and sub-groups, we· 
never hava a common policy, we never have a. common Ministry on which they can 
lean. evary time the poor harried Governor has to interfere and so on. They all 
bemoan and bewail this terrible infirmity of our race. Would you think that thb was 
an incongruity? No. Ladies and gentlemen, when they frame the Act, when they 
work at its various sections, they are one sat of people-perfectly sincere. When 
they speak on platforms bewaling our misfortunes, wishing them to disappear, they 
are equally sincere. Hwnan nature all over the world is so made that while we 
cannot resist the temptation to take advantage of the weakness of our neighbour, we 
can now and then rise to higher altitudes and wish our neighbour were as strong, as. 
wise, as prosperous and as able to help himself as we ara. Now this thought leads 
me on to another thought that has been oppressing me for some time. It is perfectly 
relevant to the discussion. Now thb infirmity of ours which has colourad all our 
history in the past and which I am afraid is going to colour our future growth for 
many years; that is our greatest enemy, that is the curse that was pronouncad on U:! 

when we were born on this earth. It is that weakness that we must get rid of. If you 
are to make any progress, it is that weakness we must attack. How can we ? We 
must develop our psychology in a new way altogether. Can you and I do so ? I 
ask-you and I, who. after speaking here the same language, disperse to-morrow and 
vote in separate groups and become answerable for our deeds to separate little 
communities of our own ? Are we the proper instruments for the development of 
this new mentality? We are not. If we were wise, we should have discovered this 
long ago. But we are not wise, and it takes a long time for us to learn this simple 
lesson. 

GET AT THE CHILDREN 

Elsewhere in the world, when they want to revolutionize men's minds and 
thoughts, as we want to revolutionize them, what they do is to get hold of the 
young ; they go into the schools, they give to the boys text-books in which the new 
gospel shines out of every page, they appoint proper school masters, whose business 
ii to indoctrinate the young in this new idea. They organize a band of Inspectors 
who will think it their highest duty to prepare the future generation for the mil·. 
lennium and they will have at the head of the Department of Public Education, a 
man imbued with this idea, who night and day dreams of the extinction of sources of 
discord, who believeR it his taak to raise up a. generation in 20 years sworn every 
moment of their lives to call themselves and believe themselves brethren in the service 
N, L. :r. 12 
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of the common motherland. That is what any people would do. Look at what 
Russia does. She has got a new psychology; she wants to teach people not · to 
believe in God- good or bad as it may be-but that is what she is doing. Every 
book that a boy has to read is full of that thought, every teacher has got to teach it 
and the man who is at the head of the department will be judged according to the 
way in which he spreads out this doctrine. And yet after the Montague-Chelmford 
reforms we have had 14 years' of ministerial charge of the subject of education. 
I should like to ask whether it has occurred to any Minister of education that this 
was his fundamental duty; has any Minister of Education, I should like to ask, 
striven to appoint an Indian to the post of Director of Public Instruction? 14 
years-the best part of one generation of officialdom has gone, and yet to my know~ 
ledge there has not been a single Indian Director of Public Instruction. And yet I 
suppose, man for man, anybody would grant that for the discharge of this duty, 
delicate, difficult, arduous, requiring every quality of tact and persistence that a man 
'Can hwe, on the whole an Indian is preferable to a European. A European might, 
have the most humane intentions on earth, but he is illqualified to perform this task 
to choose good publishers, to choose good inspectors, to choose good teachers and to see 
that pupils are brought up in this new way of thought. Well, some of you who are 
versed in human affairs will tell me-" But look here, is there an Indian high up 
enough in the service of education to be appointed Director of Public Instruction?" 
Now that is wher~ the administrative side of it will c orne in. People would 
naturally raise that question, as if when this great task has to be done for the welfare 
of India and not a day should be lost in doing it, small considerations have to be 
weighed at all. You must choose the best instrument that the department needs 
and if an Indian in the department of education be not available, a Minister who 
understood his business would go and select one from the provincial service. There 
have been Directors of Public Instruction from other departments hitherto; that is 
nothing unusual. . If you want a man of energy and tact and pluck to reorganise a 
:system and you do not find such a man in the same department, you go and find one 
from another department. Well you may . say-"But the Governor would not allow 
it, even if we ;.vanted it." What are the ministers there for ? If the ministers thought 
anything of this business they would combine tog<Jther and tell that Governor that 
they must have the man of their choice or they go out of office. That is bow a system 
works. Why should people be afraid of the wrath of the Governor? Governors have 
heratofora become angry, but they have to work with th.e instruments given to them. 
Here is a people grown to the enjoyment of self-rule, they make their own Ministel'!:!. 
What I say is, if there is any stuff in our Ministers and in our legislatures, if there 
is any stuff in our electorates, this is the first raform that should be undertaken. 
Never mind the past. Hereafter, if I had the direction of affairs-what a wild wigh ! 
[Laughter ]-if I had the direction of affairs,.! would without hesitation take the 
helm of education and proclaim, if that be necessary, that I am going to make 
-education subservient to this great need of nationalization, that I am going to make 
the children of tod'\y the real citizens, not of Muslim India or of Hindu India or of 
Sikh India but of India ( Hear, hear and applause ), and I must have the privilege of 
choosing my man to be Director of Pubic Instruction. And I should support him 
through thick and thin. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, we. come to the point. After all. I have told you 
incidentally that it is necessary for us, however inauspicious the circumstances may 
b3, however black and cloudy the political skies may be-it is necessary for us to 
come out of the wilderness, to take hold of the wheels of administration and work 
them in such ways that like the genii of old in the Arabian Nights, under benign 
eontrol and direction they will give us the good things we want. '!'hat is our 
business. Who talks of refusing office ? I call it madness. What you can do in 
ten years by wielding office you cannot do in hundred years if you remain out of 
()ffice (Hear, hear). Take office then, however much the gods may seem to frown, 
work your own fate as you would, and then the Governor may refuse your request 
()nce, he may, if he is Lord Lloyd (Laughter), refuse it twice, but I do not know of 
any man, even if he were sent out by Tory malevolence, I do not know of any man 
who will resist the combined pressure of ministers for a third time. That is the way 
to use strength, even such strength as this constitution, meant to construct our 
development, gives, But it is in our hands, as the second part of the resolution says, 
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to make, eveu. of this evil instrument, good us::! for our own purpos~s. Our ministars 
should be men of clear vision, of iron will, of a determination to take office wit:!l 
honour but of an equal determination to drop office U it means any dishonour or any 
betrayal of the final intereets of India (Cheers). That is why I shall point out so 
long as thera is breath in my bosom that they are unwise in the extreme who counsel 
abstention from these sources of power. Thay are sources of power, not sources of 
weakness, and if only we knew our business, we could turn even this constitution to 
good account in the building up of the nation and in the erection of a new constitu
tion more conformable to our aspirations. In order to achieve this end it is absolutely 
essential, as the second part of the resolution says, that we should remember- never 
let anything allow us to forget this-wa should remember that imbedded in the 
constitution is an enemy of a most subtle nature, the poison of anti-national spirit; 
and mind you that poison is so pervasive, it is so quick in its action, it is so calcu
lated to turn the \\'ise into unwise people, it is so calculated to turn patriotic into 
unpatriotic people, it is so calculated to turn good soDB of India into treacherous 
enemies of India; that the united strength of the wise is necessary to combat it. 
That is why we appaal'to nationally-minded people in every group, in every party, 
for we do believe, thanks to heaven, that thare ara such men in every party to 
recognize each other, come together under one banner and fight the battle of India 
Qn a platform, no doubt of peace, but at the same time on a platform of combination, 
Qf resolution, of clear gaza on the needs of the futura and an iron determination· to 
go forward to that future notwithstanding the frowns of Governors, of Viceroys or, it 
may ba, of Secretaries of State (Hear, hear). All thesa can only check the progress 
of India towards her destiny, they' cannot bar it for ever, for if there is anything 
written in the book of fate, it is this-that to no people who have known greatness 
once shall it be denied altogether. (Prolonged applause). 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad ( Bombay ). Mr. President, brother delegates, ladies and 
gentlemen, .You have before you this resolution in three parts. Part (a) records our 
disapproval of the new Government of India Act and reitArates our condemnation of 
its provisions of last year. The second part says that in spite of the reactionary and 
objectionable natures of this legislation the National Liberal Federation considers that 
in the circumstances of India anything like a boycott of the new constitution is futile 
and impossible. Let us ask to ourselves, why is an effective boycott of this constitution 
futile and impossible? And the only answer ca~ ba the answer that my predecessor 
has given, namely that we are ourselves so disunited amongst ourselves that we can
not bring about a complete boycott of this constitution. We have been told very often 
-and it is true-that the British Government have exploited our differences, that they 
are banking upon our communal cleavage, and that in framing this constitution at 
every step they have taken advantage of this situation. Granting that is so, ladies 
and gentlemen, is not the blame the greater on us ? People interested in exploiting 
our differences will certainly exploit them and will certainly use them to their 
advantage. But we are senseless enough to allow ourselves to be so exploited and 
thus play in the hands of our enemies. Our aim should therefore be to unite to 
make all these differences disappear and present a united front and tht:s foil those 
who want to exploit these differences amongst ourselves. It is no use concealing from 
ourselves our shortcomings in this direction. It is no use putting the whole blame 
on the third party. They are certainly to blame, as my, predecessor has pointed out. 
But surely have we not aided them in their attempts to foist this constitution upon 
us by our own shortcomings? Cou]d it be doubted for a moment that if we had 
·been united, if we had not been so communal, this constitution could never have been' 
imposed upon us in the manner it has baen imposad. I therefore appeal to you and 
appeal to all people in the country to make every effort to get out of these communal 
differences, to get out of this cleavage between north and South, Deccani and· 
Gujrathi, Hindu and Muslim, Indian Christian or the other (cheers). And unless 
you do that, whatever constitution you may get, it will never be worked properly to 
the greatest advantage of the country. Therefore all efforts should be directed to· 
eradicate thesa communal, provincial and racial differences. 

Then, as Mr . .Sastri, has pointed out, whatever tha unsatisfactory character of 
this constitution is, out of that wa can extract a certain a'D.ount of good, possibly a· 
Cynsid,arab~~ a~9}!n~ of_gqJ:l. if.W? ar~ trua to ours~lvas. · If prop:=!r p::!opla ara return.1 . ' ~ "" . "' ~. .. ~ 
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ed to the legislatures, if proper ministers are tbera, whatever the special powers of 
the Governor and the Governor-General may ba, if your ministers and if your legis
latures act with honour and with one aim to serve the national interest of India, 
what Governor ·or what Governor-General can afford to quarrel with his ~abinet 
every day ? If they will present a united front, if they will make a bold stand and 
nev<Jr yield on a question of principle, whatever the consequences may be, if they 
tender their resignations immediately they are interfered with unreasonably in doing 
what they think is right in the national intarasts and if the Legislature backs them 
up and no other ministry can be formed, whara is the Governor or the Governor
General with all his safeguards and all his specialpowers that are raserved to him? 
Ther~fora it comes back to thi:3 again, ladbs and g.mtbman, that we have to be 
true to ours:~lves. ·However bad thia Act may be, it depends upon ourselves to 
extract the best out of it and to make the advent of a proper constitution as early as 
we desire. (Hear, hear.) 

The third part of the resolution tells us what will satisfy us. There is no dispute 
about that. We have often and often from this platform enunciated.that we want full 
Dominion Status within the British Commonwealth for India and nothing less will 
satisfy us. Our aim therefore should be to continue to work for that aim and unite 
amongst ourselves to work this new constitution, bad as it is, to extract the best out 
of it and to strive for more, and I certainly predicata that no power on earth can stop 
our progress in that direction. 

Sir Cowasjee Jehangir, Bombay:- Mr. Prasid3f!t, brother delegates, .ladies and 
gentlemen! it has been eight"long years since we first began to .discuss from public 
platforms, in the press and in private conver;;;ations the future constitution of India, 
and during every year of those eight years every ona has spoken, criticised and, 1 
might even say, used the strongest languaga that was po;:;sible for any people to use, 
in connection with our future government. Now, Sir, those eight years have come 
to an dnd, and the constitution, our future constitutian -for at least the immediate 
future·- is an established fact. It appear;; that with some people the time has 
arrived when we can, spaa.king frankly, realise raalities mora truly than we were in a. 
position to do a few months ago. I am not one of thos3 who believe in this dictum. 
I believe in realising realities at all stages of "the game, and I believe also in speak
ing padectly frankly at all stag3s. Theufore, ladies. and gentlemen, I have 
nothing very novel or new to say. Thera are different schools of thought in India 
to-day on the question of our future constitution. There are some, who believa in 
non-cooperation, not standing for the Councils and for having nothing to do with the 
future ponstitution. There .is another school of thought that believes in going into 
the Councils to wreck the constitution either by boycotting ministerial positions or 
otherwise. There is the third school of thought which believes in contesting the 
elections, in going into the Councils, in taking office and extracting the very best 
that it is possible to do from the constitution. They believe in not seeking deadlocks. 
A.t the same time they are resolved never to avoid a .deadlock at the sacrifice of a 
principle. . And that is a school of thought I believe most of us belong to-at least 
I do-and that is the school of thought that .in the latter part of his speech our 
Right Hon. Friend expounded with eloquence-which is his and his alone. 

Now,ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Sastri and Si~ Ch.imanlal Setalvad have thrown 
the searchlight up01,1 ourselves. If we want to cure evils, the first thing is to realise 
those evils. The first thing .is frankly and candidly .to throw that searchlight upon 
ourselves and having done it, try to remedy. the evil The evil in India h~ grown 
more rapidly since 19.21 .than ever in the history of British India.. Power, influence, 
and pa.tronaga have incr~ased communal dift:'arancas. That I believe has been the 
consequence not becau&e of a.ny inherent defect in ourselves. A good deal is only 
the result of human nature, and -to a great extant th;~ result, the deplorable ·result we 
see today, is our own fault due to our.own actions. I regret to say_,..and I use that 
word in its proper a.nd clear ~ignifiqance-that sometimes even a suggestion of 
rapprochement between communities is taken not in the best spirit by some of our 
educated and cultured lea.Mrs. The poison of communalism has got into our hearts, 
-and no one knows it more truly than you, Mr. Sastri,-to an eJ:tent that it makes it 
<Uffi.cult to discuss w.ithout i'OU&ing .b.itter feelings. It is not only between the two 
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major communities in India. If it was so we might find a ramedy. It ha;; gone 
deeper still: it is dividing our great India into factions and sections. (Hear. Hear). 
Why in our every day life, in our daily experience we find men, cultured men, the 
most educat~d men, taking a narrow communal view on appointments, on all offices 
of honour and respect, on all offices of power and patronage. We find it amongst the 
so called Nationalists just alii much a3 we find it among:;t the uncultured, uneducated 
masses. And why is that so and whose fault b it? Ara we continually' going to 
blame a third party for it? I am a believer in the theory that if two p.=l"'.,ons.. .~ 
whoever they may be, desire to be friends no third parson can make tham enemies. .. 
But the desire is not here in India, and anybody who expresses ~arnPstly and sincer~ly • · 
that dasira for unity standS condemned t<Hlay in the eyes of some r:o called patriotic. 
men. (Hear, hear). By all means, Mr. Sastri, educate yocr children to believe in 
Indian nationalism, but also take care that when you have taught them, their fathers. 

. and mothers do not unteach what they have learnt within a few years of their leaving 
school (Hear, hear). And that is what I have seen, and that is what I have experi
enced. I have seen Hindus and Mohammedans, Christians and some of my own 
community mix together in their childhood like brothers, :who in their social inter
course did not know that religion and social customs divided them. Tht.:!y left school 
and it was not very long before their mothers and hthers taught them their social 
differences, their religious differences, their caste prejudices. and before they reached 
manhood and I mean when I say manhood real manhood,- years of 30 to 35-I have 
seen them turned into the strongest, the most bigotted and the most bitter communa
lists. 

Now I am one of those that believe that this evil can be r~medied. I am an 
optimist: I am a complete optimist, and I express the CQnfident hopa that tho::.a 
f;paaking on public platforms twenty years henca will not mab spaeches such as you 
have heard to-day. But we want an immediate remedy even a partial ramedy but.. 
immediately for the sake of our mother-country. You, Mr. Sastri and other gentle
men like you, can help with an immediate Nmedy, if you have the will today, wbicl! I 
doubt. I am calling a spad,a a spade. I am encouragad by the eloquence that I h~ve 
heard. but I want that eloquence turned and changad into action. I have heard me~ 
speeches, if not equally eloo.uent, eloquent spaeches, but I hava sean things really g(> 
from bad to worse. Now regardless of the community of a man, ii he is fit for a 
post, say tha post of the Director of Public Instruction, why should ha, a ma.n of 
education, a man of some culture. be deprived of it ? Sar?ly you will not oppo~a on 
communal lines, as you do today, the appointment of that.officar, becatB<.> ha happ.m_; 
to be not only a Hindu or a Mohammedan, but because he happens to be a Dvccani .. 
or a Gujerati or a Brahmin or a non-Brahmin. I would tab a Mahar and maka hi n 
a membar of the Government of India if I could ha assured that ha tad the stamina .. 
the backbone, tha characbr that i; r?tluired, and will ba r~uirad in a greater d2gr<::e 
in the future, in a man holding high offic~. The scale3 should be hdd e~ually 
between all commities, if the man is capabh of maintaining theo reputation of Mother
India. 

Ladies and gentlemen, this Constitution, this Act is an established fact. Read 
it in cold blood, and it deserves all the condemnation that is contained in this 
resolution. There are safeguards all over the Act. Some of them have been in:;~rt~ 
at the instanca of Indians. I am not going to say more, at the instance of Indians. 
As a matter of fact, the truth is that no Act could have bean put on the statuta book 
unless some safeguards were inserted that had bean suggested by Indiall3. Ther~ are 
other safegurads in the Act inserted by the Governmant in England. · Thera i:; a third 
class of safeguards inserto.>c at the point of the revolver by the diehard3 in• England: 
and than is a fourth clas.:; of safeguards in this Act which han hilan in.Brt;;d du~ tQ 
the racklass, perhaps unintentional, statamanb of some of our uwn c::mntrymcn. That 
this Act is full of safeguards, that it makes a distinction betwean communities and 
communities by statute, that some of these distinctions wera put in at th~ ilutanc~ of 
our own countryman, nobody can dany. But however good a congtitution yuu may~ 
get drafted by your own peopla, you will fail to v.-ork it unles.:; you hav~ got tb.a men 
who ara raady and willing to make a sacrifice and havl! honesty and character. 
However bad a co:1stitution you may han, it will succ~J if, on the other hand, you 
can produce in all provincss, honEst and sincere gentlemen to take oific~. g:mtleman 
N. L. F.l~ 
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not born, b'.lt g:m'tJ.e~en made· by God; you will then make a success of the. worst . 
<!onititution that can be imJ>o:::ed upon you. Provided you get such man,. a Governor. 

~ or a Viceroy will b3 h3lpless. As was pointed out by Mr. Whiston Cb.urchill, ·the. 
safeguards in the h;mds of a Go~ernm• a.nd ·a Viceroy can be made by Indians mer a 
wasta pap:Jr. · It is up to us to make the choice between the safeguards and rwaste 
paper. If we could hava the will, if wa could have unity: We hn.ve the will, and 
God help U:.J, wa shall have unity. But to get that /unity, we must change our menta-

• lity, and I pray and hope, Mr. Sastri, that this Act, }Jad as it is, will be an instrument 
wh1ch W'J can take ad·•antaga of for a change of . mentality 'amongst all cla:Jses, all 

. craeds and all communities, and with that .change of mentalit-y-·:~-T 'am an optimist
we ·~m succeed in getti~g a. great measure of self-government even through this 
Viretched Act. And all we can do is to make every effort, instead of condemning and 
;al:using it, to attain our ambition which ig within our reach, provided we will it. 
{Loud cheers). ~'/ 

•; 

Mr. C. Y. Chintamani :- Fellow ;Liberal~, ladies and gentlemen, I w!\s wonder
ing befm·a I heard the last QpaeGh what I could say here which I had not said at the 
three previous S9S'Jions of m~· Federation. I am therefOl'e deeply indebted to my dear 
.and est:!emed friend Sir Cowasji Jehangir for having come to my help and relieved 
me of that difficulty by having furnished me with some material upon which I could 
base a few observations which would not be stale by r.Jlpetition. At th~ same time, I 
must confess that after hearing the last sveech, I a~·in a very chastened mood. I 
have learnt of the many enormities of wMch I; as an Indian nationalist, am guilty 
in common with you, with Mr. Sastri and others of our colleagues in public life . 
. And I hope some moral good has been done to me, if I were capable of being morally 
improved by being also told where the responsibility lay for nearly everything that 
is bad in the Government of India Act which we condemn. We have been adjured 

1 just now not to condemn and to abuse, but to turn the searchlight inwards and 
improve ourselves and convert this very act that we condemn into an. instrument of 

<OUI', own moral regeneration. I hope, Mr. President, I am not constitutionally fond of 
abuse, but in politics I equally eonfess that I attach a great value to attack as a 
weapon that must be used by persons who can only use m'oral weapons and do not 
intend to use, even if they could, physical weapons. I will promise Sir Cowasji that 
I shall con;:Jciously utter no single word of abuse, but I fear I hava also to promise to 
him that I shall not spare him· by way of attack or condemnation. The theme of 
Sir Cowasji Jehangir's discourse is that we are steeped' in communalism, and it is 
this that w~ should blame for what,t~ver is unfortunate in the. Government of 
India Act. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir :- I did not say communalism alone was responsible. 

Mr C. Y. Chint~mani :- Not alone, but mostly. 

Sir Cowasji J ehangir :- I did not say mostly either. 

, Mr. C. Y. Chintamani :- Sh Cowasji did not say mostly even. So I am glad to 
have his assurance that he did not really mean that our communalism was evm 
mostly responsible for the mischief of the Government of India Act. If his actual 
language and the vehemence with which that language was uttered conveyed a 
<lifferent impression to my mind, and possibly to some of your minds, I am quite 
·willing, and I am sure you wi~l be equally willing, to express a sense of satisfaction 
that 'Sir Cowasji is really a better man than his spaech might have led some people 
to think ( Cheers). · . . · 

. ' 

Sir Cowasji did not pause to put one question ~ What was the genesis of this 
Jl'olitical cotnmunalism; who was responsible for its birth; who was responsible for 
its development; who is responsible for its· continued existence; who is responsible 

·for its accentuation and extension ? I dare say that Sir Cowasji is not unfamiliar 
with 'the circumstances of the Muslim deputation to the Viceroy of October 1st 1906. 
I dare say that he knows by now what is almost a historic fact that the Muslims 
-suddenly awoke to a sense of the peril in which they were living in the midst of 

. hostile Hindus and also to a sensa of their importance as gate-keepers, and what not, 
not spontaneously, but under inspiration from Simla, ( cheers), a place which Sir 
Cowasji knows much better than I do, bacaus~ he spends a few weeks every year on 
those celebrated heights (cheer~ ). · 
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I hope Sir Cowasji Jehangir has read the recently .publ.ishe<{'volume of the 
. letter:; of Lord Minto which were collP.cted by Lady Minto. I hope he ha!3 read the .. 

part of it which relates to the history of that Deputation and of the most foolish 
flpeech which the Viceroy made in reply to that Deputation committing himf;elf to 
every preposterous demand made by that daputation not without inspiration deriV"ed 
from the headquarters of the Government of India. The Indian National Congress of 

·which we all were members, the Indian National Congress which was then truly 
national, the Indian National Congress upon the completion of 50 years of whose 
existence we sincerely .congratulate every Congressman,-fought hard, strenuously, 
~ontinuously, against tba~ colossal mischief. . Lord Morley himself was unconvinced · 
of the po.'lition taken by Lord Minto, was satisfied that it was a. graat mischiaf that. · · 
separata communal electorates would do, and tried hi~; best by }lis Despatch of the 
17th Dacember 1908 to substitute joint electorates for s:aparate electorates. But again, 
.and I say this on the authority of some ]eaders of the separatist Muslim agitation, 
.again at the instance of the Secratariat of the Government of India, the Muslim 
community set up an agitation against Lord Morley's proposal and the latt:ar was 
-compelled to yield to the bad counszl of thz Government of India for the only reason 
that H he did not do so, the Indian Councils Bill of 1909 would not be pass:ad into law 
by Parliament. It is true that in the year 1916 the Congrass enter<!d into an agree- · 
ment with the Muslim League and approved of the continuation of separate electo
rates. But it was not long before experience taught everybody, that was a most m .. 
advised step which was taken and that it should be undone as soon as po!:lsible. We 
bave had during the last 15 years experiance of the working of the Lfgislative 
<:Jouncils in which the raprasentatives of separate electorates form a substantial 
proportion of members. If there is one thing which that experience bas d2monstratfd 
more than another, it is this, that as long as a Sl+bstantial block of mPmbers was 
returned to the legislatures through separatz communal electorates, anything like 
National Unity in public life wag an imposgibility ; that how;:;oever a large proportion 
·of members might be elected members, and even if the whole of the Councils were to 
-consist of elected member;:;, the result would be futility as long as thosz members 
-owed allegiance not to one supreme entity, The People, but to various communities 
and various interests. Sir Cowa!;ji Jehangir perhaps would turn and ask me, 'why 
did you not arrive at an agreement with the Muslims every time that. you met in 
London on the basis of joint electorates'? My answer to him is not new and is not 
.difficult for anyone to follow. I put it in this form. If in a colll't of law the presid
ing judge had given a private assurance to the plaintiff that his elaim would be 
decreed in full and with costs and afterwards made an ostentatious declaration in 
open court from the bench that the <JUbject-matter of tba dispute was eminently one 
fit for private settlement out of the Court and therefore be would adjure the parties 
to retire and reach a settlement, where is that foolish plaintiff who 'vould agree to 
make concession to the defendant after having in his pocket an assurance from the 
presiding judge himself that his claim would be decreed in full and with cos~s? I 
.Q.are say Sir Cowasji Jehangir has read a most remarkable letter published in March 
1932, a letter written by Sir Edward Benthall appropriately addressed to the 
" Royalists " of Calcutta in which he recited the secret history of what was called 
the Minorities Pact concluded at the Sacond Round Table Conference in London, what 
part the India office had in the bringing about of that Minorities Pact, how members 
-of the British Cabinet were parties to the provision.s embodied in that Pact and what 
part the unofficial European members of that Round Table Conferznca played in. the 
bringing about divisions batween one s~ction and another of the Round Table 
Conference. Hera again,,let not one more circumstance be forgotten. Who wera the 
Indians in the Round Table Conferenca '/ Lord Irwin dJclared from his placa in the 
C.:mtral Legislature that tbera would be the represantatives of the two. countries · 
negotiating on equal terms and that upon the maximum of agreement they nached 
would be founded proposals for parliamentary legislat~on for the future. governance 
of this country. But th~:: representatives of one of the two countries, the country the 
more affected, ware tLe nominees of the agent of the Government of the other country, 
and in the selection of those nominees the greatest care was exercised in that Second 
Round Table Conferen0e to excluda an element k'lown in India as tha Muslim 
Nationalists. One more year, and tven Mr. Srinivasa Sastl'i was discoverzd to be 
too dangerous a political character to he safely admitted into the precincts uf tha 
Round Table Conference (Laughter). During the time, the third Round Tabla 
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Conf.?rance was in. session in London there was a Unity Conference here at which 
to my knowledg<l, night and day, the most strenuou::J and disinterested effort was 
made to reach an agreement. On two very contentious points, ~;xtreme Muslims and 
extreme Hindus reached this agreement, that Sind might be separated from Bombay 
and created all a separate provinca subject to certain safeguards in the interests of 
the minority and on condition that it would ba a self sufficing province without a 
subsidy from the central revenues. The second point was that ·the Muslims in 
Britbh India would have 32 per cant of representation in the future Federal Legisla
ture. This was published and the publication did instant mischief. Sir Samuel 
Hoare who, I congratulate all of you, is no more the Secretary of State for India 
(hear, hear), and who, I am glad, is no mora a Secretary of State at all {Laughter)
Sir Samuel Hoare in the speech which he made at the conclusion of the third Round 
Table Conference, made a public annotincement that his Majesty's Government had 
decided to separate Sind with no safeguards for the minorities such as the Muslims. 
agreed to here and with the aid of a subvention from the central revenues. He 
further announced that his Majesty's Government had decided that the Muslims of 
British India would have 33.1/3 per cent of the represantation in the l!"ederal Legisla-· 
ture. When Reut&r cabled this to India and it was published, the effect was again 
instantaneous. The Muslim members of that Unity Conference had no more use for· 
unity or for the conference, and by the next available train they returned home and. 
the conferen?e came to a premature end. 

I should like to knew at what pdint in the history of India during the last 2(). 
or 25 years everyone engaged in the patriotic attempt at increasing amity and unity 
between the communities has not found himseH~ frustrated by the action of the third 
party which is in power, which is interested in preventing any unity and which being. 
in power succeeds in preventing it \hear,heai·). Sir Cowasji Jebangir is a member of 

' the Assembly; the work of the Assembly does not bl'ing it:J members into touch with. 
matters administrative which affect the daily live:'l of the people in the pt·ovinces. I 
would ask any member of any provincial Legislative Council to examine the records 
of that body and to tall me if at every step ha b not confronted by this problem of 
action taken by th3 local Government, tl1a 0113 c;r~ain effect of which would be to 
keep th.:~ Muslims on the side of tb3 bureaucracy and a;; far away as possible from. 
the Hi11dus and nationalists. Well, human natura i3 human natura. We have 
learnt from Sir Cuwasji Jehangir how, so far aj communal prejudices go, Hindu 
human nature is particularly wicked. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir :-I did not say that; it b a perfectly wrong interpretation. 

Mr. C. Y. Chintamani :- Sir Cowasji Jehangir corrects me and says that it is .. 
perfectly wrong. I do not want to impute to him anything which he did not mean 
to say, and as all of you have heard his speech as well aB I did, I leave it to you to 
place upon the language which he uttered what construction you might think it 
would legitimately bear, and I would abide by tha verdict of all English knowing me11 
who heard that speech. Here again I c1m not imputing to Sir Cowasji Jehangir any 
bad motive. Having bad the honour and privibga of knowing him well, I know that 
he is incapable of deliberately uttering one unkind word aginst anybody. I am only 
concerned with the spoken word, with the totality of the spoken words and with the 
effect which those words produced certainly upon one mind- I think would have 
produced upon many other minds not wholly unacquainted with the language in 
which that speech was made. Well, the British are not free from the limitations of 
human nature; the Muslims are not free from the limitations of human nature and 
the Hindus also are not free-I am not ashained to say this. Politics is not concerned 
with matters spiritual ; it is neither religion nor metaphysics ; it is a wholly worldly 
affair. People indulge in political activities for tha sentimental satisfaction of being: 
a s~lf-governing people and not being under the domination of a foreign race and for
the practical satisfaction of their hunger not to be exploited by foreigners, not to be 
continuously in a subordinate position becam3 of tba exploitation of foreigners. 
And after all, into politics worldly cmuideratiom do largely enter and they do
determine the attitude of one comtnunity towards another. 

I come from a province where 85 per cent of the population iB Hindu and 14 pe1· 
cent is .Muslim. I extend almost friendly invitation to Sir 'Cowasji Jehangir to 
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the United Provinces, to spend a few days there, to study the material that would b:! 
placed before him, to ascertain facts and to go back to Bombay and say consciimti
ously that the Hindus receive even franctional justice or that they can be blamed for 
being discontented and for being unable to come to agreement with the Muslims who 
are under the protecting shadow of those who are in power ...... 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad :- He did not make an attack on Hindus as such. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir :- I said all communities. Human nature applies to all 
communities in India. 

Mr. C. Y. Chintamani ::- Sir Chimanlal Setahad's interruption is to the effect 
that I am criticizing Sir Cowasji Jebangir as if he had attacksd the Hindu communi
ty as such. That remark wa:~ supplemented by Sir Cowasji who said that be attacked 
all the communities. I belong to one of the communities which were attacked 
and I am entitled to defend myself so fa),' as the attack concerns my community 
(cheers). Let members of non-Hindu communities who !ire here, if they feel a sense 
of grievance at the attack made upon them or supposed to have been made upon them 
in the speech, come forward and defend themselves also. But it will not be denied 
that any one who belongs to a community which is included amongst those which 
were referred to is entitled to defend it in so far as that attack in intention or in 
effect may have been directed against it. Sir Chimanlal Setalvad would not have 
overlooked the pointed observations made by Sir Cowasji Jebangir in reply to the 
Right Hon'ble Sriniva:::a Sastri's speech. Now Mr. Srinivasa Sastri belongs to a 
certain community, and I have not yet heard that he disowns that community of which 
h~: is a member (laughter). To give another turn to my reply, Sir Cowasji Jebangir 
has certainly attacked Indian nationalists as being lip nationalists, nationalists 
on the public platform but communalists in action, not e\'ery individual among 
them but Indian nationalists as a body. Well, we are a bOdy of Indian nationa
lists, we are not the Muslim League, we are not the Hindu Mabasabha, we are the 
Nationnl Liberal Federation. It is our resolution which condemns the Govern
ment of India Act of 1935 in unmeasured language, it is with reference to that 
condemnation that Sir Cowasji Jehangir gave us the advice: "Do not condemn and 
do not abuse so much, remove this sinister evil of communalism and improve your
selves." I do not think, in view of this circumstance, that there is anything 
irrelevant or unfair in the reply that I am making. I am concerned with this : 
When tomorrow the speech of Sir Cowasji Jebangir is published, what is the impres
sion that that speech will make upon the man in the street who will read it? What is 
the interpretation which that speech will bear and which will be placed upon that 
speech, on the basis of the speech made, not upon the intention of the speaker but on 
the basis of the spoken word ? ·what is that tomorrow the Timts of lndiaJ 
the Statesman and other papers of that ilk can say and are likely to say ? 
It is this. The Liberals have had a wholesome lesson; they went on indulging in 
superlative condemnation of the Government of India Act as if the whole blame for 
whatever was unsatisfactory in that Act rested upon British shoulders ; fortunately 
there was one among them, Sir Cowasji Jebangir, a frank man unlike the majority 
of politicians, a candid man, a man with the courage of his convictions, not a slave 
of popularity, who told them the truth to their face, in downright language ; after 
this let no one hold the British Government and the British Parliament respon:;ible 
for the reservations and the safeguards and the other unsatisfactory features of the
Government of India Act ; these reservations and the safeguards were, three fourths 
of them, demanded by one section or another of Indians; these Indians themselves 
were unable to come to an agreement among themselves upon matters 0f communal 
discord, they therefore, almost forced the British Government to pas.:> the Government 
of India Act in the particular form in which it is. I should like to ~now from any 
one, after hearing or reading Sir Cowasji }ehangir's speech, whether he can then say 
with fairnes;;, with candour, th~ t the responsibility for the Government of India Act 
is not upon Indian shoulders more than upon British shoulders. I deny in l~;lo the 
charg~::, either express or implied, that we are rtsponsible for all or much that is 
unsati3factory in the Government of India Act. I affirm that the evil of communa
lism which is today rampant in the country bas been forced upon an unwilling 
country, has been kept up, has been accentuated, has been extended, by the British. 
N.L.:r.H 
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Go•;ernmsnt for reasons of their own (hear, hear), and that for as long as political 
power remains with the British bureaucracy in this country, for so long tha attampts 
that privata parties, Hindus or Muslim~J, may make to compose differenc::Js between. 
themselves are not likely to succ::Jad. Every time such an attempt has been made. 
the result has been failure, followed by increased bitterness. There has also been . 
another reason. Every time such an attempt has been made it has failed b!;causa it 
has bsen followed by some frash concassion to Muslims at the expense of the Hindus. 

It is true that the communal differences in this country are responsible for a 
great deal of our misfortunes, but that very misfortune of communal diffarenc3 is · 
due to the still greater misfortune of a foraign rule, with all power in non-Indian 
hands, with no rasponsibility to any India'n Legislature and utterly umesponsive to 
any Indian opinion. Therefore I say the Government of India .Act of 1935 is a great 
:national misfortune, it has been forced upon u<J. I onca mora say that I am not 
:responsible as an Indian for that misfortune, and I repeat that apart from the mis- · 
fortune it is in a political sense it· is a ntill gr.'later mis'fortune from this point of · 
view, that under the dispensation of this new Government of India .Act not only will 
it not be possible for communities, not only is it not likely that communities can ' 
make up their differences mora easily than they· have done in the past but that the 
differences will increase and that communal disharmony, communal discord, commu

.nalstrife, will be the children which this Government of India Act will breed in this 
country. · 

I do not think I need d::Jtain you ·with further condemnaHon of the Government 
of India .Act in any respect in detail, the main provisions of that .Act which we 
condemn and abhor, because ·that has been done often and enough. I need say 
nothing upon the third paragraph of the resolution which is but a reaffirmation of 
what we have said the whola time of our existence as a Liberal Federation, but I do , 
emphasise the second paragraph. Congressmen preach homilies to us as if we were 
1·esponsible for the diffarences among Indian nationalists. Day befora yestarday I 
alluded. to that impression and statad that the Liberal pary has left nothing undone 
either in taking the initiative or in responding to the invitation of the Congress so as 
to make up our diff3rencas and mt>.ke at least a working understanding p0ssibla. We 
now say again that in view of the situation created by the Government of India .Act, 
it is imparativa, in the supr.:nna interests of India, that all nationalists of all parties 
and groups should act togethar to prevent a t:mious national misfortune. We mean 
what we say and, so far as v;:a are cencerned, I think I am quite safe in giving an 
assurance through this Federation to the whole country that neither Liberals as a 
body nor any individual Liberal anywhere in the c ount.ry will be wanting in any 
effort that they can make to bring about such an understanding with nationalist of 
other partien, so that common action among all of them may ba possible in the elec
tions next year (hear, hear and applause). We do not record a mere pious hope, we 
mean seriously and actively that every possible endeavour should be made to arrive 
at a working understanding with other parties which al!ilO are pledged to nationalism 
so that the plans of the bureaucracy, or 'reactionaries of extreme communalists, may 
all be frustrated and out of this very Government of India .Act results may be produ
ced which may confound its authors and which may enable us not only to do some 
little good in the present but also to accelerate the advent of Swaraj ( Loud applause). 

Lastly, Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, before resuming my seat I will once 
more say this that we Liberals are not obssessed by a communal outlook, we all are 
the victims of policy to which we are no parties, of policy which has been imposed 
upon us without our consent and in spite of our effort, and that our future work shall 
lie in the double direction of bringing about political reforms so as to land us in 
swaraj and also by apolition or modification of every legislative or administntive 
device which either is intended or is certainly calculated to perpetuate communal 
disharmony, and we pledge ourselves to do whatever lies in our power to bring about 
national unity and through national unity Self-Government and nothing less and 
nothing el13e.(Loud and prolonged applause.) 

Sir M. V. Joshi ( Central Provinces and Berar) :- Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, after the opinions that you have heard-and saemingly they are all 
unanimous- it is difficult for one from the Central Provinces and Berar whose 
people I am supposed to rapresent here-that is why I believe our President wanted · 
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that somebody from this province should ba abla to state his views with r<lgard to the 
proposition that is before us-it is difficult for one to disagree with thosa views. I 
may assure the Prasident that we agree thoroughly with the three positions taken in 
the propositbn as set forth hera. We agree to the first part; with ragard to the 
second, the line of action b clear, the lead has been given by the President and we 
ac:J3pt that. We accept the first and the third and I believe that it will be probably 
the last time that we shall have to affirm it; I do not suppose that there would ba 
another occasion to affirm either the first or the third. The second we can utilise as 
b:!st as we possibly can-that is how the Central Provinces looks at it. I think, in 
fairness to the people who heard the speech of my friend Sir Cowasji Jehangir and the·. 
impr:!ssion created on their minds, an impression which is different from that created 
on the mind of my friend Mr. Chintamani, I may be permitted, in short, to state 
what the impression was on my mind. I am one of those who I think can be taken 
to know enough English to be able to realize what Sir Cowasji said and I therefore 
should like to place my views as to what impression it created on my mind. I never 
considered that Sir Cowasji Jehangir was apportioning any blame to any commu
nity-that was my idea-he was not apportioning any blame, he was not s:1ying 
who was responsible for creating this cammunal discord. Mr. Chintamani may ba 
p:!rfectly right as regards the genesis of tha communal trouble but I am certain that 
so far as my impression went Sir Cowasjl Jehangir was not attempting to apportion 
the blame or trying to get at the genesis of this communal discord. He was stating 
it as a fact that there does exist this communal discord even among the b~st of 
nationalists and that this canker is getting at the bottom of everything. 

That is I think the main theme that came to my mind from 'What he spoke. I 
·do not think he meant otherwis~. I am almost certain that that was the impression 
created upon at least some of my friends. Therefore in my opinion, I think we 
should cast away from our mind any such idea of attacking any one of tha communi- · 
ties. Let us take the fact that among soma of the ~;;t of us who call oursc>lves 
Nationalists there is that canker which eats away tha haart of India and which 
figur<:s in everything that we want alone. Here are efforts made in the past to bring 
unity amongst the Mohamedans who wera first responsible for putting this apple of 
-discord between the two Communities. We might still try and try and try again 
till we find it is impossibh;-it may E>ventually not come to anything, but still we 
will try for unity. The second part of the resolution is intended for that. Any . 
Nationalist, be he a Moslem, be he a Congressman, be he anybody, we want to , 
cooperate with him and bring into the legislature such nationalists as will come 
under the third clars d::scribEd by Sir Cowasji Jehangir and will not create deadlocks 
deliberately but at the same time not flinch on any occasion when they ara called 
upon to yield a principle for the sake of office. They will not do that. He put them . 
in four classes and he r.aid that he himself was in the third class, and I believe most 
of the Liberals are in that class. I may mention some of the difficulties that confront 
us with regard to the working of the Act. Work the Act we shall have to. But the 
greatest difficulty which Mr. Sactri pointed out is to find a minister who will be worth 
his salt. No doubt such a minister will be able to do good things. P,ariectly true. 
But he won't call me a pessimist or being undu1y despondent when I say that I feel 
very little chance in the Central Provinces and Bsrar c:f getting such a man for that 
position. There are various difficulties about it. Apart from that wa ha\·e a paucity 
of men. I do not pretend to say anything about Bombay or the bigger provinces. 
But I say this with regard to the Cantral P;·::Jvincc:s and Berar that thera is a paucity 
()[ men who will be honest and true and who will stand the test of Sir Cowasji 

. Jehangir and Mr. Sastri. That is our difficulty. And H that does not go to th3 root 
()f the trouble, what else is it? Therefore I think we n~ed all the advica given by 
Mr. Sastri, namely we should be cleansing ourselves fir:;t to ba a.bla t\.1 wol"k this 
.Act, and if that is done I think we should b3 able to g2t tba best out of the Act. 

Mr. J. N. Basu (Calcutta):- Mr. Pr.:sid:mt, ladies and gentlamen, in.c;pit~ of t:1e 
()sbnsible difference between Sir Co\'msji Jehangir and Mr. Chintamani tlnr.:l i.~ no 
mistake that both of them were agreed as to the ess2ntials. Sir Cowac;ji Jci1angir 
started by saying that there bas been agitation for the last eight year.:; in t:1:: pr<:ss, 
Dn the platform and in private group!:'., and that as a result of agitation this Guvern
ment of India Act has been, as has been aptly stated in the resolution, imposed on 
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us. What Sir Cowasji J ehangir intended was to detetmine our line of attack for the
future i11 view of what has happened. That wag all that he was doing, and Mr. 
Chintamani is attempting to do the same. In sub-paragraph (b) of this resolutiott 
the idea has been put forward that this imposed constitution has to te accepted. We 
can do nothing else and that however unacceptable the constitution is, as it has 
been imposed on us we should face it, take it with both -hands, try to work it to the 
best of our capacity in such a manner as will benefit our country and ensure progress. 
and then what is further-we should try to work it in such a manner that we may 
have at no very great distance of time the constitution of ou1· choice. Both of them. 
are agreed that we must not sleep over what has taken place. We must be alert. 
The agitation must continue. Let no one feel from the British Parliament down
wards that a measura has been promulgated satisfying the requirements o'f tha 
situation. It is not satisfying, and the requirements still continue to be unsatisfied. 
Let that be made clear that there is no satisfaction in this country, that the agitation 
for further advancement will continue and will become more and more insistent. 
The British Government should have known by this time that dealing with Indh.n. 
problemc; in the way that they have done bas only led to the further spread of 
dissatisfaction in India. Look at the eighties of the last century and look at 
the present day. Look at the great differ:mc:!. Now tha desire for freedom, for· 
self·rule, for attaining power to mould our own affairJ is a desire not only prevalent 
in the minds of a few political doctrinairas but is wld~spraad evan among;;t tbe 
masses. Go into the country; go into the villages and ask th:~ villagarJ. Th3y will. 
tell you what they want. The ideas have spraad to a larg3 extent and there has been. 
organisation. 'Organisation of opinion and organisation for action will spraad 
further and further until they become irrasistibl3. That is what is wanted. Wa 
must not sleep over it : let us take it up what has to be done !j,nd work it to the best 
of our capacity, for attaining the ideals which we have in view and let us strive. 
ultimately to so alter the framework and the vary face of the constitution as to put it 
bE:fore us and before the world I}S a structura which is after our own heart. 

Sir, it is unnecessary in view of the discussions in this Federation at previous 
sessions to go into the defects of this measure. Soma of tha dafects have bean clearly 
pointed out by Mr. Chintamani in his forceful speech. The result of dividing tha. 
people into groups for the purpose of the exercise of tha right of franchise within. 
those groups s3parataly has been that people will go into tha legislatures with a. 
mandate from a particular community only and for tln. b:m<!fit of that community 
and not for the general welfare. This has causad tha greatest hardship to certain. 
provinces whera the majority communities hava not in th3 past taken their part in. 
the work of general uplift for a very long tim3. Th3y hava not had exparienc::~ in. 
the service of their country and it is they with their want of experience and m:mtality 
that are going to be placed in power over all. You can easily imagine what tha 
result in those province will be. But the British Government has for various raasonst 
reasons which have not been explained to us and which . ara, I believe, futile at tha 
present moment to discuss because the ultimata shapa of the Act is now besore us. 
imposed this constitution upon us. The result is there; we hava to face it; we have to. 
face it and we have to go into the working of it and we have to make strenuous at~· 
tempts so to mould it that the policy wa hava always advocated in this Federation, the. 
policy of strenuous and straight work for the general uplift of the country without dis
tinction of caste, creed or religion; may soon be carried out if that is the policy that we 
desire to inculcate then let those amongst us that go into the legislatures, that accept. 
office or are placed in positions of authority, by their ideas and by their acts so impress 
upon all concerned the justice of the causa they rapres:mt that that very fact will 
ultimately influence those with whom it may be their lot to work, and the real ideas. 
about public service will spread even amongst the communities who at present do not 
think of any interests except their own individual intarasts only. Sir, it is for this. 
reason that I approve of the recommendation contained in this resolution. It will be. 
a great hardship and probably some humiliation to a great many parsons to have to 
work the constitution as framed under the Government of India Act. But they can 
only in the present circumstances face the difficulties courageously and without 
yielding even one inch of their opinions or of their attitude fight straight on with 
the optimism of men like Sir Cowasji Jehangir, in the assured 'faith that their ideals. 
will prevail. 
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The resolution was put and carried unanimously. 

• • • • • • • • • 
The Federation then adjourned for tea and reassembled at 4-45 p.m., with the 

President in the Chair. 

THE ARMY AND MILITARY EXPENDITURE 

Mr. H. N. Kunzru ( Allahabad ) : Mr. President, Brother Delegates, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, the resolution that I move runs as follows :-

Resolution VI 

" (a) The National Liberal Federation is acutely dissatisfied at the 
complete lack of response by the Government to the repeated demand of 
India for the rapid nationalisation of the army and at their obstinate 
adherence to ideas and methods which will not bring it about even in three 
centuries. "' 

The Federation cannot but condemn the policy of refusal to take steps 
for speedy Indiani~ation, aud opposition at the same time to Self-Govern
ment on the plea that India cannot defend herself. 

(b) The Federation reaffirms the demand for a steady 'reduction of the 
British army of occupation and its replacement by Indian troops drawn 
from all classes and provinces. 

(c) The Federation is gra;vely concerned at the maintenance of military 
expenditure at a level which is beyond the capacity· of India to bear without 
detriment to social services and economic. development. And it urges on 
the Government of India the adoption of measures which will bring down 
military expenditure to a reasonable figure." 

I have spoken often at Liberal gatherings and elsewhere on the subject of this 
resolution, and I do not propose therefore to datain you for many minutes in 
commmding this resolution to your acceptance. Our demands are simple: we want an 
army that we can call our own. We have been twitted with our inability to defend 
ourselves. Indeed. our weakness in this respect has formed the subject of many a 
diatribe against us on the part of distinguished civilian and army officers. It bas 
been said that, if British authority wera withdrawn, there would not be a sepoy or a 
platoon left in Bengal. Well, if that is so and if it is really the desire of the 
British Government to yieid authority, in no way can they show their sincerity more 
faithfully than by enabling us to guard our country against external invasion and 
probct it from civil commotion. B:1t what is the record of the Government in this 
respect ? After the discussion which took place earlier in tha day on the subject 
of constitution1l nform you will not ba surprised to learn that whatever advanca has 
been made in respect of the Indianization o-f t~e army has been very maagra and dis;.. 
appointing. Tha military question is a part of the constitutional question, and if 
the British Government ara so niggardly as not to rely on our authority and want • 
to retain it in their own bands, you can well imagina what readiness they must have 
shown in training Indians to control the future army of India. When the P..ound 
Table 0Jnferanca took place, Indianization of the army was one of the most impor
tant subjects which was discussed by one of its sub-committees. It wa.:; then said 
that two things should be borne in mind in this connection. The national army 
required two thing.:;. The soldiers needed for the army should be drawn entir<>ly 
fro:n tha country and the army so composad should ba officered entir.;ly by our 
nationals. Nuw thJ hope was held out to us that the committ:.>es whi.::~ would be 
appoint9d to investigata these dzmanci:: of ours would do justic3 to u:::. Indead, in 
spite of th3 opp:>sition of many Britl;'h mamb.:;n of ba ~ub-committ~a on D~fence to 
the raplacement of British by Indian troops, Mr. Thomas who pr~:::ided over the 
committee, had the candour to say that it wa::; impo-::~ibb to talk of Indiani'lation 
without at th3 same time taking st<:p:; to substitute Indian for Britbh soldiers. 
Again it was said that t~ commitba which would be appointed to consider the 
N. L. 1!'.15 
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-claims of Indians to appointment as high officers, that is King's Commiosioned 
Offic2rs, would consider the question in all its bearings. It would consider previous 
reports in the Army Dapartment and at one time or other approved by the Govern
ment of India themselves in the time of Lord Rippon. It was thought that a commit
tae b6fore which all this material would be placed which would contain in it eminent 
Indians would be in a position to formulate a scheme which would satisfy Indian 
national aspirations. Yet, as you all know when the committee met, it was not 
allowed to consider this question at all. The moment the members assembled in 
England they were inform€d that it had been decided that a military college should 
be established in India and that a certain number of the cadets should be admitted 
into it annually. The number announced was abo-q.t 60. I shall deal with the 
number very soon. But just think of the procedure adopted in the light of assurances 
repeatedly given at the meetings of the Defence Committee and the Round Table 
Conference. 

There was a great deal of discussion this morning about our own defects 
;and of the attitude ot the British Government towards us. Here I ask you to 
consider whether it was in consequence of any disunion amongst us that 
the British <.Jovernment went back on its assurance, and, instead ofgiving the 
{Jommittee which bad been called to consider the question of Indianization 
another opp~rtunity of expressing its opinion, it was told that the matter was with
drawn from its purview and decided by higher authority. Was it not absolute bad 
faith? Was it 'not a flagrant instance of dic;honesty on the part of the British 
Government? The British Government, I dare say, felt that a committee like the 
one that had been appointed, if provided with all the material prepared by the 
.sub-committees and by Lord Rawlinson a few years earlier would make radical 
demands and make the position of the Government, if it refused to yield, extraordi
ly difficult. It therefore extricated itself from the situation by making itself guilty 
of bad faith. We have been ofren told by Sir Samuel Hoare and other British 
politicians during the last 7 or 8 years, although on occasions they might seem to be 
conservative, to be unwilling to yield to the demands of Indians, they did so only 
because they valued their word and they did not want to accept what they were not 
to implement to the last degree. Here is . an assurance by one of the Ministers of 
the Labour Government, a Britisher to the core and how was it honoured ? 
It was completely forgotten after the defence sub-committee was over. Perhaps 
I am charitable in saying ·so. I ought to say that it was deliberately 
-disregarded, because it was going to be inconvenient. Now what about the number 
that has been conceded to us? Formerly about 30 cadets were sent arnmally to 
the British Sandburst. In consequence of the discussion which took place with 
rega1·d to the constitutional reform it was announced that · 60 Indiann would be 
.admitted into the Military college that would be established in India. The number 
was doubled. And this we are asked to regard as sign of great generosity on the 
part of the British ·Government. Those people who are surprised at our ::nentality 
in accusing the British people of niggardliness in the matter of conceding constitu
tionalrafo;rms would certainli ask us to regard the advance made in connection with 
the appointment of Indians as military officers also as an act of great generosity J 

~Vlell, we often pointed out what this generosity amounted to. I do not care what the 
number assigned to Indians is ;.._ whether it is 30 or 40 or 50 or 60. What we are 
-concerned with is this. How many Indians will ba available every year in order 
to replace British officers by Indian officers? That is the essence of lndianisation. 
I will give you an illustration which would make my meaning mora clear. Suppose 
to-day the B1·itish Government created in the· Iridian army about a thousand new 
posts and appointed Indians holding King's Commh:isions to tbssa appointment~J. 
Would our aspirations ba satisfied by it? Is all that we want? Simply the arpoint
ment of Indians to higher gra.des? Or, ara we asking for an Indian army which 
would ba manned and officered completely by our own nationals ? Our demand is 
-obviously the latter. And if it is so, it is no consolation to us to know that Indians 
woald be appointed as.officars in the higher grades unless they would at the same 
time take t1e placa of retiring British officers. Now look at the number · in the 
light of this observation. We have been given 60, 70 cadets annually. But at the 
~arne tim~ wa have baen told tha.t abodt 30 of thesa would be taken f1·om the 
Commissioned officers and that would after statutory trairiing go back to the post~- a~ 
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platoon officers with higher rank, They would not r;placa a single British officer. 
They would ramain whera they wan but because of the superior training given to 
them, they would receive military promotion. It is clear, therefore, that these people 
cannot be taken into account in any scheme of Indianization. It is only the 
remaining 30 that are available for thiq purpose and what proportion of the annual 
racruitment to the officers' grades in the Indian Army doss this 30 come to? This 30 
supplies for the Indian Cavalry, Artillery, Air Force, Engineering Service and so on. 
All these are departments to which the Indians are to be admitted. No one has told us 
with absolute accuracy what is the annual rate of racruitment in the officers' raw in 
the Army. But we generally understand that, in order to take t~e place of retired 
officers, about 150 have to be admitted annually. You thus sfe that this number 
which has been conceded to us, I mean the number rea1ly available for the purpose 
of Indianization, varies between 20 and 25 per cent of the annual recruitment to thP 
officers' ranks. Now we all know that in accordanca with the resolution of Sir P. S. 
Sivaswamy Aiyar which was passed by the Legislative A.sssmbly, the Government 
of India agreed at that time that at least 25 per cent of the officers appointed 
annually, or 25 per cent of tb appointments made to the British Sandhurst, would 
be Indianized. We thus see that we have not yet obtained any satisfaction of the 
demands which were made by us 15 years ago. It is claimed that our position has 
been improved a deal by the new Constitution under which the goal of the Britist 
Government is the establishment of Dominion Status here. But so far as the Army 
Department is concerned, it has had no possible effect ; in conc;equence of the re
orientation of British policy, our position has not materially advanced in regard to 
the Indianization of the Army. It may be thought that we are jaundiced and that 
we do not recognize the forward move made by the British Government. I will 
therefore read out to you the opinion of an eminent Professor who held a high posi
tion in this country-! refer to Lt. General Sir George Macmunn. In discussing the 
question of Indianization in his book" Martial Races of India" which was published 
2 or 3 years ago he has made the following observation :-

" In the desire to meet the demands of the politicians, the Government 
of India have announced their intention of Indianizing enough new units to 
form a complE:te Indian Division. Already there are 8 units to which the 
experiment is being extended and 4 or 8 more, with the technical services, 
is no great addition ". 

This is tha opinion of a Professor about the scheme which has been recently put 
into effect. 

I have dealt so far with the question of Indianization of higher ranks, but what 
about the lower ranks ? Has anything been done to make the Indian Army homo
geneous in its ranks ? Has any step been taken to make the subordinate ranks 
wholly national? We wer;, told that an expert committee would make the investiga
tion. We know that although this Committee came to certain conclusions over 2 
years ago, its report has not yet been publi<>hed. The conclusion which the experts 
have arrived at is that in the present state of things it will be unwiqa to' take any 
steps to r1~duce the strength of the British Army. It was announcad some time ago 
by the Commander-in-ChiEf that steps will be taken to Indianize the Army in the 
higher ranks. This would in itself involve the substitution of British troops, which 
form part of every Division, by Indian troops. In so far as that aspect of the matter 
is concerned, steps are baing taken to replaca a portion of ti'e British Army by Indian 
soldier::;. It is true that there is such a large number of British f:loldiers in tha Indian 
Army that it would take a 1mmb~r of years to replace them entirely by Indian 
soldiers. We also know that the theory is advanced that British soldiers should not 
be subjected to orders from Indian officers. In view of all this, we do not know how 
long the process of complete Indianization will take, but it is clear that it is not 
going to take effact very s;Jon. 'Tharafor~, the so-called Indianization of the low~r 
ranks in cons8Q.uence of the Indianization of the higher ranks cannot be a source c,f 
satisfaction. Our soldiers have proved their valour in ev<lry battlefield, they hava 
shown their discipline and loyalty both in peace and in war. I know that there is a 
fallacy prevalent now that only martial races can be racruited to the Army. I will 
(\eal with this aspect of the question pr;;::;sntly, but taking the pres~nt m3thod of 
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recruitment to be correct, we do not sae any reason why these men, I mean the Indian 
soldiers, should not receive the same training as British !'loldiers do in their own 
country. They Bhould receive the fullest and rigorous training that a soldier can be 
subjected to. We do not want in the least to tolerate inefficiency among the Indian 
soldiers. We want that Indians appointed to any rank, high.or low, should in every 
respect ba equal to their British compatriots. What is the training which the 
British soldiers receive? A training :from 12 to 20 months. If the education that 
you give to the British soldier is given to the Indian soldier, would he not then be 
able to take the position of the British soldier ? We are, however, 'told· that in the 
present circumstance£ thera may baa grave risk in taking such a step and in taking 
such a delicate !'ltep we will not be wise. I am myself for appointing none but the 
best officers in our Army. We cannot accept the second best material for the Army 
on which the protection of our country will depend. What is the test that we shall 
be ~ubjected to ? .· What is the experienca that the British Government desires ? 
Talce the case of the Indian Civil Service. · Now the Indians have been working in 

· that. service for a long time, for nearly two generations. One would have thought 
that ample experience would have been gained as to their capacity to discharge their 
responsibilities, yet in regard to this very service no Bteps have been taken to increase 
the Indian element in it. It is said that great constitutional changes are now being 
made and therefore great readjustments would be needed in order to make the 
constitution a success, and that at such a time the difficulties of the Service should 
not be increased unnecessaJ·ily by making a change in the composition of th~ Service 
on which primarily depends the disch~trge of th~ SJ.lperior executive and adminbtra-
tive work in this country. If this argumt::nt can be used in regard to the Indian 
Civil Service aJter two generations of experience, can we feel that such an objection 
is inspired by any good motive? . Can we feel that there is any honesty behind the
demanq that Indians cannot be appointed in larger numbers to the higher ranks or 
in substitution to the British soldie1·s because th<dr efficiency has not been tested ? 
I for one fael that, in the face of facts, want of exp<lrience is merely an excuse and 
that the unwillingness to taka the staps demanded ty public opinion is due to their
desire to bep tha ultimata power in their hands as long as possible in this country. 

Just one word with regard to the population from which our soldiers can be 
drawn. ' We are told that tb.e population of India is ,large and yet not more than 10 
per cant of it can supply soldiar3 of tha r<Jquisite k,nowledga, that is out of 350 
million, only 35 million. man, women a::1d children, belong to a class which, in the 
opinion of the Government, po;lsassas tha quality meded in the military officers . and. 
soldiers. 

Now, what is the t::Jst to which this statem:mt can ba subjected? Let me say,. 
in the first instanc'::J, that some time ago when this question was raised in the Council· 
of State, the Commandar~in~Chief hotly denied that the military authorities ever used 
such a phrase as marGial races of India and that that was· a pht·ase which was used 
by civHians.. Is that so? I was for short time a member of the Indian Legislative. 
Assembly and in that capacity took some part in the discussion of military problems. 
I remember that the Army Sacratary on mora than one occasion admitted that in the 
opinion of the military authorities there were only certain classes from which 
soldiers could ba drawn. B<lsidas, in numerous books written by civilians and soldiers
do we find observations made .with regard to the paucity of martial material in 
India. The theory has oftan, been advanced that the safety of India, although its. 
population is large, can dap::!nd only on a class with a very limited population. In. 
order to prove my contention I rafer again to Lt. GJneral Macmunn's book from 
which I read a passage a little whib ago. Ha· says : 

" To understand what is maant by tha martial races of India is to
understand from the insida th::J real story of .India! We do not speak of 
the martial races of Britain as distinct from the non-ma1·tial, nor of 
Garmany, nor of li'ranca. But in India we spaak of the martial race as a 
thing apart and because the mass of the paopla have neither martial aptitude 
nor physical courage ... The courage that we should talk of colloquially as. 
'guts'". 
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This proves that the military authorities do act on the theory that there are 
certain races in India known as the martial races from which alone recruits should 
be drawn for the Indian army. Now, is it really true that no other classes can 
supply men with the physical stamina and courage needed in soldiers ? Well in 
order to test this, consider thd composition of the Indian army at -various periods of 
time. As the time at our disposal is short, I will refer merely to the composition 
of the army as it was immediately before the war and as it is today. 
As the Simon Commission pointed out, · leaving aside the Gurkha soldiers, 
about 60 par cent of the soldiers have been drawn from one provinca only, 
the Punjab. Yet. before the war, the proportion of the Punjabis in the army was not 
as great as it is now. I cannot just now tell you what the proportion was, but I 
had some time ago occasion to consider the matter and I found that there were then 
substantially more soldiers taken from other parts of India than they are now. 
Surely since the last war those classes from which men were taken till1914: could not 
have been deteriorated. In fact, during the war on account of the demand for men, 
new classes were admitted to the army, and some of them at any rate were found to 
have been thoroughly successful. I can give you one instance relating to my own 
province, the United Provinces, and that is of the Garhwalis. Before the war the 
Garhwalis were not held in high esteem as soldiers and yet during the war these men 
from whom practically no recruitment was made and who wera regarded as good 
enough only for being labourers and porters gave such an excellent account of them
selves that we now see a Garhwali regiment. A:r3 we not justified then in assuming 
that the experience of the great war instead of leading to a contraction of the area 
from which soldiers are drawn ought to have had just the opposite effect and that it 
should have encouraged the British Government to allow new classes to supply 
men to the army ? But this has not been done, and on the contrary the ari:la s9ems 
to me to have been contracted and the policy has been followed almost consistently 
during the last 20 years of recruiting the army mainly from those parts of India 
which are regarded as pre-eminently loyal. Thera might have been some ground for 
this procedure in the past, but if the British Government are genuine in their claim 
that Dominion Status is the goal of their policy and that they wish to train Indians 
as rapidly as possible to assume full power over the administration of their Govern
ment, then surely this policy ought to undergo a radical change. There should no 
longer be any cause for the suspicion which so far has dictated the military policy. 
Henceforth, Indians who in theory are to be trusted in future with their own 
administration ought to be trusted also in regard to the administration of the army. 
But if this is not doae we shall be able to say with complete justice that the British 
Government while promising full liberty to the ear has taken every step to break its 
promise to the heart of Indians. 

Just one word more before I sit down. Let us suppose for a moment that India 
is as deficient in military qualities as our €ritics say. Is it not then incumbent on 
the British Government to take spacial staps in order to rouse the spirit of the 
people,.in older to make them feel that they will soon be masters of their own 
Government and that they should therefora prepara themselves for the defence of 
their members ? What happened during the great war? When England was in a 
crisis every possible propaganda was carried out in order to discover men who could 
supply suitable soldiers and to rouse the ardour of tha peopla. Why is not the same 
policy being followed now ? Take another illustration. When the number of 
British recruits to the Indian Civil Service declined some time ago, the British 
Government Eent retired Indian administrators to the British universities in order to 
carry on propaganda to encourage British youths to enter the Indian Civil S.;rvic~ in 
aR largd numbers as they did before. Well, if they can carry on this propaganda. 
whenever it is necessary for their purpos:!, why cannot they carry it on in Indian 
int<lrasts ? It seems to me that the policy of Indianization will be fully successful 
only when adequate steps are takan by the Britth, Government to carry on propa
ganda among the people and to encourage men by all means in their power, by all 
measur2s in their power, to enlist themselves as soldien in the Indian army. As you 
ara aware, two institutions have been rec;mtly established in our country for provi
ding higher officers to the Indian army -one is a preparatory school which was 
established at Dahra Dun known as the Prince of Wal€s Military (A)ll€ge, and the 
N.L.F.l6 
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other h the Indian Sandhurst, established only 2 or 3 years ago. Now, here we had 
an occasion of testing whether there was any inherent differance in· the capacity of 
men belonging to the various provinces to make good officers in the army. All those 
who have had any occasion to visit the Prince of Wales Military College and to. 
speak to the teachers there will bear me out when I say that the exparience there has 
shown that military fitness is entirely a question of education and training. If the 
necessary atmosphere is provided and the requiAite education is given, young men 
drawn, no matter from what province, will show the aptitudes that ar~ supposed to be 
peculiarly necessary in military officers. .The Indian Sandhurst is a much mora 
recent creation, but we have been told both by ,His Excellency the Commander-in
C'nief and by the Commandant of that College that it has· fully justified itself, the 
young men who have received t:raining there have shown themselv~s worthy of their 
College and of the army to which they belong. Here you have before your eyes 
the result of a uniform system of education and of a uniform upbringing in the case 
o(men belonging to varied races and drawn from various provinces. Why cannot 
then you have the same faith ir~ connection with the composition of the lower ranks 
of the army ? There is no reason to suppose that i:f men are chosen from a much 
wider area than at present, are thrown together, ara made to live in a common 
atmosphere and trained under the same conditions, they would be found to differ 
from one another in respect of discipline, courage or endurance. Indeed, such result 
as has been achieved demands that the policy which has been successful in regard to 
the training of the higher Indian officer should be followed in regard to the recruit
ment of Indian soldiers both for the Indian army and for the replacement of British 
by Indian soldiers. · 

It also further requires that active steps should be taken to inform the 
'J>eople of the responsibilities, which according to the British Government 
will devolve ol1 them, to rouse their patriotism and to ask' 'them $o take 
a patriotic pride in the defence of their country. Training is not everything. 
'The armies of Napoleon showed that men fired with great enthusiasm, could defeat 
the strongest armies of the whole of Europe combined against one single country. 
And the experience of the recent war bears out the same truth. Martial Foch who 
might be called the saviour of the Allies during the war, has in hi~ memoirs pointed 
out that an army is not a fighting machine and cannot be a proper fighting machine 
only by virtue of technical training. It must be im'Qued with an idea. It must 
have an ideal before it. It must be moved by feelings of self-sacrifice before it can 
be depended on in crucial moments. The French army confronted by admirably 
trained opponents who heavily outnumbered them held its ground in the face of the
greatest difficulties~ not because of its superior military training, but because it felt 
that the future of its country depended on its gallantry and its sincerity to the 
ideals to which it had sworn fidelity. It is ideas that move men in different spheres 
of life. The soldier is no exception to this tule. Inspire then the people of India 
with the idea that self-government is theirs for the asking if they would but prepare 
themselves for the defence of their country. And then you will be surprited at the 
oenthusiasm. that this will evoke. Not hundreds but thousands and hundrads of 
men will spring over the length and breadth of this country who will ba willing to 
join the army so that they might be a shisld in times of danger and represent its 
honour in crucial moments. Nay never in the past, never with the mercenary army, 
bas the nama of India. been stained by its soldier3. Is it conceivable that men who. 
will known that on their action will depend the fate of their country, men who will 
ba moved not by personal thoughts but by graat impersonal ideas, will fail to act in 
such a. way as to be worthy of their country and to ba examples of military ardour, 
-valour, and discipline to other armies in the world ? 

Prof. B. B. Rov ( Calcutta) :-Mr. President a:nd DJlegates, -The whole ·of this 
morning, member after member spoke on the subjec.t of promoting unity amongst the 
nationallv-minded men in all parties. In my judgment, Sir, that unity already exists 
on this s~prame question of defence. Everyone of us who has studied the pr.:Jsent 
constitution knows that we can never have complete self-rule in the real s:mse in which 
it is used so long as dafence continues to ba a reserved subject. We can navar have 
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national self-government until defenca becomes a responsibility on the Federal 
Legislatura. My predecessor, Mr. Kunzru, has pointed out to you in much more 
eloquent terms than I can command, that In.dianization in the army is so slow yet 
that it will bs impossible for us within a measurable distance of time to get the 
subject of defence transferrad at the cantn Now, sir, I take my stand upon this, 
that in any programme that might bs evolved by the Liberals and the other progres
siva parties in this country this subject should form the first item. We should exert 
all possible constitutional pressure upon the Government hera and upon the authorities 
in England to concad~ to U3 this, that thjy must take in hand a policy, which was 
once talked of but which was afterward;; discarded, of Indianising the Indian army 
during a reasonable period. 

Let nie ask each single delegate hera - does it not pain us to think that the 
i:lefence of our country, of our hearths and our homes is being undertaken today not 
only by British soldiers but also by mercenaries from across the Nepalese border? 
It pains me much, it humiliates me as a Bengalee, to think that my people, the people 
of my province, of Bengal should ba branded as a non-martial people, particularly 
when I remember that it was with the help of soldiers drawn from my province that 
the East India Company's rule was extended in eastern and northern India. For 
.all the pains that our soldiers took in those days we are now branded as a 
non-martial people ( applause ). 

There is one subject in this resolution which my predecessor co~ld not take up on 
:account obviously of lack of time. It was the subject of military expenditure. I was 
.reading in a scholarly book the other day that the question of military expenditure 
was raised in India not only by the late Mr. Gokbale, not only by the Indian National 
Congress but even £0 early as the middle of the last CeiJtury by the British Indian 
.Association of Calcutta. This subject has been before India for nearly eighty years 
now, and it has not been our Indian politicians alone who have in season and out of 
season, year in and year out, drawn the attention of England to this fact that far too 
large a proportion of India's revenues, central and provincial, was being spent upon 
th" defence of this country. It was a detached British economist associated with the 
Simon Commission who drew pointed attention to this fact five years ago. In the 
memorandum which he wrote Sir Walter Layton in very forceful language pointed 
out that a poor country like India could not afford to pay so much on defence. He 
also pointed out that India was paying a far larger proportion on defence than on 
-education. That observation occurs early in his memorandum. 

Now, Sir, since Sir Walter Layton reported, the British Government bas made a 
contribution of near about two crores of rupees towards tha alleviation of the financial 
distress caused by military expenditure in this country. But two crores where 
well over forty crores are still spent out gf Indian revenues, are a drop in the ocean. 
England should pay much more. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, in the days before be 
was Prime Minister of England-in those unregenerate days when he was merely a 
Labour leader and when be visited India in connection with the Public Services 
Commission-Mr. Ramsay MacDonald wrQte a book entitled 'The Government of 
:india ' and there he made very drastic comments on the scale of military expendi
ture in this country. He put it down with all the bluntness that he could then 
command, and which he does not command today,-nor did be command it at the 
Round Table Conference,-he stated, with all the bluntness of which he was then 
capable, in that book, that England should be made to pay half the total amount of 
military expenditure in India. All that has gone by the board We get a paltry 
two crores in the course of a year. It has also been claimed on behalf of the retired 
Commander-in-chief, Sir Philip Chetwode, that during his tenure of office he reduced 
1ndia's military expenditure by about ten crores. What does that reduction come to ? 
It was near about 55 crores when Sir Walter Layton reported: it is nearly forty six 
crores today. Granted ; but the proportion to the total revenues remains much the 
same as it was before Sir Philip Chetwode became the Commander-in-chief. It yet 
remains a large proportion. Look at the other side of the picture. Very recently the 
Central Government was induced to earmark one crore of rupees for village uplift and 
a demand was made by the President of the Educational Conference in this city two 
<lays ago that the Central Government should earmark and spend one crore of rupees 
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on education. Now, sir. if the military expenditure of India could be substantially 
raduced by the adoption of new policies by internal economies and by other means. 
many croras of rupaas would be automatically released for ameliorative work 
t::Uoughout India ( applause ). This is a fact to which we have drawn the attention 
of the Government, year after year, but they have invariably turned a deaf ear. 

Sir, I do not propose to take more of your time, but may I suggest that whatever 
tlle natura of the platform that might emerge, whatever the programme of work that 
might arise out of discussions during th13 next month, this must be the first item on 
t!lat programme, namely the raduction of military expanditure, the speeding up of 
tb.e programme of Indianisation in the army and, further, the adoption of every 
possible step which will expedite the transfer of defence to the responsible legisla
ture at the federal centre (applause ). 

1 he resolution was put and carried unanimously. 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

Mr. President:- I am asked to put the resolution from the chair. I am 
reading the resolution to you. 

Resolution VH 

"The National Liberal Federation is gravely concerned by the acuteness 
of the problem of unemployment which is on the increase among the middle 
classes. While it b glad that certain aspects of it have formed the subject 
of investigation in some provinces, notably, in the United Provinces, by a 
committee under the chairmanship of the Rt. Hon. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, 
the Fedsration urg2s that measuras calculated to reduce it should be adopted 
without delay in the shape of planned economic development and the 
reorganization of the syst~nn of education ( without prejudice to the wider 
diffusion of higher education ) so as to train young men for wealth produ
cing pursuits." 

1 he tesolution was put and carried unanimously. 

RURAL UPLIFT AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES 

Diwan Bahadur C. M. Gandhi ( Surat) :- Mr. Chairman, brother delegates 
ladies and gentlemen, tha resolution that I have the honour to move runs as 
follows:---

Resolution VIII 

·• While the Libera] Federation notices with satisfaction the practical 
interest which Government ara at last evincing in rural uplift, it regrets 
that they are working with inadequate funds and mainly through official 
agency and an spending an excessive part of the available money on 
salaries of staffs and establisliments. In the opinion of the Federation, the 
work can be done economically, yet efficiently, through trained unofficial 
ag,mcies as far as possible." 

The problem of rural uplift is a vast problem. It deals with 28 crores of men 
Hdng in about!500,000 villages. It is either because of the vastness of the problem 
or for some other reason that Governm:mt did not evince· that actual interest which 
the problem demanded till Mahatma Gandhi startsd his campaign of Rural 
Reconstruction. If it is to be adequate, well and sufficiently well, it should embrace 
improvement on the social, educational, sanitary and economic sides of the question, 
and it requires funds to a \ery very large extent. What has the Government done 
now? It has allotted a sum of Rs. on a crore to meet the requirements of 5 lakhs of 
villages. It comes to about Rs. 20 per village. Even if we take a very liberal 
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estimate of a district containing 800 villages, the amount will come to about 
Rs. 15000 or Rs. 16000 for each district. The salary of the Uplift Officer, his travel
ling allowance and the cost of his establishment mostly would exhaust the whole 
amount. But that is not thP. only difficulty about it. You cannot really impose upon 
a people any real improvement unless desire for improvement comes from within. 
An officer visiting a village at the end of some months cannot really enforce or 
bring about village uplift in the real sense of the term. I know something can be 
done by a revenue officer appointed as an uplift officer going to every village and 
ordering cleaning of the village a day before the Deputy Collector or Collector is to 
visit it and showing in his diary that something is done. But beyond that nothing 
can be done, unless the people begin to feel themselves that they have to lead a 
more sanitary, a more healthy and a more prosperous life. 

Now we know as a matter of fact that we cannot impose upon a p3opla a desir.~ 

to live that life unless and until we get them to feel that they are really not living 
that life which they are entitled to live. That can only be achisved by peopb them
selves and now that we have got numerous agencies, such as Sanitation Boards, 
Cl<H>perative Societies and other organizations spread over the whole dh;trict, tbat 
work can be done better by them but the only difficulty is that the Government tries 
to officialise the whole movement. It takes to itself the powers and functions which 
are absolutely unnecessary and which should be left to non...official agencies alone. 
Therefore what the resolution demands is that if the movement is raally to progress, 
Government should allow more funds and should allow that movement to be done by 
non...official agencies. It is the people who really should ba made to feel that they have 
to lead a better life and when they ara trainad to do so, it is not understood why 
those agencies are not utilised, so that they may work out their own social regenera
tion? Therefore I think the resolution rightly smphasisas the fact. Not only will 
the work be done economically, but, in my own opinion, mora economically and more 
efficiently, if Government only takes the leaders of the people into their confidence 
and entrust them with the organization o1 this work. With these remarks, ladies 
and gentlemen, I commend this resolution to your acceptance. 

Mr. K. G. Sivaswami; (Madras):- Mr. President, brother delegates, ladbs and 
gentlemen, the resolution that has been plac3d before you deals with the importance 
of rural uplift and raquests that rural uplift work ought to be done mora effectively 
through non-official agencies and that such ag.:mcies should be trained non-official 
agencies. I am here to place before you c:ortain pbases of this rural uplift proolem 
which requiras the help mainly of voluntary agencies. There are certain activities 
which voluntary agencies cannot undartaka, thare are equally cartain activities 
which Government cannot undertake. For· instance the making of a road, or the 
construction of a well or the putting up of a building may be left to institutions 
likE> local boards or the Local Govarnment. But at the same time where real work 
has to ba turned out, whera you hava to p.::rsuada and organk~. wh::lra you hava t(} 
create the new spirit in the villager, you do raquir:l propaganda. ag.:mcias to be formed 
from among the non-officials. In our own part of the country as regards this rural 
uplift movament which is mainly dom through co-op3rativa societias, our feeling has 
been that Government has not consulted th:J non-offi0ial agancias in the manner in 
which they ought to consult them. Spaaking on thb subject of rural ulift, I would 
like to say that ev:m though larger problems of rural uplift can \\ ait till our country 
gets full powers and full s31f-government, wben the Minist::lrs will hava more funds. 
there are certain aspects of rural uplift wJrk which cannot wait until the attainment 
of fuller political reforms. We have today in the countrysid:l a madi:va.l mental 
attitude among ryots which is considered by certain p:lopb as the spirit ui ohirma. 
and, by certain other people as loyalty to the British throne. We know full w ~11 
that it is indifferance, it is want of interest in life and a pa::rJiya and dorn11nt mind. 
We have therafore, in the first placa, to mab the paopla mor:Jlivdy, to take an 
inter2st in lifa, to remove their mental d2pr~:don, to r::place tha n:msa oi fatllbm 
and the larg:l depandence on Gods and divinities by a larga amount oi sJ[ -confld:mca. 
That b the first thing that has to ba don~. S)condly, t:1e expenditur3 which is today 
incurred by the ryots on other wordly affair.:: as pilgrimag2:.; or 'for p_;r:ormanc:: oi 
marriages or deaths; the notions of Iii.:; the people have, hava got to be chang ad 
and their outlook has to be made secular, more entErprising, more materialistic, t(} 
N.L.F.17 
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have a desira for a higher standard of living. That is the first thing that has to be 
done. However much we might glorify village institutions, we have in the village 
only tribal organizations. We mistake it for local democracy. The candidate who 
asks for votes goes to these tribal leaders to consolidate his '\'Otes for arty election. 
These leaders have got every kind of power in the village. The masses are afraid to 
control these leaders. We have to replac3 this tribal leadership by civic and 
economic organizations of the modern type which will take charge of the ryot. 
The old village was salf-sufficient. The self-contained village about which we speak 
on platforms does not exist. The ryot of today has to be introduced to international 
commerce. He has to be organized on a national basis and not on a village basis. 
The viliage has been formed for the purpose of the collection of revenue by the 
Government. If you raally want to help the ryot, you have to organize the village 
according to the commodity which he raises and to provide him with a market 
according to the needs which he requiras in the village. If again we require civic 
amenitie,g in the village we have to organize it on the basis of circles and district 
boards and on the basis of the constituency of the legislative council. We have to 
modernis?. the cutlook of the ryot. These ara things which can hardly be done by any 
official agency. The official agency may be helpful to grant moneys, to grant 
buildings, to put up roads and to do other kind~ of physical service, but where the 
human mind has to be trained, where the outlook has to be changed, it is the non
official agency that can do it (bear, hear), and therefore I would submit that 
Government should give larger attention and larger assistance to these kinds of· 
agencies. While on this subject, I would like to caution again about one result of 
the actions of Government. Whenever we have asked for any service from Govern
ment, it has taken the shape more of giving us a large staff of officials. We wanted 
to market the crops of ryots, and we have got a large number of marketing officers 
from Delhi to Cape Comorin, but we do not have efficient marketing agencies. 
Similarly, if we say that we want help for non-official agencies, it is quite possible 
that these moneys could be used for purposes ot.her than rural uplift and for staff 
and agencies which might do work on other extraneous considerations than genuine 
rural uplift work. That is why this resolution has been moved that such help should 
be forthcoming for trained non-official agencie~. I have great pleasure in ssconding 
this resolution. 

Dr. K. L. Dey ( Calcutta ) :- Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, in supporting 
this resolution wholeheartedly I beg to add a few remarks. By this resolution the 
Federation has appealed to the Government to spend the money alloted for rural 

' uplift and village industries through non-official agencies: It has not been suggested 
as to what line of action the Federation and its affiliated bodie~:~ should take up in 
that behalf. We, the Liberalg in Bengal, have already started some indu'ltrial, 
sanitary and other uplift centres in some of our villages. Our greatest centre is at 
Ghatabari- Bbaoikhola in the district of Pabna. It is not only a duty but a ·neces
sity to remove the stigma that we are a party always seeking Government's favour, 
not doing anything ourselves. People want some actual constructive work 
from us, they are not satisfied with mere political propaganda. Hence we want 
our central and provincial organizations to guide us in omvillage uplift 
work with men and money. Without proper directions and help from this 
]J'ederation, our village centres cannot function effectively. I hope that help 
will be forthcoming. With these remarks, 1: support the resolution. 

The resolution was put and carried unanimously. 

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS 

ir.. Mr. V. Venkatasubhayya (Madras): Mr. President, Brother Delegates, Ladies 
anand Gentlemen, you have just now accepted a resolution about rural uplift and 
now )l.aga industries. The resolution which I have the honour to move ic; closely related 
village~ previous resolution ; in fact, it is necessary for the success of that r<:solution. 

'olution which I mova ru:ns as follows:-
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Resolution IX 

" While approving of the objact of the laws passed in some provinces for 
the relief of agricultural indebtedness, the Federation is firmly of opinion 
that they will fail to produca a beneficial effect unhss the Governml'nt, 
( 1 ) take suitable steps to provide adequate finance at a cheap rate of 
interest, ( 2 ) advance money for the repayment to creditors as Mr. Gokhale 
suggested in the Legislative Council d the Governor..General in 1906 and 
( 3 ) supplement the legislation for the better organisation of rural credit 
including the establishment of land mortgage banks and the extension of 
the co-operative movement." 

The subject of agricultural indebtedness is a vast one, and on other platforms it 
has been dealt with in detail and at length. lf at this Federation meeting we pass a 
resolution on this subject, it is chiefly by way of recognising the great importance 
of the subject. Agricultural indebtedness has been very heavy in our country; that 
has been recognised. On certain occasions the importance of this subject - or this 
evil, I should call it- has been spacially recognised. For instance, after famines. 
The Famine Commission have strassed agricultu1·al indebtedness and, in fact, to 
remove this evil or to reduce this evil, the Coopet·ative Movement and other 
measures were introduced. Again, now, on account of g1·eat economic depression 
we are all thinking about it, and in various provinces legislation has been under
taken to relieve agricultural indebtedness. Such legislation has be~n undertaken 
in the Punjab, the United Provinces, the Central Provinces,· Madras and also in 
some of the Indian States. I do not propose to take you through them. Here I 
should acknowledge the lead which the Central Provinces have given to Madras 
in the matter of the Debt Conciliation Act which is being worked here with 
conspicuous success. This Act is taken as the model by the Madras Government, 
and it is just now on the anvil of the local legislature of that province. There are 
other measures which have been passed by our Legislative Council like the Money
lenders Act, the object of which is to restrict the rate of interest to 9 and 12 per cent 
in the case of secured and unsecured debts respectively. Again, the Land Mortgage 
Banks system has been started with conspicuous success in our province, and very 
recently the Agricultural Loans Act has been amended by which the Government 
advances money to poor agriculturists in order to reli~ve indebtedness. In the subjects 
committee meeting we had some difference of opinion about the advisability of 
Government money being made available for the removal of indebtedness. It is but 
natural that some people should consider it inadvisable. But there is this fact that 
agricultural indebtedness in this country is exceedingly great and resources from 
various sources are required in order to give relief to the agriculturists. For instance, 
it has been calculated that agricultural indebtedness in the Madras presidency is 
anything between Rs. 150 and 200 crores. I believe the burden is equally great in 
other provinces. We are told that there is the Co-operative Movement to meet this 
situation, but let me say that the whole resources of the Co-operative Movement 
available for the reduction of indebtedness would not be more than 4 or 5 crores. 
As a matter of fact, it is not even so much, because much of the co-operative money 
is required to meet the current expenses of the agriculturists. Land Mortgage Banks 
will not also solve the entire problem, because the entire working capital of these 
Banks comes to only Rs. 80 lakhs. Therefore it was that at the last Madras Provin
cial Co-operative Conference we welcomed the amendments of the Agricultural Loans 
Act, with a view to make Government money available for debt redemption at 
cheap rates of intere!'t. I do not wish to take up more of your time. Suffice it to 
say that the heaviness of the indebtedness is recognized by all. Considering that 
the economic condition of the masses in this country is very poor, I am strongly of 
the opinion that unless the indebtedness of the agriculturists is removed and cheap 
money is made available to them, repayable during a long term of years, the cultiva
tors will not live in hope, will not put forth that exertion which is needed, but will 
be gloomy, with the result that no rural uplift is possible. This has been evident 
during the last 4 or 5 years in the co-operative movement, where there is not the 
same hopeful outlook as there was before. Therefore I have suggested in this 
resolution that Government should take steps to make cheap money availabl& and 
that Land Mortgage Banks and the Co-opsrative Movement shoulcl advance money 
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with a view to decrease the burden of indebtedness. )Vith these few words, I 
commend the resolution for your acceptance. 

Mr. Dalip Mansingh (United Provinces): Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men :- I ne€d hardly tell you the importar.ca of this resolution. The 
agriculturist is a person who cannot do without credit. People belonging to different 
bccupations get their wagas, weekly wages Ot' monthly wages, but these poor 
people, the agriculturists, have necessarily to wait for at'least 6 months before they 
get any return for their labour and capital. They are very heavily indebted and 
according to the Report of the Central Banking Inquiry Committee the total 
indebtedness amounts to several hundred crores of rupees. Merely the pat-1sing of 
legislation restricting the rates of interest will not afford any great relief to the 
agriculturists. On the other hand the poor agriculturists are feeling a very great 
difficulty in securing loans, as the moneylenders have decided not to lend them 
money in future. Therefore unless, as this resolution suggests, Government takes 
suitable steps to provide money, it will be very difficult for the agriculturists to do 
anything. As the time at my disposal is very short, I submit this resolution for 
-your acceptance. 

The Resolution was put and carried unanimously. 

SWADESHI 

Mr. President : The resolution relating to Swadeshi will be put from the chair:

Resolution X 

" The National Liberal lPederation onca again accords its wholehearted 
support to the Swadeshi movement and urges that every effort should be 
made for its complete success in all the branches of production, distribution 
and consumption. · 

The F'edaration urg<:s Governments in British India as well as the Indian 
States to utilise to the greatest possible extent the products of Indian 
industry. In meeting the requirements of consuming departments, and 
further, to give every possible help to manufacturers with a view to increase 
production, to improve quality and reduce prices, so that they may be able to 
compEte with importers of foreign goods. 

The Federation also urgas the Governm:mts in British India as well as 
the Indian States to afford greater facilities for technical education of all 
grades and in all branches." 

The resolution was passed unanimousl}'. 

UNTOUCHABILITY 

Mr. President : The resolution relating to untouchability reads thus :

Resolution XI 

" The National Liberal Fedaation feEb the profoundest sympathy for 
the Dl?pressed classes and is utterly opposed to any person being regarded or 
treated as an "untouchabh". The Federation wishes evEry success to the 
nation-wide movement for the removal of this blot upon India and for the 
elevation of those classes." 

lhe resolution was passed unanimoudy. 
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COUNCIL AND OFFICE-BEARERS 

Resolution XII 

Resolved unanimously that -

Rao Bahadur K. V. Brahma, C. I. E. (N agpur) 
Mr. S. M. Bose (Calcutta), 

,. E. Vinayaka Rao (Madras), 
, · Suryanarayana Rao (Madras) 

be the General Secretaries of the Federation, and that the Council of the Federa
tion be constituted as follows :- * 

Mr. President: One more thing I should mention. Mr. Bose remains as Secre
tary, Mr. Sapru and Mr. Verma are the outgoing Secretaries. I \\ill ask you to pass 
a vote of thanks to both of them. They have rendered meritorious service during 
the last year and they deserve your thanks (Applause). You have already shown by 
your acclamation that you have accepted my recommendation that you should pass 
a vote of thanks. 

NEXT SESSION OF THE FEDERATION 
Resolution XIII 

Mr. C. Y. Chintamani (Allahabad):- Mr. President and Fellow Delegates, I 
have great pleasure in proposing that the Eighteenth Session of the National Liberal 
Federation of India be held next year at Lucknow in the Unit-'ld Provinces (Cheers). 
I am not a resident of Lucknow, but I have been authorized by a message from Raja 
Sir Rampal Singh, President of the Oudh Liberal League~ and endorsed by Rao 
Bahadur Thakur Hanuman Singh and Rao Raja Shyam Bihari Misra, all of them 
prominent citizens of Lucknow, in extending this invitation to you. I have no doubt 
that if you will be pleased to accept this humble invitation, we of the United Provin
ces shall do our little best to make the next session a success (Cheers). 

Pandit Parmeshwar Nath Sapru ( Fyzabad J: Brother Delegates, I have great 
pleasure in seconding the resolution proposed by our revered leader Mr. Chintamani. 
I am sure you will honour us with your vi<~it. In Lucknow we may not be able to 
give you such a fine climate, but I can assure you that you will find Lucknow a more 
interesting place than N agpur (Laughter). 

Pandit Kishan Prasad Kaul ( Lucknow ) : Mr. President, Fellow Delegates, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, I have great pleasure in supporting the resolution moved by Mr. 
Chintamani. We being a very small party, I cannot say that we of Lucknow will 
be able to give you a very rousing reception or demonstrate any spectacular scene in 
honour of your reception there. but I am sure that we will be able to extend to you a 
most hearty and sincere welcome during the next Xmas Session when you are there 
(Applause). Of course, our friends from Bombay and Madras will have to face the 
cold weather of Northern India, but I may assure you all that we will try to soften 
the rigours of climate with the warmth of our affection (laughter) and try to make 
your stay as comfortable as possible. I hope you will accept my invitation in the 
spirit in which it is offered (cheers). 

The resolution was unanimously adopted. 

VOTE OF THANKS TO THE PRESIDENT 
Resol~tion XIV 

Rao Bahadur K. V. Brahma (Central Provinces):- Ladies and gentlemen, before 
you proceed to hear the closing speech of the President you will permit me to detain 
you for two or three minutes more and that for a purpose for which I have not the 
least hesitation in saying that I have your assent; and it is to propose a vote of 

• See Appendix A 
N.t. F.18 
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thanks to our President. You have already heard the long list of good qualities that 
he poss:?sses from our friend, Mr. Vinayakrao. But during the two days' experience 
and the parsonal contact that I had with him I have discovered two more qualities 
which even Mr. Vinayakrao, with closer contact in Madras, has failed to notice. The 
first is the extreme modesty. I have known of no President being so modest. 
Yesterday when we were in the Subjects Cammittee some of the ·delegates wanted 
the President to be more fum. Mr. Venkatarama SaEtri with his characteristic 
modesty and determination refused to be fum, and that was not because he had not 
the firmness of character but because he wanted the delegates to have their full say 
before he would give his own conclusions. Now we should not really hesitate to 
thank a gentleman who possesses that quality, who combines modesty with intelli
gence, who combines firmness with characteristic sobriety and patience, and last but 
not the least who combines hope with effort. In the beginning of the session my 
friend, Sir M. V. Joshi, struck on a lower key in his speech as the Chairman of the 
Reception Committee. He thought that we were few. He thought that. some of us 
were unfit to carry the flag of Liberalism in the country, By now he is convinced
and I have his authority to say to you- that with a correct lead from our President 
we have every hope of not only surviving but of asserting m:: rselves in the country. 
( Hear, hear ). A great Rage among ourselves - I need not name him because you 
all know him- says that the strength does not lie in numbers, nor is wisdom 
counted by the heads. We have amongst our midst gentle men of Mr. Venkatarama 
Sastri's type and that is enough. You have already seen with what precision, 
modesty and patience he carried on the deliberations of today and yesterday. You 
have also beard the correct lead he has given in his presidential address and by now 
the papers are buzzing with his praise. If I were now to dilate upon that topic I will 
be accused by the President of praising him to his very face. But even with that 
fear I propose a vote of thanks not only for what he has done but what be promises 
to do. He is a President not only for the three days of the session but for 12 months 
from now. I have not the least hesitation in again assuring you that he is a gentle
man who is capable of taking three steps at a time. That is a fact. He wanted me 
to take him upstairs. I do not know whether he is older than I or younger. But if 
he be older I fe~;l somewhat ashamed of myself bee a use I was unable to do what he 
did vir .. , taking three steps at a time with such a person at the helm of affairs why 
.should we doubt about our future. Under his able guidance we shall forge ahead. 
With these wordE I propose a vote of thanks to him. 

I would, howev.:r, not finish with this. I have to say something more, and with 
his permission I am going to do that. A speaker who moves a vote of thanks to the 
President has got the unique privilege of holding up the President's bell for the time 
being. I now propose to unite the vote of thanks to the President with a vote of 
thanks to so:ne of the gentlemen of this city who helped.us in making this session a 
success. I do that not because the President is not capable of doing it but I can do 
it now that he has taken me as his Secretary. The first gentleman whom I should 
like to mention is one gentleman who does not want to be seen, who does not want to 
be in the limelight as they say. He is Mr. S. B. Gokhale ( Cheers.). It is to him 
that the {;Xcellent arrangements in this hall were due. His son-in-law, Mr. Dabir, 
another gentleman who was responsible for the excellent arrangements for tea and 
other amenities of life that were provided here. I will then pass on to my friend, 
Mr. Dravid. He denied to you the excellent speech that he promised, and that was 
because he said that he would not like to be in evidence. Now it is that quality of 
Mr. Dravid which I admire most. It was he who got the inspiration of having this 
se-~ion hera this year. I would name two other gentlemen and I would hereafter 
l
1
e naming in pairs now that C. P. and Berar is a combined province (laughter). 

The first coupla that I wish to mention is Mr. Gupta and Mr. Shahane. The first is a 
.,.entlEILan without whose ungrudging work it would have been impossible to carry on 
fue work of the session. The entire credit of printing and other arrangements 
necE£sary for dispatch of business is due to Mr. Gupte, Mr. Shahane is Mr. Gupta's 
second embodiment. Nothing that Mr. Gupta can do or will do will not have the 

1
rpprcl:ation of Mr. Shahane. If we do no~ car: to recognise Mr. Shahane'~ merit 
wi.sdcm will be lost to us. Let me next [mentiOn too my former Secretaries and 
Tre:::surEr. The excellent collection that the latter has made bears tEstimony to the 
intt:re=-t that he displayed in this caus9. My friend, Mr. Sheorey, and better 
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still his son, who carried the Prt!Bident too and fro in this city and who 
looked after his personal comforts in the house of Sir M. V. Joshi, deserves mention. 
I will be failing in my duty if I did not mention the n~e of Mr. Misra who 
superintended not merely by looking at but by actually working as the supervisor of 
the delegates camp. Now let me add that there were persons who were pulling the 
strings from behind, and one of them is a person who is now seated far behind you. I 
mean Mr. Ambekar from Poona who shared a large part of our worries. This gentle
man was, also in charge of looking after the arrangements for the comfort and the 
wellbeing of the delegates here. Now, g:mtlemen, I do not know what we could have 
done if we had not the willing help of volunteers. (Cheers). One thing that I should 
like to mention in this connection is that the younger generation was very enthusias
tic in coming forward to help the Liberal cause. I assure you this is not an 
exaggeration. When we asked for volunteers such a large number offered their 
services that with great difficulty we could limit the number to our requirements. 
Those who were selected worked hard and with great personal inconvinience and it is 
for this reason that I want to give a hearty vote of thanks to this band of young 
men. 

I have now got to mention some institutions and some gentlemen in another 
-connection. We have to thank the Rani of Rajnand.gaon and her local agent here for 
having given us the use of their house for our delegates camp. We have to thank 
Mr. Chaterjee for looking after our leaders from Bengal Mr. J. N. Basu is never 
known to be extravagant in his praise, but if I have heard him correctly he said 
Mr. Chaterjee would not go to bed unless the Bengal delegates had actually gone to 
sleep. Then we have to thank Mr. Tambe, our ex-Governor, for housing, if I may 
say so, such eloquent men as Mr. Chintamani and Mr. Dalvi. I wish to ·propose a 
collective vote of thanks to the members of Servants of India Society. Many of them 
.do not belong to the Liberal Party as such and yet they are willing to give their help 
in anything good, and they believe liberalism to be gocd. I wish to mention Mr. 
:Qarud and his Sewa Sa dan Institution in N agpur. Mr. Garud gave \13 one of his 
houses for housing some of our delegates. He also extended to \13 the services of his 
pupils for the nice songs that you have been hearing these two days and the entertain
ment which you had last night. I have also to mention the Hitvada Press. I 
may say that in N agpur we are not suffering from a superfluity of the press. The 
Hitavada was working at high presense. The men thera turned nights into days 
for us ; and that is how you had printed copies of your resolutions at 8 a. m. this 
morning when some of the drafts were sent to the press at 10 in the night. I will only 
mention one more gentlEman and that is Mr. E. M. Joshi the illustrioug son of Sir 
Moropant Joshi w1o unfortunately could not be here as he had to be with hie; mother 
.at Amraoti. 

Gentlemen, I hope you will excusa me for detaining you for a few minutes 
more. I have been reminded that I should thank the host who gave us a nice 'At Home' 
this evening. I did not forget him. I did not make any mention of him because our 
President had already expressed our thanks to him downstairs. But I may be 
permitted to repeat that the Federation b indebted to Khan Bahadur Malak for the 
grand At Home that he gave us. I have also to mention that we are specially 
indebted to Dr. Khare and Dr. Sonak for looking after the health of the Rt. Hon'ble 
Mr. Srinivasa Sastri 

Mr. D. G. Dalvi (Bombay):- Ladies and Gentlemen, I am glad to sacond thic; 
~omprehensive vote of thanks moved by Rao Bahadur Brahma. .M he has already 
.dealt with a number of officerg, I shall not refer to them in detaiL I shall confine 
my ramarks to seconding the vote of thanks to our worthy President for his able 
~on duct in the Chair for the last three days. I am sorry I am not atl l to make a 
long speech on account of my ill-health, but I do not think it is necessary to make a 
sreech after the elaborate description of civic "'irtaes of Mr. Venkat:uarna Sastri 
just detailed. Mr. Sastri h:1.s been a rath?r sil'!llt, thouga a staunch Li':>zral, frJr tb3 
last saveral yaars, and I am glad t'::w.t t1n almost unani:no-:1s voic3 of tha Liberal 
Party has drawn him into tb.a po:;ition of th:l l~ader of tJ.?. p.l!'ty for tb3 ensuing year. 
We hava s3en wb.at exc?lbnt bad he has giv2n to th~ p·nty in hi.; \aluabl~ addrc;; 
v;hich b d~lh·;;r::d h.:fon us two days a5o ( .Ap:,:>lause ), ani I ha\a no doutt that ha. 
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will continue to give us the same lead throughout the year when various develop
ments may occur in thi~ year of general elections. 

In the second part of the main resolution, reference has been made to several 
parties being invited to act together in view of the coming elections. I think mos~ 
of you know that Mr. V enkatarama Sastri possesses not only the entire confidence of 
the Liberal party in the country but also he is held in very high esteem by the. 
leaders of the various parties in the country (Hear, hear). And secondly, if any 
effect is to be given to the second part of the resolution, I think that Mr. Venkata
rama Sastri is pre-eminently fitted for the work that is required to be done in 
connection with that ideal. I do not think, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should detain 
you longer than is necessary for saying a word or two about a friend of ours, the 
most important man, Rao Bahadur Brahma and his service ( Cheers ). Rao Babadur 
Brahma thanked everybody but himself, and I know that, being th~ superintendent 
of all the excellent arrangements that were made during these days, you will all 
join with me in passing a vote of thanks to Rao Bahadur Brahma for the burden be 
bore'all these weeks in making this Conference a success. I hope you will carry 
this ;ote with acclamation { Cheers ) . . 

The vote of thanks was carried with loud applause. 

THE PRESIDENT'S CONCLUDING SPEECH 

Mr. President: Fellow Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, Iris& to acknowledge 
the generous vote of thanks that you have just now passed. My friend, Rao Babadur 
Brahma, is a lawyer and be ought to have known that without previous vakalat be 
could not have acted for me (laughter). Though he may have assumed the pleasant 
duty of thanking all those that have served us, served me and the delegates from 
other provinces, it is my particular duty to acknowledge their services to all of us, 
I hope the Reception Committe~ will permit rna to give due precedence to the young 
ladies that gave us fine music during the first day and again today (applause) -and 
precedence should be given to them in accordance with the spirit of the times. I 
must thank the Raception Committee for the excellent way in which they have 
provided for the convenienca of all of us. I personally must acknowledge the 
services of the Racaption Committee, not meraly in these general words but I must 
acknowledge particularly those of Sir Moropant Joshi who has lodged us, that is, 
myself, the Right Hon'ble Srinivasa Sastri and all the delegates from Madras 
( cheers ). We must make our acknowledgments to him for the very kind way in 
which be has made provision for us, I must say this in addition. We brought our 
cooke; from Madras but neither Sir Moropant nor Mrs. Joshi, his daugbter~in·Law, 
would permit our starting a kitchen of our own. So we became part of their bouse
bold. I acknowledge on behalf of mysalf and the other delegates from Madras our 
indebtedness for our temporary incorporation into his family. They have adopted us 
and so we are staying with them for as long as we stay here. 

I bope the Sacretaries to whom our thanks are so justly due will not feel that I 
am singling out Mr. Sbeorey for acknowledgment. My justification is that he bas 
particularly served us at Sir Moropant Joshi's house and his son has been kind 
enough to attend on us and drive us wherever we wantad to go in the city. 

In connection with the volunteers' services which I gratefully acknowledge I 
ought to mention the names of Mr. Dabir and Mr. Padhye who gave us the young 
men that served as volunteers. The volunteers did all the work that we gave very 
willingly. I must acknowledge it on my own behalf; and I am sure that in the 
other camps they have similarly served other delegates, and therefora I acknowledge 
their services on behalf of all the other delegates also. 

Among the other members here in Nagpur who have helped to make the celebra
tions all these three days a great success, I must mention the Servant of India Mr. 
Ambekar who came from Poona. To him we owe a special debt of gratitude. That 
bas already been mentioned by Rao Babadur Brahma and therefore I add my thanks 
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to the words of praise that he has already given to Mr. Ambekar; also to all those 
people who have given their houses for the purpose of accommodating the delegates 
from other provinces. 

The two friends that asked you to record a vote of thanks to me have spoken of 
me as one who had done great service during the last three days, Of course, as 
President I hav\l to deliver a speech. For the rest, the part that I played is very 
little. It is you delegates that have contributed to the success of the session. I was 
just like the Speaker in our Parliaments who does not speak at all. There was one 
resol-ution which was passed during the day, charging the working committee to take 
all the nec~ssary steps to carry out the resolution. For my part, I think it is not a. 
matter left. entirely to a small body of people. It is a duty which must rest upon all 
the delegat2s present here. Neither the Working Committee nor the President 
nor the :::;acrJtaries can put through the enormous work necessary. to carry 
out the s~cond paragraph of the second resolution. The delegates of the 
Liberal :Federation, each group in its province, will have to do a great deal of work 
While we ma.y promise to contribute our share of the help that could be given in a. 
caw::a so gr2at and so important, we cannot say that we shall be able, to put 
through the whole of that programme. Such work as any have to be done in the 
future for which I understood Rao Bahadur Brahma to thank me will be his 
work also. He is one of the Secretaries. It will be as much on his shoulder as on 
mine. I am not denying my share of the work that requires to be done; only I hope 
to be able to undertake it with the assistance of all of you in your respective pro
vinces. 

About the resolutions that have baen passed today-it is usual for the President 
to refer to them. I do not think there is any resolution of which I should like 
particularly to speak. One thing perhaps I ought to acknowledge because it was. 
made the subject of a friendly charge against my address. It was referred to as a 
matter worthy of notice as an omission in the presidential speech-I refer to the 
"Indians overseas." The only excuse for the omission in my address is that I am 
not very conversant with that subject. We found that when the matter wa!.'l taken 
up at the open session, even people who knew the subject very well said that their 
knowledge was not uptodate. If that was the case of those who had all'eady 
studied the question, one who had not studied the question before might well hesitate 
to touch upon it. One friend from Poona drew my attention to that topic rather 
la~e when my address had been completed and had been sent to the press. I told 
myself that that item could be taken up in the open session and there it would be 
moved and s3conded by people who had special knowledge of that subject. That 
problem of Indians overseas, I know, is a very sore problem. That problem is in~ 

capable of final solution until we are masters of our destinies, in our own country. 
It seems to me that nearly evary proportion that came up leads us to the same 
conclusion. There aN some things of importance-! have particularly in mind at 
the moment the speech of rr.y friend Mr. K. G. Sivaswamy who said that things 
could not wait until we got salt-government. That is quite true. Some things, 
many things, cannot wait. We must go on doing things from day to day. It is 
only by doing things from day to day that you can effectively deal with things of 
your future. Everything comes again and again to the one basic protlem of how 
to create a united front in regard to all our problems. On that problem I am not 
going to speak again. You have heard weighty speeches today. At one time it 
looked as if we had serious differances. It seemed to me, that there was somtthing 
to be said for the view that Mr. Chintamani presented and there wan also ~:>orne
thing to be said for the view prasented by Sir Cowasji Jehangir. Thera can be no 
doubt that the question of responsible Government is not a question for which we are 
going to have a solution from Great Britain herself. We have, indsed, statements a 
hundred years old that it would b~ a glorious day in the history of Great Britain 
when India became a self govnning country. When that day is far off it is easy 
to speak of it as a glorious day. But when the time comes for parting with power, 
it is difficult for any people to do it. If Britain find;; it so it b not difficult to 
understand. It is w~ who should make every effort to attain the d8sirad goal. That 
effort must be in the shape of creating unity in the country (Hear, hear). But to 
N. L. F.l9 
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achieve that unity, there is the difficulty that Mr. Cbintamani pointed out to us. 
Tha Britisher in this country is not going to allow that matter to be easily done. I 
am not saying that every Britisher is bent upon producing discord in this ccuntry 
but, wheth2r the high authorities of Government are responsible or not the differ
encas will be fomented by quite a number of interested persons .. On the other hand 
we have our internal differancas independent of any fomentations by others . 
.Against ali these obstacles internal and ext9rnal wa have to work to produce unity 
in the country. That is the big problem. 

I am tempted to narrate the story of a very peculiar institution in my part of 
the country. In my own province, very near Kumbakouam, there is a Darga, a 
Muslim institution with a mosque, in which the presiding Musalman is the eldest 
member of a Hindu family. The story goes that at some remote time, 100 years 
ago, a Hindu went to the Pir and got cured of his disease and he asked what 
remuneration he should give. It was suggested by the Pir that "the eldest member 
of his family should become the Sijjadanashin, half the income should be given to 
this Darga and the other half should go to feed the Hindu members of the family.'' 
'That institution exists today. Differences arising in the matter of accounts of 
income between the Muslim and the Hindu members the case came to Court and I 
appeared for one of the parties and that is how I came to 'know of the story of the 
institution. I am giving this instance to show that there was a time when 
Musalmans and Hindus fraternised and there existed much more friendliness between 
the two communities than exists today. You know what the conditions are today; 
even yesterday we had clashes between Hindus and Muhammadans in tbe streets of 
Calcutta. All this trouble must somehow finally disappear. How this should be 
done we do not know. But it must be done. 

There is only one other matter-! am not saying with a view to magnify it-but 
I should say it communalism of one kind and another exists in many parts oJ the 
-country. And thb communalism is often met bs what I may dEscribe as e:cunter 
communalism. The result is that it goes on backwards and forwards and the acerbity 
between th9 groups increases from day to day. I should ask you, whenever there is 
an occasion for you to exhibit your personal attitude, do not recognise communalism 
{Hear, hear); if others exhibit communalism, quietly ignore it; in ycur conduct, 
.show that you are not attaching any importance to the communal status of the 
parson with whom you have to enter into relations in life. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have detained you at this late hour, I think, for too long. 
It is true, a.s my friend Mr. Chintamani remarked, when another friend spoke, that 
we are all in the habit of speaking of our times as critical but the situation is now 
:really S3rious and do?s call for strenuous work. Before the end of the year, 
there will be the question of elections to the new legislatures. 
You have pronounced in no uncertain terms your own view that we 
would go into the Councils and work the Constitution, bad as it may be. You 
bave, in each province, strenuous work to do in connection with the coming elec
tions. Further it requires strenuous work on the part of all of us to enter into friendly 
relations with all nationalists. We shall have to make the work of the mxt Councils 
in every part of the country one which will tend to produce the rs.sult we have 
x<:ferr2d to in our resolution. 

This s3ssion of the Fedara.tion will now stand dissolved. (Laud and prolonged 
-che€Is ) 

The Federation then adjourned sine die after the Bande Mataram song from 
the pupils of the Seva Sadan. 
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APPENDIX A 
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48 , J. R. B. Jeejeebhoy, Alice Building, Hornby Road, Bombay. 
49 Dewan Bahadur C. M. Gandhi, Advocate, N anpura, Surat. 
50 Khan Bahadur H. P. Chahewala, Khanpur Road, Ahmedabad. 
51 Mr. D. G. Dalvi, Advocate, French Bridge, Chaupatty, Bombay. 
52 , J. R. Gharpura, Advocate, Angra's Wadi, Girgaum Back Road, Bombay. 
53 , N. M. Joshi, M. L.A., Servants uf India Society, Sandhurst Road, Bombay. 
54 , Madhavlal M. Bhatt, Alice Building, Hornby Road, Bombay, 
55 , A. D. Shroff, Svoy Chambers, Dalal Street, Bombay 1. 
56 , Manu Subhedar, Bar-at-Law, Kodak House, Hornby Road, Bombay. 
57 , N. R. Wadia, 120, Parsi Bazaar Street, Bombay 1. 
58 , M. D. Altekar, Park Road, Vile Parle, B. B. & C. I. Rly. 
59 , B. N. Gokhale, Advocate, Girgaon, Road, Bombay, 4. 
60 , K. J. Dubhash, Solicitor, 79, Meadows Stret1t, Bombay 1. 
61 ,. R. K. Tatnis, 364, Thakurdwar, Bombay, 2. 
62 ,, N. C. Bharucha, Advocate, 468, Kalbadevi, Bombay 2. 
63 , Vasantrao S. Raut, J.P. Franch Bridge, Chaupatty, Bombay, 7. 
64 , K. S. Jatar, C. I. E., Narayan Peth, Poona 2. 
65 , H. G. Gharpurey I. C. ( Retd ), Shanwar Peth, Poona 2. 
66 Prof. V. K. Joag, Bhamburda, Poona 4. 
67 G. K. Gadgil, Bar-at-Law, Sadashiv Peth, Poona 2. 
68 Mr, G. V. Ranade, Contractor, Vishnu Pura, Raviwar Peth, Poona 2. 

BENGAL 

69 Sir Bijay Prasad Singh Ray. 
70 Prof. Nibarchandra Ray 213, Cornawallis Street, Calcutta. 
71 Mr. C. C. Biswas, C. I. E., 58, Puddupukur Road, Calcutta. 
72 The Hon. Mr. B. K. Basu, C. I. E., 6, Old Post Office Street, Calcutta. 
73 Mr. H. M. Bose, Bat·-at-Law, 25/1, Rowland Road, Calcutta. 
74 Prof. B. B. Roy, Scottish Church College, Cornawallis Street, Calcutta. 
75 Mr. Satinath Roy, 12, Holwell Lane, Citlcutta. 
76 Dr. Heramba Chandra Maitra, 65, Harrison Road, Calcutta. 
77 Rev B. A. Nag, M. L. C., 1/2 College S:}uara, Calcutta. 
78 Mr. B. K. Chaudhari, 99/1/C, Cornawallis Straet, Calcutta. 
79 Lord Sinha of Raipur, 7, L0rd Sinha Road, Calcutta. 
80 Mr. Sachindra Prasad Basu, 6, College Squara, Calcutta. 
81 , Probhanath Singh Roy, 15, Landsdowne Road, Calcutta. 
82 , Sudhansu Kumar Mitter, 34/1, Elgin Road, Calcutta. 
83 Kumar Rajendra Narayan Ray, 79, Upper Chitpore Road, Calcutta. 
84 Rai Nogendra Nath Mukerji Bahadur, Ranaghat (Bengal) 
85 Rai Keshav Chandra Banerji Bahadur, M. L. C., Sutrapur, Dacca. 
86 Maulavi Abdus Samad, M. L. C., Behrampur. 
87 Mr. S. N. Mallik, C. I. E., 2, Chandra. nath Chatt.?rji Straet, Calcutta. 
88 Rai Mahendra Chandra. Lahiri Bahadur, Sarampur, Hoogly. 

UNITED PROVINCES 

89 Raja Sir Ra.mpal Singh, K. C. I.E, Kurri Sudauli, (Rae Bareli. Dt.) Oudh. 
90 Rai Rajeshwar Bali, 0. B. E, M. L. C., Daryabad, Dt. Barabanki. 
91 Rai Bahadur Thakur Hanuman Singh, M.L.C., Rehwan, Dt. Rae Bareli. 
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92 Kumar Rajendra Singh, Tik:ra House, Cantonment Road, Lucknow. 
93 Shriman Rai Krishnaji, Pandepur, Benares Cantonment. 
94 Ron. Mr. Prakash Narayan Sapru, Bar-at-Law, Albert Road, Allahabad. 
95 Ron. Rai Bahadur Lala Mathura Prasad Mehrotra, Biswan, Dt. Sitapur, Oudh. 
96 Rao Raja Pandit Shyam Bihari Mishra, 105 Gola Ganj, Lucknow. 
97 Rai Bahadur Pandit Sukhdev Bihari Mishra, 105 Golaganj, Lucknow. 
98 Pandit Iqbal Narayan Gurtu, Thornhill Road, Allahabad. 
99 Mehta Krishna Ram, Leader Building, Allahabad. 

100 Babu Gouri Shankar Prasad, Advocate, Bulanala, Benares City, 
101 Rao Krishna Pal Singh, Castle Grant, Agra. 
102 Rai Ba.hadur Lala Biharilal, M. L. C., Rani Mandi, Allahabad. 
103 Rai Bahadur Babu Brajendra Sarup, Civil Lines, :Jawnpore. 
104 Pandit Par mesh war N ath Sapru, Surya Bhuw"n, Fyzabad. 
105 Rai Saheb S. P. Sanyal, Keshav Dham, Shivala, Benares City. 
106 Mr Ayodhya Das, Bar-at-Law, Anand Bhuwan, Gorakhpur. 
107 Pandit Rajnath Kunzru, Chili Int, Agra. 
108 Mr. DalipjNan Singh, M.A. LL.B. Fatehpur. 
109 Pandit Gopinath Kunzru, Clive Road, Allahabad. 
110 Mr. S. P. Andrews Dube, Servants of India Society, Aminabad Park, Lucknow. 
111 Babu Vishwanath Prasad, Leader Building, Allahabad 
112 Mr. Vishnunath, 3 Cawnpore Road, Allahabad. 
113 Babu Surendranath Varma, 7 Elgin Road, Allahabad. 

THE PUNJAB 

114 Mr. C. L.~Anand, Principal, University Law College, Lahore. 
115 Mr. B. L. Rallia Ram, General Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Lahore. 
116 Lala Jagannath Aggarwal, Advocate, High Court, Montgomery Road. Lahore. 
117 Lala Kesheo Ram Shekhri, M. L. C., Vakil, Civil Lines, Amritsar. 
118 Mr Manoharlal, M. L. C., Bar-at•Law, Fane Road, Lahore. 
119 Rai Bahadur Lala Durga Das, 16, Mozang Road, Lahore. 
120 Lala Harkishanlal, Bar-at-Law, Ferozpur Road, Lahore. 
121 Mr Hardatta Sharma, Servants of India Society, 17 Machagan Road, Lahore. 

BERAR 

129 Rao Bahadur B. R. Angal, Amraoti. 
130 Rao Bahadur Dr. W. R. Bhatt, Amraoti. 
132 Rao Bahadur B. V Dravid, Y eotmal. 
133 Rao Bahadur R M Khare, Amraoti Camp. 
134 Rao Saheb M D Deshmukh, Amraoti Camp, 
135 Mr T. S, Dighe, Akola. 
136 , Shankerrao M. Bhalchadra, Y eotmal. 
138 ,. V. T. Deshpande, Y eotmal. 
139 , J. B. Deshmukh. Amraoti. 
140 , R. K. Thombre, Akola. 
141 , T. R. Gadre, Pleader, Akola. 

CENTRAL PROVINCES 

131 Dewan Bahadur K. V. Brahma, Nagpur. 
137 Mr. V. K. Rajwade, N agpur. 
144 Rao Bahadur A. R. Bt1mbewalla, Craddock Town, Nagpur. 
145 Pandit Sitacharan Dube, Hoshangabad. 
146 Rao Bahadur M.G. Desbpande, Nagpur. 
147 Mr. N. A. Dravid, M.A. Craddock Town, Nagpur. 
149 Khan Bahadur M. E. R. Malak, Craddock Town, Nagpur. 
150 Mr. K. B. Sheory, Dhantoli Nagpur. 
151 ,. W. G. Mandpe, Dbantoli, N agpur. 
152 ., S. B. Gokhale, Sitabuldi, Nagpur. 
153 M.D. Shabane, Dhantoli, Nagpur. 

N. L. F. !0 
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BIHAR & ORISSA 

122 Babu Bbagwati Saran Singh, M. L. C., Maksudpur House, Gaya, 

ASSAM 

123 Mr. Chandra Dhar B1rua, Jorhat. 
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APPENDIX B. 

XVII National liberal Federation of India 

List of Del~::gates 

1 Rao Bao Bahadur Dr. C. B. Rama Rao, Basavangudi, Bangolore. 
2 Prof. M.S. Godbole, M . .A., B. T .. "Vinayak Ghar", Poona 4. 
3 Principal J. R., Gharpure. B. A., LL. B., Law College, Poona 4. 
4 Mr. V. T. Deshpande, Y eotmal. 
5 C. Y. Chintamani, M. L. C., Editor, "Leader,'' Allahabad. 
6 Mr. E. Vinayak Rao, Mylapore, Madras. 
7 , H. G. Gharpurey, I. C. S. (Retired), Shanwar Peth, Poona. 
8 , S. M. Bose, Bar-at-Law M. L. C., 3, Federation Street, Calcutta. 
9 , Jatindra Nath Basu, M. L. C., 3.,14/2 Mukataram Babu Ghose Street, 

Calcutta. 
10 , N. C. Ray, C/o Indian Association Roomil, 62, Bow Bazar Street Calcutta 
11 , K. S. Jatar. C. I. E., Narayan Peth, Poona 2. 
12 , G. K. Gadgil, B. A., Bar-at-Law, Sadaehiv Peth, Poona 2. 
13 ., B. N. Gokhale, M. A., LL. B., Ambewadi P. 0. Bombay 4. 
14 , K. G. Warty, M. A., Gokak. 
15 Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru, 1, Katra Road, Allahabad. 
16 The Right Ron'ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, P. C., C. H., LL.D. Annamalnagar 

( South India ). · 
17 S. R Venkata Raman, Esq, B. A., B. L., Mayanoor South India. 
18 Mr. V. R. Nayanar, Calicut. 
19 , S. M. Ghatak, Nagpur. 
20 , G. V. Badkas, Wardhan. 
21 , M. B. Sanjana, N agpur, 
22 Prof B. B. Roy, Calcutta, 
23 Dewan Bahadur C. M. Gandhi, Surat. 
24 Mr. A. V. Thakkar, L. C. E., C/o Birla Mills, Delhi. 
25 11 V. Venkatasubhaiyah, Servants of India Society, Royapettah, Madras. 
26 Prof V. G. Mavdeo, M. A., Pooua 4. 
27 Rao Saheb P. S. Vaidya, B. A. Sardesai's Bungalow, Poona 4. 
28 Mr. A. V. Patwardhan, B. A., Aryabhushan Press, Poona 4. 
29 , L. G. Ganu, Hyderabad (Deccan ). 
30 , Kashinathrao S. V aidya, B. A., LL. B. Hyderabad ( Deccan ). 
31 Prof R. H. Kelkar, M.A. Narayan Peth, Poona 2. 
32 Mr. Naushir C. Dharucha, B. A., LL B., Princes Street, Bombay 2. 
33 , S. G. Gokhale, M. A., Amrai Camp, Poona 4. 
34 ,. L. N. Kullewar. 
35 ,. B. R. Sheorey, B. A., LL., Saugor. 
36 Dr. Mise Nalini N. Dravid, M. B. B.S., C/o N. A. Dravid, Esq. Craddock, 

Town, Nagpur. 
37 Mr. K. G. Sharangpani, B. A., LL.B., Industrial Settlement, Jalgaon. 
38 , Surendra N ath Verma, B. A., LL. B., Advocate, Allahabad. 
39 11 Vishun N ath, Advocate, Allahabad. 
40 , Parameshwar N ath Sapru, Vakil, Fyzabad. 
41 ., Vishwanath PerRhad, C/o The Leader. Allahabad. 
42 , Krishna Ram Mehta, C/o The Leader, Allahabad. 
43 , R. Suryanarayana Rau, B. A., Servants of India Society Royapettah, 

Madras. 
44 Mrs. Anusuyabai Suranarayana Rau, B. A., C,'o Mr. R. Suryanarayana Rau, 

Servants of India Society, Royapettah, Madras. 
45 Pandit Haradatta Sharma, B. A., LL. B., 17, Maciag an Road, Lahore. 
46 Prof. D. G. Karve, M.A., Willingdon College, Sangli. 
47 , V. G. Kale, M.A., 'Durgadhivasa' Poona 4. 
~48 Mr. N. M. Joshi, M. L.A., Servants of India Society, Bombay 4. 
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49 " Kisan Parsad Kaul, Aminuddaula Park, Lucknow. 
50 " S. P. Andraws-Dube, Saminuddaula Park, Lucknow. 
51 " Subba Rao. 
52 Hon. Mr. Prakash Narayan Sapru, Allahabad. 
53 Mrs. Indirabai Gokhale, C. o B. N. Gokhale, Esq., M. A., LL. B. Ambewadi P. 0. 

Bombay 4. 
54: Mr. M. K. Paranjpe, Pleader, Basim. 
55 , U. C. Gopalan, Cio Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastri, Mylapore, Madras. 
56 " D. G. Dalvi, M.A., LL.B., French Bridge, Bombay 7. 
57 ,. T.V. R. Moorty, C.'o Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastri, Mylapore. Madras. 
58 Pandit H, C. Goswami, C/o the Indian Association 62 Bow Bazar Calcutta. 
59 Mr. S. N. Goswami, 3 Gosoin Para Lane, Calcutta. 
60 Dr •. K. L. Day, Hatklola, Calcutta. 
61 Mrs. Saraswatibai Gokhale, 
62 Prof. V. A. Apte, Fergusson C::~llega, Poona 4. 
63 Mr. G. A. Ga.wai, M. L. C .• N agpu r. 
64: " P. S. Kolhatkar, B. A .. C.'o The S1njiva.ni, B:>mbay 2. 
65 Bao Bahadur K. V. R3.nga.swami Iyengar, Principal, C:mtral Hindu College~ 

Benares. 
66 Prof. M. D. Altekar, M. A., Vile Parle B. B. C, I. Ry. 
67 Mr. S. G. V a.ze, Amra.i Camp, Poona 4. 
68 " K. S. N egi, 1, Katra Road, Allahabad. 
69 , Dalip Man Singh, Fatehpur. 
70 Prof. C. B. Joshi, M.A., Nowrosjee Wadia College, Poona 1, 
71 Mr. S. B. Gokhale, Jeweller, Khamgaon. 
72 Sir Cowasji Jehangir, Bart., K. C. I., 0. B. E., M. L.A.. R3adymoney Mansions 

Churchgate Street, Bombay 1. 
73 Sir Chimanlal H. Setalvad, E.:;planada Chambers, Bombay 1. 
74 Mr. R. R. Bhale, M. L. C., Sarvants of India Society, Bombay". 
75 ,. K. G. Sivaswamy, Mayanoor, South India. 
76 ,. R. T. Dashmukh, Nagpur Cio Rambha.u Gupta. 
77 , C. L. Narayan Sastri, Advocate, Vizagapatam. 
78 ,, V. H. Barve, Hmrai Camp, Poona 4. 
79 , Ibrahim Kasim, Zanzibar. 
80 Miss Dwarkabai Bhat, B. A., B. T., T. D. (London) C/o the Long Lif& 

Assurance Co., Lanni Road, Poona 2. 
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APPENDIX C. 

XVII National Liberal Federation of India 

List .of -Members of the Reception Committee. 

1 D. B. K. V. ·Brahm a, N agpur. 
2 1fr. S. B. Gokhale. 
3 Seth Gurmukhrai, Bilaspur. 
4 Mr. B. R. Agarwala, Pleader, Bilaspur. 
5 R. S. U daisingh Bien, Bilaspur. 
6 Mr. N. N. Talati, Merchant, Bilaspur. , 
7 Seth Ghewarchand, Mungeli, Bilaspur. 
8 Seth ~urajmal, Bila~pur. 
9 · Mr. J. P. Verma. Bilaspur. 

10 Seth Radhakisan, Merchant, Bilaspur. 
11 Mr. M. B. Ganorkar Pleader, Amraoti. 
12 R. S. Saranjame, Pleader, Amra.otL 
13 R. B. R. M. Khare, Pleader, Amraoti. 
14 Mr. B. W. Joshi, Advocate, Aniraoti, 
15 R. B. B. R. Angal, Public Prosecutor, Amraoti. 
16 R. B. Dr. W. R. Bhat, Amraoti. 
17 Mr. N. M. Thakur, Printer & Publisher, Amraoti. 
18 , N. R. Dole, Hony. Magistrate Amraoti. 
19 R. S. Dr. Bhagwat;M: B. B.S., Amra.oti. 
20 Mr. R. K. Thombre, Pleader, Akol~ .. 
21 R. S. Satarkar, Pleader. Akob. -
22 Mr. R. G. Utgikar, Rt<L E. A. C., Akola. 
23 , Y. R. D0ngre, Akola. · · 
24 , S. G. Sapkal, M. L. C., Akola. 
25 .. T. S Dighe, Akola. 
26 ., K. P. Paranjpe, Akola. 
27 , M. D. Bhagwat, Akola. 
28 , E. R. Mahajani, Akola: 
29 , S. A. Bhagwat, Akola· · 
30 ., ' S. D. Kama, Public Prosecutor, Akola. 
31 , V. L. Oka, President, Bar Association, Akola. 
32 R. B. G. R. Kothare, Khari1gaon. 
33 · Mr. T. L. Oka, Khamgaon. 
34 , Waman Keshaq Dashmukh, Khamgaon. 
~5 ,. J. ,S. Jha, Rtd, A .D. J. Jubbulpore. 
36 · , L. R. Mote, Land Lord, AmraotL 
37 , Shamji Kheta, Merchant, Craddock Town, Nagpur. 
38 , V. K. Rajwade, Advocate, Nagpur. 
39 Mrs. Bakulabai Abhyank:ar, Saugor . . • , 


